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Abstract
Conditional knowledge bases have been proposed as belief bases that include defeasible rules (also
”, which informally read as “generally, if then .” Such rules may
called defaults) of the form “
have exceptions, which can be handled in different ways. A number of entailment semantics for conditional knowledge bases have been proposed in the literature. However, while the semantic properties and
interrelationships of these formalisms are quite well understood, about their computational properties
only partial results are known so far. In this paper, we fill these gaps and first draw a precise picture of
the complexity of default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases: Given a conditional knowledge
base
and a default
, does
entail
? We classify the complexity of this problem
for a number of well-known approaches (including Goldszmidt et al.’s maximum entropy approach and
Geffner’s conditional entailment), where we consider the general propositional case as well as natural
syntactic restrictions (in particular, to Horn and literal-Horn conditional knowledge bases). As we show,
the more sophisticated semantics for conditional knowledge bases are plagued with intractability in all
these fragments. We thus explore cases in which these semantics are tractable, and find that most of them
enjoy this property on feedback-free Horn conditional knowledge bases, which constitute a new, meaningful class of conditional knowledge bases. Furthermore, we generalize previous tractability results
from Horn to q-Horn conditional knowledge bases, which allow for a limited use of disjunction. Our
results complement and extend previous results, and contribute in refining the tractability/intractability
frontier of default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases. They provide useful insight for developing efficient implementations.
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1 Introduction
During the past decade, there has been extensive work on laying the foundations of inference systems for
plausible reasoning in the presence of incomplete information. In particular, characterizing natural properties of such systems and their inference relations embodied was a major subject of study in nonmonotonic
reasoning (cf. [37, 38]).
Conditional knowledge bases. A conditional knowledge base consists of a collection of strict statements
in classical logic and a collection of defeasible rules (also called defaults). The former are statements that
that read as “generally, if then .” Such rules may
must always hold, while the latter are rules
have exceptions, which can be handled in different ways. For example, the knowledge “penguins are birds”
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and “penguins don’t fly” can be represented by strict sentences, while the knowledge “birds fly” should be
expressed by a defeasible rule (since penguins are birds that do not fly).
The semantics of a conditional knowledge base
is given by the set of all defaults that are plausible
consequences of
. The literature contains several different proposals for plausible consequence relations
and extensive work on their desired properties. The core of these properties are the rationality postulates
proposed by Kraus, Lehmann, and Magidor [57]. It turned out that these rationality postulates constitute
a sound and complete axiom system for several classical model-theoretic entailment relations under uncertainty measures on worlds. More precisely, they characterize classical model-theoretic entailment under
preferential structures [85, 57], infinitesimal probabilities [1, 80], possibility measures [30], and world rankings [86, 48]. Moreover, they characterize an entailment relation based on conditional objects [31]. A survey
of all these relationships is given in [8]. We will use the notion of -entailment to refer to these equivalent
entailment relations. That their equivalence is not incidental is shown by Friedman and Halpern [35], who
prove that many approaches are expressible as plausibility measures and thus they must, under some weak
natural conditions, inevitably amount to the same notion of inference.
Mainly to solve problems with irrelevant information, the notion of rational closure as a more adventurous notion of entailment has been introduced by Lehmann [61, 63]. This notion of entailment is equivalent
to entailment in system by Pearl [81] (which is generalized to variable strength defaults in system
by Goldszmidt and Pearl [47, 49]), to the least specific possibility entailment by Benferhat et al. [7], and to
a conditional (modal) logic-based entailment by Lamarre [60]. Finally, mainly in order to solve problems
with property inheritance from classes to exceptional subclasses, the maximum entropy approach to default
entailment was proposed by Goldszmidt et al. [45] (and recently generalized to variable strength defaults by
Bourne and Parsons [13]); the notion of lexicographic entailment was introduced by Lehmann [62] and Benferhat et al. [6]; the notion of conditional entailment was proposed by Geffner [41, 43]; and, an infinitesimal
belief function approach was suggested by Benferhat et al. [9].











Motivation and goals of this work. While the semantic properties and interrelationships of the various
formalisms are quite well understood, their computational properties are less explored. Algorithms for
conditional knowledge bases have been described, for example, in [46, 63, 49, 22]. They are often used for
a rough analysis of the computational complexity of the problems they solve. This way, in many cases, only
rough upper bounds for the complexity of various computational problems have been established so far.
One of the goals of this paper is to fill these gaps and to draw a precise picture of the computational complexity of major formalisms for default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases. It thus complements
and extends the previous work in [46, 63, 49, 22].
Our effort on characterizing the computational complexity of the various semantics serves several purposes. Firstly, precise computational relationships between various formalisms are established, that is, the
feasibility of a polynomial time transformation of reasoning in one formalism into reasoning in another one
can be assessed from our complexity results. Secondly, the results show that certain algorithms in the literature have optimal order under worst case complexity. Finally, the results give useful insight and background
information when new algorithms for default reasoning are designed and practical implementations are developed; note that, to our knowledge, for the various semantics no or only prototype implementations are
publicly available to date (see [12, 22]).1
Another goal of this paper is to find, in the light of the results that emerge in the complexity characterization, meaningful cases in which default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases is tractable. In



1
The group of D. Dubois and H. Prade had developed experimental implementations of semantics equivalent to -semantics and
system in the past for internal use, which have not been disseminated though (D. Dubois, personal communication).
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particular, we aim at identifying nontrivial restrictions which, on the one hand, can be checked efficiently
and, on the other hand, guarantee sufficient expressiveness such that relevant instances of the problem can
be represented.
Main contributions and results. Our main contributions on the above issues are the following:
(1) First and foremost, we give a sharp characterization of the complexity of default reasoning from
conditional knowledge bases under several semantics, improving on previous results. In particular, we
and a default
, is it
address the following generic problem: Given a conditional knowledge base
true that
entails
? Note that the precise formulation of this problem slightly varies in the different
approaches and may involve further parameters. Our analysis includes formalisms for which only very rough
or even no complexity results have been derived so far, namely proper -entailment [46], maximum entropy
entailment [45] together with its variable-strength extension [13], and Geffner’s conditional entailment [41].





!

 



(2) We analyze the effect of compilation for ranking-based approaches, in terms of off-line computation
of the ranking implicitly associated with the defaults in the knowledge base, such that it can be used on-line
for default reasoning. Both the cost of computing the ranking and of its on-line use for default reasoning are
examined.
(3) We analyze the impact of syntactical restrictions on the knowledge bases. In particular, we consider
the restriction to the Horn case, where all strict statements are Horn clauses and all defeasible rules are of
with conjunctions of atoms and conjunctions of Horn clauses , and the restriction to the
the form
literal-Horn case, where is additionally a literal.

"







(4) We present new tractable cases for default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases. For this, we
introduce two new classes of conditional knowledge bases, which generalize and restrict Horn conditional
knowledge bases, respectively, and can be efficiently recognized. Our class of q-Horn conditional knowledge
bases enriches in the spirit of [10] the expressiveness of a Horn
by allowing limited use of disjunction
,
in both classical statements and defeasible rules. For example, a default
which informally expresses that on Saturday, some person is normally out for either hiking or shopping, can
be represented in q-Horn
, while it can not represented in a Horn
. On the other hand, our class of
feedback-free Horn conditional knowledge bases restricts the literal-Horn case by requesting that, roughly
speaking, default consequents do not fire back into the classical knowledge of
and that the defaults can
be grouped into non-interfering clusters of bounded size. A number of examples in the class of feedbackfree Horn
’s, taken from the literature, are given in Section 6.4. Note that, as shown by Example 6.6,
this class allows for expressing taxonomic hierarchies that are augmented by default knowledge. A detailed
picture of the hierarchy of all classes of conditional knowledge bases that we consider in this paper is given
in Figure 8 on page 28.
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Our main findings can be briefly summarized as follows.

The approaches considered in this paper cover different complexity classes at the low end of the polynomial hierarchy, which range from ( -entailment) to
(Geffner’s conditional entailment). In
general, they have lower complexity than well-known logical formalizations of nonmonotonic reasoning
such as default logic, circumscription, or autoepistemic logic [88, 50, 33].
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The off-line computation of rankings does in general not pay off with respect to worst-case complexity,
and in particular does not buy tractability. Furthermore, computing the ranking associated with a knowledge
base is as difficult as solving the reasoning problem.
3

D

Horn constraints have different effects on the various semantics. For some approaches, the restriction
to the Horn case leads to tractability, while for the others, the complexity remains unchanged. Interestingly,
for all semantics, Horn and literal-Horn knowledge bases have the same complexity. In particular, Geffner’s
conditional entailment is
-complete in the literal-Horn case, and thus harder than Reiter’s default logic in
this case [56, 87].
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We show that previous tractability results for -entailment [46], proper -entailment [63, 49], - and
-entailment [49] in the Horn case can be extended to the q-Horn case. Thus, in all these approaches
a limited use of disjunction is possible while tractability is retained. Furthermore, we show that in the
feedback-free Horn case, default reasoning under -entailment [45], -entailment [13], lex-entailment [6],
and lex -entailment [62] is tractable. To our knowledge, no or only limited tractable cases [6] for these
notions of entailment from conditional knowledge bases have been identified so far.
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Our tractability results for the feedback-free Horn case are complemented by our proof that without a
similar restriction on literal-Horn defaults, all the respective semantics remain intractable. In particular, this
applies even for the case of a 1-literal Horn
, in which each default is literal Horn and has at most one
consists of Horn-clauses having at most two literals.
atom, and the classical knowledge in





Structure of the paper. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some preliminaries
on conditional knowledge bases and complexity classes that we need in this paper. In Section 3, we then
review the various semantics for conditional knowledge bases that we consider in our study. In Section 4,
we first formally define the inference problems to be analyzed, and then, after reviewing previous results,
we overview and discuss our complexity results for these semantics. Section 5 is devoted to the proofs of
our complexity results, and shows algorithms for some of the semantics. This section may be safely skipped
by the reader less interested in technical details. In Section 6, we then explore the tractability/intractability
frontier in more detail. We introduce q-Horn and feedback-free Horn default knowledge bases, for which
we derive our tractability results and show the intractability results for the 1-literal Horn case. Section 7
considers related work, where we briefly address complexity results for conditional modal logics and discuss
related complexity results in the fields of belief revision and nonmonotonic logics. The final Section 8 draws
some conclusions and outlines issues for further research.
In order to distract not from the flow of reading, longer proofs and technical details have been moved to
Appendices A–C.

2 Preliminaries
2.1 Conditional Knowledge Bases
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. We use and to
We assume a set of basic propositions (or atoms)
denote the propositional constants false and true, respectively. The set of classical formulas is the closure
of
under the Boolean operations and . Classical formulas will be denoted by Greek lower
letters , , . We use
and
to abbreviate
and
, respectively,
or its negation .
and adopt the usual conventions to eliminate parentheses. A literal is an atom from
A Horn clause is a classical formula
, where is either or a conjunction of atoms, and is either
or an atom. A definite Horn clause is a Horn clause
, where is an atom.
A conditional rule (or default) is an expression
, where and are classical formulas. A
conditional knowledge base is a pair
, where is a finite set of classical formulas and is
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a finite set of defaults. Informally, contains facts and rules that are certain, while contains defeasible
, we call
a default knowledge base. A default
is Horn (resp., literal-Horn),
rules. In case
if is either or a conjunction of atoms, and is a conjunction of Horn clauses (resp., is a literal).
A definite literal-Horn default is a literal-Horn default
, where is an atom. Given a default , we
use
to denote the set of all atoms
that occur in .
, a strength assignment on
is a mapping that
Given a conditional knowledge base
a nonnegative integer
. A priority assignment on
is a strength assignassigns each default
ment on
such that
for some
. Informally, a priority assignment
is a strength assignment in which there are no “empty levels”.
An interpretation (or world) is a truth assignment
true false , which is extended to classical
formulas as usual. We use
to denote the set of all worlds for . The world satisfies a classical
formula , or is a model of , denoted
, iff
true. satisfies a default
, or is a model
of
, denoted
, iff
. satisfies a set of classical formulas and defaults, or
is a model of , denoted
, iff satisfies every member of . A classical formula is a logical
consequence of , denoted
, iff each model of is also a model of . We write
iff it is not
the case that
. The world verifies a default
, denoted
, iff
. falsifies
a default
, iff
(that is,
). A set of defaults tolerates a default under a set
has a model that verifies . A set of defaults is under in conflict with
of classical formulas iff
iff all models of
satisfy
.
a default
A world ranking is a mapping
such that
for at least one world .
It is extended to all classical formulas as follows. If is satisfiable, then
,
; otherwise,
. A world ranking is admissible with a conditional knowledge base
iff
for all
, and
and
for all defaults
.
A default ranking on maps each
to a nonnegative integer.
We give an example that illustrates world rankings.
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Example 2.1 The strict knowledge “all penguins are birds” and the defeasible knowledge “generally, birds
fly”, “generally, penguins do not fly”, and “generally, birds have wings” can be represented by the following
over the set of atoms
penguin bird fly wings :
conditional knowledge base

²Um]x[zy"o
ST&aUV
[ [ [
`
xU2V penguin n bird `[
yU2V bird  fly [ penguin ³i fly [ bird  wings `^
It holds ST&\m bird  fly o´UµV bird [ fly ` and ST&\m penguin ³i fly oU²V penguin [ fly ` .
Figure 1 shows three world rankings @¶ , ;Y , and L . It is easy to verify that @¶ and ;Y are admissible
with  (note that a¶ and ;Y are in fact the world rankings of  in system  and under maximum entropy,
respectively). The world ranking a· , however, is not admissible with  , since x contains the classical
formula penguin n bird, but · m penguin j{i bird oU ¨0©«ªZm¸ · m] L oB[ · m]\¹%oB[ · m] Yº¶ oB[ · m] Y9» oXoU ¼®U~
 £ .
Moreover, y contains the default bird  wings, but a·Cm bird j wings ouU½=U½a·Cm bird ji wings o .
2.2 Complexity Classes
We assume some basic knowledge about complexity theory. In particular, we suppose familiarity with the
classes P, NP, and co-NP. We now briefly introduce some other classes that we encounter in our analysis
(see especially [79, 54, 84, 53] for further background).
The class
(resp.,
) contains all decision problems that can be solved in deterministic (resp.,
nondeterministic) polynomial time with an oracle for
(informally, a subroutine for solving a problem in
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Figure 1: Some World Rankings
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at unit cost). They are the classes
and
of the polynomial hierarchy, which has been introduced
to capture the intrinsic complexity of problems that have complexity between
and PSPACE. The class
is the complementary class of
, which has Yes- and No-instances interchanged.
The class
has been refined to assess the number and quality of oracle calls for solving a problem:
contains the problems that can be described as a logical conjunction of a problem
in
The class
and a problem
in - . That is, given instances of and of
and , respectively, the answer
is “yes” if both and are Yes-instances, and “no” otherwise. Any problem in
can be solved with two
NP oracle calls, and is intuitively easier than a problem complete for
.
The class
contains the problems in
that can be solved with
many oracle
, is very robust and has many
calls, where is the size of the problem input. This class, also named
, logspace computability with
different equivalent characterizations [90]. In particular, it coincides with
an NP oracle, and with
, that is, polynomial time computability with an NP oracle where all oracle calls
must be first prepared and then issued in parallel.
means that the problem can be solved efficiently
Qualitatively speaking, membership in
by parallelization to the classical satisfiability problem (SAT), which may be solved by using one of the
promising SAT-algorithms that have been developed (see e.g. [29]).
According to the current belief in complexity theory, the following is a strict hierarchy of inclusions:
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For classifying problems that compute an output value (e.g., the set of atoms that are entailed by a classical formula ), function classes similar to the classes above have been introduced (cf. [84, 53]). In particular,
,
(=
), and
are the functional analogs of ,
(=
), and
, respectively.
In this paper, unless stated otherwise, completeness for a decision class is with respect to standard
polynomial time transformations. Furthermore, completeness for a function class is understood in terms
of a natural generalization of polynomial time transformations: The problem
reduces to , if there
are polynomial time functions and such that for each instance
of , the output for
is given by
2 ; see [84, 53] for formal details. In case of
and
, completeness is understood in terms
of reductions that can be computed in logarithmic space.
In the sequel, unless stated otherwise, we consider presumably intractable problems (it has not been
) as intractable.
proved so far that
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3 Semantics for Conditional Knowledge Bases
In this section, we recall some of the proposals for a semantics of conditional knowledge bases. To simplify
the presentation, we shall adjust original definitions (without significant effects) to our framework, and use
characterizations of semantics based on world rankings.

3.1 Examples
We now illustrate the different semantics of conditional knowledge bases along a classical example [49],
which extends Example 2.1 by some more defaults.

ôU m]x[zy"o

Example 3.1 Consider the following conditional knowledge base
, which represents the
knowledge “all penguins are birds”, “generally, birds fly”, “generally, penguins do not fly”, “generally, birds
have wings”, “generally, penguins live in the arctic”, and “generally, flying animals are mobile”.

xU2V penguin n
yU2V bird  fly [

`[

bird
penguin

³i

[

fly bird



[

wings penguin



[

arctic fly



mobile

`^

We would like this conditional knowledge base to entail “generally, birds are mobile” (as birds generally
fly, and flying animals are generally mobile) and “generally, red birds fly” (as the property “red” is not
and can thus be considered irrelevant to the flying ability of birds). Moreover,
mentioned at all in
should entail “generally, penguins have wings” (as the set of all penguins is a subclass of the set of all birds,
and thus penguins should inherit all properties of birds), and “generally, penguins do not fly” (as properties
of more specific classes should override inherited properties of less specific classes).
The corresponding behavior of -entailment, -entailment (that is, entailment in system ), -entailment (that is, entailment under maximum entropy), lex-entailment (that is, lexicographic entailment), and
conditional entailment is shown in Table 1. In detail, bird mobile is a plausible consequence of
under all notions of entailment except for -entailment. Moreover, in this example, every notion of entailment except for -entailment ignores irrelevant information, while every notion of entailment except for and -entailment shows property inheritance from the class of all birds to the exceptional subclass of all
fly is entailed by
under all notions of entailment.
penguins. Finally, the default penguin
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M











Table 1: Plausible consequences of

 -entailment



M -entailment
MPN -entailment
lex-entailment
conditional entailment

ö

õ




³i

bird

MPN

mobile

red

j



bird

ö

õ

ö
ö



under different semantics
fly

penguin

õ

ö

wings

penguin

ö

ö
ö

ö

õ

ö
ö



³i

fly

ö
ö

ö

ö
ö

The next example shows how ambiguities are handled under the different semantics.
Example 3.2 Let us now add the knowledge “generally, metal-winged objects fly” and “generally, light
objects fly” to the conditional knowledge base
given in the previous example. That is, let us
consider the conditional knowledge base
metal-wings fly light fly .

®Uem]x[zy"o
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What does
say about the ability to fly of light metal-winged penguins? Clearly,
is ambiguous
should neither entail that light metal-winged penguins fly, nor that they do not fly.
on this point. That is,
It turns out that only - and conditional entailment show such a behavior. Under - and lex-entailment,
in contrast,
entails that light metal-winged penguins do not fly. Furthermore, under -entailment,
entails that light metal-winged penguins fly.

 ÷


÷

 ÷

M

M  M QN

R

MPN

Informally, the notions of -, - and lex -entailment can be motivated as follows. Every notion of
entailment in Table 1 is associated with a set of preference relations on
(which is a singleton in case of
-, -, and lex-entailment). These preference relations are implicitly encoded in the structure of
. The
notions of -, - and lex -entailment are generalizations of -, -, and lex-entailment in which we can
explicitly characterize these preference relations through additional strength and priority assignments.

M MN

3.2

ø

M. MOQN

 +



M MPN

R

-Semantics







We first describe the notions of -consistency, -entailment, and proper -entailment. These notions go back
to Adams [1] and Pearl [80]. We define them in terms of world rankings (see especially Geffner’s work
[41, 42] for the equivalence to the original definitions).
is -consistent iff there exists a world ranking that is admissible with
A conditional knowledge base
. It is -inconsistent iff no such a world ranking exists.
A conditional knowledge base
-entails a default
iff either
(that is, is unsatfor all world rankings that are admissible with
. Moreover,
isfiable) or
properly -entails
iff
-entails
and
does not -entail
.
The next theorem is a simple generalization of a result by Adams [1], who stated it for
.
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Theorem 3.1 (essentially [1]) A conditional knowledge base m]x[zy"o¥ -entails a default ~ iff the conditional knowledge base m]xT[zyhqVO"it`Oo is  -inconsistent.
3.3 Systems

ù

ùú

and





 U~m]xT[zy!o
m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^[zyÞüCo

Entailment in system (Pearl [81]) applies to -consistent conditional knowledge bases
.
It is linked to an ordered partition of , a default ranking , and a world ranking : Let
be the unique ordered partition of
such that, for
, each
is the set of all defaults in
 
 
that are tolerated under by
. We call this
the
-partition of . We next define the default ranking as follows. For 
, each
 is assigned
the value  under . Finally, the world ranking
on all
is defined as follows:

y

y

yõÿþvV%y 6 "3X`
M
y
M

 £
û m]7o U  
duö ¨ M@m], o
M

U¦x
if s U¦x h!y
if

(1)

otherwise.

aûCm9Þjsrop @ûCm9Þj"itpo .
The notion of entailment in system   (Goldszmidt and Pearl [47, 49]) applies to  -consistent conditional knowledge bases eU³m]x[zy"o with strength assignment  . Entailment in system  is linked to a
default ranking M  and a world ranking  , which are defined as the unique solution of the following system
A default

!

M
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is -entailed by



iff either

aûCm9;oU£
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or

, U"cy and all sÞ + :

m],7oZö¬  m9jspo

if  U½x
 £
 
if s U½xh!y
duö ¨ M  m], o otherwise.

of equations: For all

M  m],7o U
 m]7o U

M

(2)

(3)



M

m9å[z§o

We are now ready to define -entailment as follows. A default
is -entailed by
at
strength  iff either
or

.
We note that for any -consistent conditional knowledge base
, the default ranking and the
coincide with
and
for
under strength assignment
, for all
.
world ranking

aû

+rm9îouU£
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m]x[zy"o

m],7ouU½

M
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3.4 Maximum Entropy Semantics
The maximum entropy approach to default entailment has been introduced by Goldszmidt et al. [45]. Recently, it has been extended to variable strength defaults by Bourne and Parsons [13, 12].
,
In detail, -entailment applies to -consistent minimal-core conditional knowledge bases
is minimal-core iff for each default
there is a model of
that falsifies .
where
This notion of entailment is linked to a default ranking and a world ranking , which are defined as the
and all
:
unique solution of a system of equations similar to (2) and (3). For all
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(4)

 U½x
if " U½xh!y
if

(5)

otherwise.

! is M N -entailed by  iff either N m9;oU£ or N m9Þjvpo N m9Þji po .
The notion of M QN -entailment applies to  -consistent conditional knowledge bases Um]xT[zy!o with
positive strength assignment  . This notion of entailment is defined whenever the following system of
equations has a unique solution M QN [ NQ with positive M QN .3 For all "½y and all åÞ + :
NQ m9Þj"itroU m9"roZö NQ m9Þj!po
(6)

£
if q U½x

if ! U½xh!y
NQ m] oU   
(7)
 MOQN m], o otherwise.
A default

MOQN

7NQ

NQ

The uniqueness of
and
is guaranteed by assuming that
is robust [13], which is the following
and
in , it holds that all models
and
of having smallest
property: for all distinct defaults

,4Y
,L
Note that there may exist unique solutions !"#%$ "!

y

OY

L

x

3
to (6) and (7) in which some defaults are assigned a zero or negative rank.
However, as argued in [12, p. 76], these defaults turn out to be redundant and should thus be removed.
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x
MPQN
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,4Y

ranks in
such that
and
, respectively, are different. That is,
and
do not have a
common minimal falsifying model under .
We say
is robust iff the system of equations given by (6) and (7), for all
and all
,
such that is positive and
is robust.
has a unique solution
We are now ready to define -entailment as follows. A default
is -entailed by
at
or
.
strength  iff either
&
The notion of -entailment is a proper generalization of -entailment:
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OM QN
Lemma 3.2 Let {Um]xT[zy!o be a conditional knowledge base with strength assignment m],7o4U d for all
,T¢y . Suppose  is  -consistent and minimal-core. Then, the system of equations given by (6) and (7)
for all "¦y and all vÞ + has a unique solution M QN [ NQ , which coincides with M N [ N . Moreover, NQ
is robust (and thus, also  is robust).

3.5 Lexicographic Entailment
The notion of lexicographic entailment goes back to Lehmann [62] and Benferhat et al. [6].
with
Lexicographic entailment as introduced in [6] applies to conditional knowledge bases
of by
,
priority assignment , which defines an ordered partition
for all '
. It is used to define a preference ordering on worlds as follows. A world is -preferable to
such that
)(
and
a world iff there exists some
for all *+
. Note that this preference ordering can be
expressed by a world ranking. A model of a set of classical formulas , is a -preferred model of , iff no
model of , is -preferable to .
A default
is lex -entailed by
iff is satisfied in every -preferred model of
.
We will omit when it is clear from the context.
Note that lex -entailment is the only semantics for conditional knowledge bases among the ones examined in this paper in which a default
is not necessarily entailed by an -consistent
.
The notion of lexicographic entailment in [62] is a special case of lexicographic entailment as above. It
, namely the default ranking of
uses a particular priority assignment that is logically entrenched in
(see Section 3.3). We then say that a default is lex-entailed by
iff
is lex -entailed by
.
Note that this definition assumes that the default ranking of
exists, that is, that
is -consistent.
It appears that, in a certain sense, lex-entailment is not less expressive than lex -entailment. That is,
under a weak condition, priority assignments are expressible through logical entrenchment:
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Theorem 3.3 Let
be a conditional knowledge base such that every
has a verifying
world, and let be a priority assignment on
. Then, there exists a conditional knowledge base
and a formula (depending only on
and ) such that, for any default
over , it holds
that
lex -entails
iff
lex-entails
.

÷ZU

!
S&
"  ÷
j ÷ 
R
Proof. The main idea behind the construction of  ÷ and  ÷ is to augment y by additional defaults such
that the default ranking M of  ÷ coincides with the priority assignment  (see Appendix A). The proof of the previous theorem shows in fact that the transformation of lexR -entailment to lexm]x ÷ [zy ÷ o
m9å[z§o



÷




entailment is compliant with the Horn property. For later reference, we note the following.

 ÷

÷

Observation 3.1 Let the conditional knowledge base
and the classical formula be defined as in the
proof of Theorem 3.3. Then,
is literal-Horn whenever
is literal-Horn. Moreover, is a conjunction
of atoms. Finally,
and can be constructed in polynomial time from
and .

 ÷

 ÷
÷
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÷

3.6 Conditional Entailment
The notion of conditional entailment has been introduced by Geffner [41, 43].
Given a conditional knowledge base
, a priority ordering . on
is an irreflexive and
iff each set of defaults
that is
transitive binary relation on . We say . is admissible with
under in conflict with some default
contains a default such that . .
Based on . , we define a preference ordering on worlds as follows. A world is . -preferable to a
world , denoted /.
, iff
and for each default
such that
and
, there exists a default
such that 0.
,
, and
. A model of a set of
classical formulas , is a . -preferred model of , iff no model of , is . -preferable to .
A default
is conditionally entailed by
iff is satisfied in every . -preferred model of
of every priority ordering . that is admissible with
.
is conditionally consistent iff there is a priority ordering .
A conditional knowledge base
on that is admissible with
. The following lemma shows that in our framework of finite conditional
knowledge bases, the notion of -consistency coincides with the notion of conditional consistency.
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Lemma 3.4 A conditional knowledge base
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is -consistent iff it is conditionally consistent.

4 Complexity Characterization
In this section, we present and discuss our results on the complexity of the semantics described in the
previous section. Prior to this, we need a formalization of the problems considered, which is given next.

4.1 Problem Statements

m9å[z, o

 Uwm]xT[zy!o
y
M.
MOQN
Zm],7o
m9o

, where
is a conditional knowledge base and
A default reasoning problem is a pair
is a default. It is Horn iff is a finite set of Horn clauses,
is a finite set of Horn defaults, and
is a Horn default. It is literal-Horn iff is a finite set of Horn clauses,
is a finite set of literal-Horn
and have
defaults, and is a literal-Horn default. In case of - and -entailment, we assume that
additionally a strength assignment
and a strength 
, respectively. In case of lex -entailment, we
assume that
has in addition a priority assignment
. The taxonomic hierarchy of default reasoning
problems emerging from the definitions is shown in Figure 2, where the newly introduced literal-Horn class
is emphasized in bold face.

,

x

,



x

m9o

y

,

R



,

general

Horn
literal-Horn

Figure 2: Hierarchy of syntactic restrictions
Informally, a default reasoning problem represents the input for the entailment problem under a fixed
semantics 1 . We tacitly assume that
satisfies any preconditions that the definition of 1 -entailment in
the previous section may request.
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We analyze the computational complexity of the following problems:

m9å[z,7o


M.

,

E NTAILMENT: Given a default reasoning problem
, decide whether
entails under some
fixed semantics 1 . In case of - and -entailment, decide whether is - and -entailed, respectively, by
at strength 
. In case of lex -entailment, we are asked whether is
lex -entailed by
.

m9å[zm9oXo
m9Þ[zm9oXo

D

R

MOQN
Zm], o

M.

R



D

,

MOQN

R ANKING: Given a conditional knowledge base
, compute the default ranking 2
to some fixed semantics 1 (that is, the rank of each default in ).

of

y

R ANK -E NTAILMENT: Same as entailment, but the (unique) default ranking
some fixed semantics 1 is part of the problem input.

2

of



,



according

according to

The problems R ANKING and R ANK -E NTAILMENT are relevant from a preprocessing perspective, in
is computed in advance and then on-line available
which the ranking 2 of a conditional knowledge base
in the input for solving an entailment problem. The complexities of these problems give us some insight to
the question of whether such preprocessing pays off in general.



4.2 Previous Results
As shown in Tables 3–5, complexity results for default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases have
been obtained by several authors [46, 63, 49, 22]. Most of these results have been derived for default
knowledge bases, though, and do not give a sharp complexity characterization.
Goldszmidt and Pearl [46] showed that deciding -consistency for general conditional knowledge bases
(resp., ). Lehmann and Magidor [63] proved that
(resp., Horn conditional knowledge bases) is in
deciding preferential entailment (and thus also -entailment) for default knowledge bases is co-NP-complete.
Furthermore, Lehmann and Magidor [63] and Goldszmidt and Pearl [49] showed that deciding -entailment
for Horn default knowledge bases is in P. Finally, Goldszmidt and Pearl [46] proved that proper -entailment
for general conditional knowledge bases (resp., Horn conditional knowledge bases) is in
(resp., ). All
these results easily carry over to our conditional knowledge bases. As the proofs are obtained by simple
adjustments of the proofs for default knowledge bases, we omit them in this paper.
As for system
, the comprehensive work of Goldszmidt and Pearl [49] provides us with the following complexity results. As shown there, the problems E NTAILMENT, R ANKING, and R ANK -E NTAILMENT
are all solvable in polynomial time for Horn default knowledge bases, while for general default knowledge bases, membership in the classes
,
, and
, respectively, is an upper bound. A fortiori,
, all these upper bounds also hold for system . Again, it is
since system is an instance of system
straightforward that all these results carry over to our conditional knowledge bases.
Not much work has been done on determining the complexity of - and -entailment. Goldszmidt et
al. [45] suspect that the complexity of -entailment is high, and briefly note that, referring to results on
Horn clause optimization [5], the problem should be
-hard in the Horn case and thus intractable.
Cayrol et al. show in [22] that lex -entailment is
-complete for default knowledge bases. Moreover,
-hard for Horn default knowledge bases. However, the short
they state in [22] that lex -entailment is
proof sketch in [22] is inappropriate, since it mentions a reduction from a problem that is obviously in
;
this would only establish
-hardness for the Horn case.
-hardness for the Horn case follows from
proofs of related results by Nebel on the complexity of lexicographic belief revision [73] (see Section 7.2).
To our knowledge, no complexity results on Geffner’s conditional entailment have been derived so far.
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4.3 Overview and Discussion
Our results on the complexity of default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases, together with results
from the literature, are compactly summarized in Tables 3–5. They contain the three problems E NTAIL MENT, R ANKING , and R ANK -E NTAILMENT from above, each of which is considered for the general case
and the restrictions to the Horn and literal-Horn case.
, the second level of the
It appears that a number of different complexity classes from up to
polynomial hierarchy, are covered. A first observation is that Geffner’s conditional entailment has the highest
complexity ( , Table 3) of all the formalisms considered in this paper. It is thus in the same league as a
number of approaches to belief revision (see [55, 39, 73]) and major formalisms of nonmonotonic reasoning,
such as circumscription [67, 65], Reiter’s default logic [82], McDermott and Doyle’s nonmonotonic logic
[69, 68], and Moore’s autoepistemic logic [70], which are all
-complete (see Sections 7.2 and 7.3 for
further discussion). All other approaches in Table 3 have (considerably) lower complexity.

J KL

I

JKL

J KL

4.3.1

General case



At the low end of the complexity range, there are -entailment, which has the same complexity as classical
logic, and proper -entailment, which has marginally higher complexity due to the additional -entailment
requirement. At the high end, we have Geffner’s conditional entailment. Its high complexity is intuitively
explained by an inherent pattern similar to reasoning under circumscription: To disprove that
entails
, a . -preferred model of
under some admissible priority ordering . must be
found such that is false in . As it turns out, such a guess can be verified in polynomial time with an NP
oracle, where the oracle checks the . -preferredness of (that is, minimality under . ). This is similar to
the minimality of
circumscription, that is, minimal model reasoning, where for disproving 3 4253
a guessed model 6 of in which is false must be verified, which is a co-NP-complete problem [18] (see
Section 7.3 for further discussion).
Also for the ranking-based approaches in Table 3 (that is, -, -, -, -, lex-, and lex -entailment),
is
the problem of verifying whether a model of a formula is selected on the basis of
(at least) - -hard in general. However, there is a qualitative difference between them and Geffner’s
approach. Each world ranking induces a modular partial ordering on the models of
, in which
any two distinct models and of
are comparable by their ranks
and
. The models
with the same rank form a cluster, and the clusters are totally ordered by these ranks. The “preferred”
are those which have minimal rank
. Using an NP oracle, it is possible to compute
models of
this minimal rank
in polynomial time, which is a polynomial-size certificate for recognizing preferred
models efficiently. Intuitively, we have here a single well-connected search space, in which all preferred
can be nailed down by this certificate.
models of
On the other hand, in Geffner’s conditional entailment, two models
of
may be incomparable, that is, neither .
nor .
may hold. In general, the search space for a preferred model
of
generally splits into an exponential number of completely disconnected search spaces, each of
which is intractable and may contain a preferred model we are looking for. Moreover, there is no certificate
computable in polynomial time with an NP oracle such that we can recognize preferred models efficiently
from it (unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses).
More precisely, Geffner’s approach suffers from two sources of complexity: (i) the number of candidates
for a preferred model of
in the possibly exponentially many disconnected search spaces, which
are generated by incomparability of two models
of
because of default violation; and (ii) the
possibly exponential number of models of
that are preferred to , according to the admissibility
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Table 2: Complexity of deciding -consistency

 -consistency

general case

Horn case

NP-complete

P-complete

N

literal-Horn case
P-complete

N

Table 3: Complexity of deciding entailment

 -entailment
proper  -entailment
M -entailment
M. -entailment
M N -entailment
M QN -entailment
lex-entailment
lex -entailment

R

conditional entailment

general case
co-NP-complete
-complete



à K
Iu¾+ì K -complete
I ¾@K -complete NXNXN
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete 
JKL -complete

Horn case

NXN
N
P-complete NXNXN
P-complete NXNXN
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾@K -complete 
JTKL -complete

literal-Horn case

P-complete
P-complete

NXN
N
P-complete NXNXN
P-complete NXNXN
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
I ¾+K -complete
JKL -complete
P-complete
P-complete

Table 4: Complexity of computing default rankings

M
.M 
MN
M QN

general case

Horn case

ï I ¾+ì K -complete ï I -complete NXNXN
ï I ¾@K -complete NXNXN ï I -complete NXNXN
ï I ¾+K -complete ï I ¾+K -complete
ï I ¾+K -complete ï I +¾ K -complete

literal-Horn case

ï I -complete NXNXN
ï I -complete NXNXN
ï I +¾ K -complete
ï I +¾ K -complete

Table 5: Complexity of deciding entailment given the default rankings
general case

Horn case

7

M -entailment uI ¾+ì K -complete NXNXN
M  -entailment I ¾+ì K -complete NXNXN
MON -entailment uI ¾+K -complete
MOQN -entailment uI ¾+K -complete
787
78787
9
9:9

NXNXN
P-complete NXNXN
Iu¾+K -complete
Iu¾+K -complete
P-complete

literal-Horn case

NXNXN
P-complete NXNXN
I ¾@K -complete
I ¾@K -complete
P-complete

Membership shown in [46].
Membership shown in [63, 49] for default knowledge bases.
Membership was shown in [49] for default knowledge bases.
Shown in [63] for default knowledge bases.
Reported in [22] for default knowledge bases; the proof sketch for the Horn case in [22] shows merely
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-hardness.

ordering . . Note that, contrary to expectation, classical inference is not listed as a principal source of
complexity here, as results on the Horn restrictions (discussed below) show.
The mid-range of complexity is covered by the ranking-based approaches. Roughly speaking, for any
classical formula , the rank
can be computed as follows:

k

*4m¸k o

1. Compute the default ranking 2 for



*4m¸k oU½¨å A©«ª@ *am]7o , using 2

.

2. Compute

;

Algorithms for computing the default ranking 2 in Step 1 have been described in the literature. They
can be reformulated to run in
(see Section 5). Step 2 is feasible in
by doing binary search on the
range of the possible values for
. This means that the condition “
or
”
for the entailment of
from
is decidable in
, by simply checking the satisfiability of
,
and if needed computing
,
and comparing them.
The complexity of Steps 1 and 2 is shown in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. As for Step 1, the rank 2
of a default may range, except in case of , over exponentially many possible values; in case of , it ranges
over
and thus over a linear number of values.4 Informally, the ranking 2 can be constructed
bottom up, starting with defaults having lowest rank, and then computing the rank of the next default by
-complete problem of
doing a binary search on the range of its possible values. This resembles the
computing the lexicographic maximum model of a formula [58] and suggests that computing 2 has the
same complexity. This intuition turns out to be correct in all cases except one. In case of -entailment, it
is possible to compute with parallel queries to an NP oracle in polynomial time a certificate, given by the
sum of all ranks of all defaults, which allows to verify a proper guess for the ranking (including further
of a default is in
;
auxiliary data) in polynomial time. Given this certificate, recognizing the rank
since the number of possible values for
is bounded by the number of defaults, this means that the
ranking can then be determined with a polynomial number of parallel queries to an NP oracle. Since two
rounds of parallel NP oracle queries can be replaced by a single round of NP queries (cf. [17]), this means
. We remark that a similar
algorithm is also feasible for ,
that computing the -ranking is in
if the strengths
of defaults are bounded by a polynomial in the number of defaults.
Table 5 tells us that in all cases except , entailment does not become easier if the default ranking 2
is known. Thus, from a worst case perspective, precomputing the default ranking 2 does not pay off (but
clearly saves time over repetitive computations). In case of , entailment becomes easier, because only the
order of the defaults in
is relevant, but not their actual ranks (which can thus be replaced by values from
, and thus -entailment reduces to -entailment).

I ¾+K
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Horn and literal-Horn case

In all tables, the results for the Horn and the literal-Horn case are the same. Thus, although it is in general not
possible to simply split a Horn default
CBBB ED into a semantically equivalent set of literal-Horn
FD , it is possible to rewrite a Horn default reasoning problem to a literal-Horn
defaults
one in polynomial time. Thus, the restriction of the general Horn to the literal-Horn case does not decrease
the complexity.

 2 Y\[\^\^\^%[B2

!  YZj

%j0

!

4
The difference between exponentially many possible values under
and a linear number of values under is due to the
difference between computing the world ranks by summation and maximization in equations (5) and (1), respectively.
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At the low end of the complexity range, the Horn restriction gives tractability, as was (essentially) shown
in [46, 63, 49]. Whereas, at the high end, Geffner’s conditional entailment has surprisingly its full complexity already in the literal-Horn case. This is exceptional, since related formalisms such as Reiter’s default
logic and circumscription have lower complexity (more precisely, - ) in the Horn case [56, 87, 21].
Informally, in Geffner’s conditional entailment, the Horn property is not sufficient to eliminate the intractability of the preference check for a model of a formula, as this test is not simply reducible to a polynomial number of Horn satisfiability tests, as e.g. in Reiter’s default logic. Further syntactic restrictions are
needed. One such restriction, which is efficiently checkable, is that the admissibility ordering . is empty.
At the mid-range of complexity, the syntactic restrictions have different effects. Tractability for - and
-entailment is gained since in the respective entailment algorithms, the NP oracle can be replaced by a
polynomial time procedure. On the other hand, for - and -entailment, the Horn restriction does not
decrease complexity. The intuitive reason is that here the rank of a default is given by the smallest sum of
ranks of a set of violated defaults plus a value, while in the former cases this was the maximum rank of a
single violated default plus a value. Computing the smallest sum is an intractable optimization problem, as
there are exponentially many such sets; as pointed out in [45], it makes (thus also ) entailment NP-hard
in the Horn case. Contrary to this, the maximum violated rank can be computed by simply looping through
the already ranked defaults.
Finally, in the Horn case, the precomputation of default rankings does not reduce the complexity of the
entailment problem. This is explained by the fact that computing the rank of a classical formula amounts
essentially to ranking a default.
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4.3.3

Bottom line of the results

Our results and their discussion in the previous subsections lead us to the following conclusions.

D

Among all the semantics that we analyze in this paper, Geffner’s conditional entailment is by far the
computationally most expensive approach, and its computational nature is different from those of the other
approaches. This complements the observation that the semantical relationships between Geffner’s and the
other approaches are less established.

D

For the other approaches, there is a trade-off between epistemic sophistication and computational complexity. More precisely, in the general case, the price for a more sophisticated semantics is rather modest
and generally does not lead to another complexity level. Nonetheless, it affects properties such as efficient
parallelization to SAT, which is only possible for -, proper -, and -entailment. In the Horn case, however,
an appealing semantics comes at the expense of computational intractability.





M

D

Precomputing default rankings buys nothing or only little in the worst case (in particular, tractability
cannot be gained this way).

4.4 Implications for Implementation
As far as implementations are concerned, our results provide a useful insight into the type of algorithms that
may be feasible for solving default reasoning problems.
First of all, our results imply that polynomial time translations of the default reasoning problems into
suitable other reasoning problems are feasible, such that existing algorithms and theorem provers might be
used as an implementation platform. For example, deciding -consistency can be polynomially translated
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to a classical SAT instance. Such a translation can be easily extracted from the proof of NP-membership
(Theorem 5.2). Any of the sophisticated SAT packages (see e.g. [29]) can then be used for solving this
instance. Moreover, -entailment and proper -entailment can be similarly polynomially reduced to one
resp. two calls of a SAT procedure, which may be processed in parallel. As for the other semantics, theorem
provers for logics with complexity up to
are needed as host for efficient translations. For example, DLV
[78], DeRes [23], or a disjunctive extension of smodels [75], which all provide this expressiveness, might
be used, as well as theorem provers based on quantified Boolean formulas [20, 83, 32]. However, efficient
transformations of the problems to these logics remain to be designed.
or
, such translations might not be very appealing,
In the case of problems with complexity
since the theorem provers mentioned above are tailored for solving problems whose complexity characteris-
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tics is given by the
(resp.,
) classes of the polynomial hierarchy, rather than the HG:I and G I classes.
The definition and computational nature of these approaches suggests that reductions to optimization problems in integer programming might be a more suitable alternative (cf. [4, 89] for a similar approach in the
areas of nonmonotonic reasoning and planning). Notice that e.g. computing a minimum nonnegative integer
-hard, and thus all the problems in Tables 2–5
solution for a system of linear integer inequalities is
with complexity at most
resp.
can be reduced to this problem.
For the development of genuine algorithms, the following can be learned from the complexity results in
Tables 2–5 (see also [34] for similar considerations). The problems (resp., their complements) with complexity in NP (resp., co-NP) can be implemented by a standard backtracking algorithm. Such an algorithm
- and
-complete problems,
is not expected to run in polynomial time, though. In case for the
parallelization of instances to problems in NP such as SAT might be implemented, along the lines of the
algorithms exhibited in the proofs of Theorems 5.6 and 5.7. Alternatively, as done in [49] for problem
, algorithms can be designed for R ANK -E NTAILMENT and E NTAIL R ANK -E NTAILMENT in System
MENT which solve the problems with a logarithmic number of calls to an NP oracle. However, a similar
algorithm for R ANKING is unlikely to exist, since there is some evidence which suggests that
with
logarithmically bounded oracle access is less powerful than
[53].
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For the problems with
resp.
complexity, no efficient parallelization to NP problems seems
feasible, and at least a linear number of calls to an NP oracle is mandatory. In principle, a backtracking
strategy for finding an optimal solution could be pursued; it may use in a standard way the value of a best
solution found so far for pruning the search space, but will have to explore an exponentially large tree.
-completeness result means that a simple
Finally, in case of Geffner’s conditional entailment, the
“flat” backtracking algorithm for disproving conditional entailment of
from
which searches a
tree for a polynomial solution path, where each step is efficiently possible (like, e.g., in the Davis-Putnam
procedure), is infeasible. Rather, a tree must be searched whose terminal nodes represent instances of a
- -complete problem. This can be accomplished by a backtracking algorithm using calls to a classical propositional theorem prover (or, a SAT procedure and reversing the result); alternatively, a nested
backtracking strategy is needed.
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5 Derivation of Complexity Results
In this section, we formally derive the complexity results that have been summarized in the previous section.
To simplify the treatment, we shall state known results at the beginning of each subsection, and prove the
cases that remain for concluding the results in Tables 3 through 5. For the proofs of upper bounds, we shall
describe algorithms that establish the results.
17
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5.1

-Semantics







We start with the complexity of deciding -consistency, -entailment, and proper -entailment.
We now prove the new complexity results stated in Tables 2 and 3. We need the following lemma, which
is essentially a reformulation of a similar result in [46] and [49].

m]x[zy"o is  -consistent iff there ü exists an ordered partition
y ý is tolerated under x by þ  ý y .
We first show that the problem of deciding whether a conditional knowledge base is  -consistent is NP-

Lemma 5.1 A conditional knowledge base
of such that each default in

m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o

y

complete in the general case and P-hard in the literal-Horn case. Note that the former improves on the result
in [46] that -consistency can be decided with a quadratic number of calls to a SAT oracle.





Theorem 5.2 a) Deciding whether a given conditional knowledge base is -consistent is NP-complete.
b) Deciding whether a given literal-Horn conditional knowledge base is -consistent is P-hard.



m]xT[zy!o 
yý
,

is Proof. a) We first show membership in NP. By Lemma 5.1, a conditional knowledge base
of and (ii) for each set of defaults
and
consistent iff (i) there exists an ordered partition
each default
there exists an interpretation such that is a model of , that verifies , and that
 . Such an ordered partition and such interpretations can be guessed and verified by a
satisfies
nondeterministic algorithm in polynomial time.
To show NP-hardness, we give a polynomial transformation from the NP-complete problem of deciding
whether a propositional formula in CNF is satisfiable [40]. Let be a propositional formula in CNF. By
Lemma 5.1, is satisfiable iff the default knowledge base
is -consistent.
b) See Appendix B. -

m]y ý ¶ [\^\^\^[zyÞüCo ý y



,±y ý
þ ü ýy ý

ý

ý

x


m¸|7[GVOgµ`Oo 



Using ideas from the proof of Theorem 5.2 b), it can be shown that deciding whether a conditional
knowledge base -entails a default is P-hard in the literal-Horn case:



Theorem 5.3 Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
whether
-entails is P-hard.

½

,



,

and a literal-Horn default , deciding



àK

We finally show that deciding whether a conditional knowledge base properly -entails a default is
complete in the general case and P-hard in the literal-Horn case. Note that this improves on the result in [46]
that proper -entailment can be decided with a quadratic number of calls to a SAT oracle.





,



Theorem 5.4 a) Given a conditional knowledge base
and a default , deciding whether
properly
-entails d is
-complete. b) Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
and a literal-Horn
default , deciding whether
properly -entails is P-hard.



y K

,



àK



,







!
 
hvVO!2it` 
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 ~

. By Theorem 3.1,
properly -entails
iff
-entails
Proof. a) We now show membership in
and
is -consistent. The problem of deciding whether
-entails
is in
co-NP [63]. By Theorem 5.2 a), the problem of deciding whether
is -consistent is in NP.
Hence, the problem of deciding whether
properly -entails
is in
.
The proofs of
-hardness and of b) are given in Appendix B. -

 ~

chVOqi `



à K

5.2 Systems

ù

and





ù ú


 

We next prove the new complexity results shown in Tables 3–5 for systems and
. In particular, we
shall prove that each of the well-known upper bounds for system
is tight. We first, however, consider
system for general conditional knowledge bases, for which we obtain slightly lower complexity.
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Algorithm K -entailment



m]x[zy"o

Input: -consistent conditional knowledge base
and a default
Output: “Yes”, if
-entails
, otherwise “No”.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

m]xT[zy!o§M

!

s 

.

xhqVOZ`
3  V% [dP[\^\^\^P[X8umÛ8õ¬d%o '`
y
m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o
3
â 3¸é¥ U
â 39é¥ U
µ U½¨å©«ª+V3p â 3¸éU
 ¬3 8umÛ8õ¬d%o '`
k Y  Ujs k L  Uji 
3  V% [dP[\^\^\^P[X8 ` vV.dP[ '`
y
m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o
x hqV>k P`
 3tUd ö{¨ Zm)V ¢%U¦,
, yUTÊ`ph V.õ±dO`Oo
å
5â 3z[ Pét U
5â 3z[ -é¥ U
å V.dP[ '` 5  U½¨0©«ªZm)V3r-5â 3z[ PéZU
 3 8 ` hqV 8vö½dO`Oo ;
L
54YT 5

is unsatisfiable then return “Yes”;
if
MLN do;
for each
if has an admissible partition
of weight
then O
true else O
false;
O
O
true,  P
8N ;
;
;
QN do
for each
and 
if has an admissible partition
of weight O and
R has a model s.t.
 S
, for some
then V
true else V
false;
for each 
QN do
V true,  H
if
then return “Yes” else return “No”.
Figure 3: Algorithm K -entailment

 U m]x[zy"o , an ordered
m]yÞ¶P[\ü ^\^\^%[zyÞü-o y

3 U² [\^\^\^%[5
üý y  ¶ý is3WB'tolerated
x þ ýy
m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o y
y ý .
Lemma 5.5 Let Um]x[zy"o be a conditional knowledge base. The M -partition of y is the unique ordered
partition m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^>[zyÞüPo of y that is admissible with  and that has the least weight.
We introduce some further notion. Given a conditional knowledge base
partition
of is admissible with
iff, for all
, each default  in
under by   . The weight of an ordered partition
of is defined as

Armed with this result, we prove the following theorem.



,

M

Theorem 5.6 a) Given a conditional knowledge base
and a default , deciding whether
-entails
is
-complete. b) Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
and a literal-Horn default ,
deciding whether
-entails is -hard.

,

Iu¾+ì K

½M

,

I

Iu¾+ì K



,

Proof. a) We now show membership in
. Towards this goal, consider algorithm K -entailment. It is not
hard to see that it correctly decides whether
-entails the default
: In Step 3, O is assigned the
weight of the -partition of . Knowledge of O enables an easy check whether a given admissible partition
of is the (unique) -partition of . This is exploited in Step 5, where it is checked for both
and
whether they have a model of rank at most , for all
; note that for
, the condition amounts to
. In Step 6, the ranks of
and
are determined from
the results of these checks, after which entailment is decided.
Observe that all queries in Step 2 are in NP and can be decided in parallel; similar in Step 5. Taking
Step 1 into account, the algorithm thus makes three “rounds” of parallel calls to an NP-oracle. It is wellknown [17] that constantly many rounds of parallel NP oracle queries in a polynomial-time computation
can be replaced by a single one. In algorithm K -entailment, the three rounds can be replaced by one
MLN XN YN parallel NP oracle queries (one for each triple ZO V with O
round with
MLN ,
, and 
QN ) from which the results of Steps 1, 3, and 6 can
be concluded, and which we omit here for brevity. Thus the problem is in
. (Note that by applying
binary search in Steps 2 and 5, O and , can be computed in polynomial time with
successive

M

m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o y
sjq
sj it
3 U¦

y

M

s U½xh!y

m dö½8umÛ8ÿõ}d%o CoGm O8 ö Co
V% [dP[\^\^\^O[X8umÛ8qõ d%o '` 3V% [dP[\^\^\^P[X8 `

²M


ÿ 

y

3

"V.dP[ '`

5Y 5L
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Algorithm K -ranking



Input: -consistent conditional knowledge base
Output: The -ranking of
.
1.

2.
3.

M

m]x[zy"o .

]m x[zy"o
for each 3  V% [dP[\^\^\^P[X8umÛ8õ¬d%oMLN'` do;
if y has an admissible partition m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o of weight 3
then Oâ 3¸é¥ U true else Oâ 3¸é§ U false;
Oµ U½¨å©«ª+V3p Oâ 3¸éU true, 3[{8umÛ8õ d%oMLN'` ;
for each ,v"y and vV% [dP[\^\^\^O[X8õ¬dO` do
if y has an admissible partition m]y ¶ [\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o of weight O
then m],7o  U\ .

s.t.

,åy

Figure 4: Algorithm K -ranking

ÝÞKL¥âäã0m]æ«F-èu8¥oºéîU½I ¾@ì K .)
ì K -hardness and of b) are given in Appendix B. The proofs of Iu¾+
Let us next consider the problem of computing the M -ranking of a conditional knowledge base. It appears
that this problem has essentially the same complexity as M -entailment.
Theorem 5.7 a) The problem of computing the default ranking M for a given conditional knowledge base
 is ï I ¾@ì K -complete. b) Theï problem of computing the default ranking M for a given literal-Horn conditional knowledge base  is I -hard.
ï ì K . Consider algorithm K -ranking. Its Steps 1 and 2 are identical
Proof. a) We now show membership in I ¾+
to Steps 2 and 3, respectively, of algorithm K -entailment, and compute the weight O of the M -partition of y .
In Step 3 it is thus checked whether m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o is the M -partition, and thus m],7o is assigned the correct
value. Notice that for each default ,s"y , the query is true for exactly one value of 3 .
Let 8¤U  y  . Steps 1 and 3, respectively, can be done by parallel NP-oracle calls. These two rounds
L
of 8umÛ8õd%oMLNåöd and 8 , respectively, parallel NP-oracle calls can be replaced by a single round of
L8 mÛ8umÛ8åõ d%oMLN öd%oU½8 » LNTõ8 · LN ö 8 L parallel NP-oracle calls as follows. For each triple mÛ3z[z,a[V7o where
3ÞV% [dP[\^\^\^O[X8umÛ8 õ¦d%oMLN'` , ,cy , and {V% [dP[\^\^\^O[X8 õ¦dO` , a query asks whether y has an ordered
partition m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^%[zyÞü-o that is admissible with  , has weight 3 , and such that ,vy . It is now easy to see
that =m], o´U\ iff the query for mÛ3[z,a[V'o is a query with smallest value for 3 that is answered “Yes”. It follows
ï ìK.
that computing the M -ranking is in I ¾+
ï ì K -hardness and of b) are given in Appendix B. The proofs of I ¾+
Algorithm K -entailment can be modified to an algorithm K -rank-entailment that uses the M -ranking of
calls of an NP-oracle. This alternatively proves membership in

the input, which saves on oracle queries, and can also be rewritten such that it makes one round of parallel
NP oracle calls, whose number depends on the input. Our next result shows that it is unlikely that we can
improve on this and find an algorithm that solves entailment with a fixed number of NP oracle calls (the
proof is given in Appendix B).

2U m]xT[zy!o

,

M

Theorem 5.8 a) Given a conditional knowledge base
, a default , and the ranking of
, deciding whether
-entails is
-hard. b) Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
, a literal-Horn default , and the ranking of , deciding whether
-entails is -hard.

y

²Um]xT[zy!o

M

,

,

I @¾ì K

M
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,

I

M.

Let us now turn to
-entailment. As already recalled at the beginning of this section, it is already
rankings the problems E NTAILMENT, R ANKING, and R ANK -E NTAILMENT are feasible
known that for
in polynomial time with an oracle for NP. Thus, to verify the entries in Tables 3-5, it remains to show
matching hardness results for E NTAILMENT and R ANKING in the general case.

M

 with strength assignment  and a default , , deciding
b is Iu¾+K -hard. This remains true if vU½ is fixed.
Proof. We give a polynomial transformation from the following Iu¾+K -complete problem [58]. Given a
conjunction !U Y j0^\^\^@j= D of clauses @ý on atoms ] Y [\^\^\^%[M] _ , which is asserted to be satisfiable, decide
whether ^`_ Q m9;o Ua]+_ , where ^`_ Q m9;o is the lexicographically maximum satisfying truth assignment of  .
ü
Let 5b be an integer such that N b!8 . For 3tUdP[\^\^\^%[X8 , let the defaults , ý and ,:ý b and their associated
strengths m], ý o and m], ý b o , respectively, be defined as follows:
, ý Uidc%YtjeBBB-jiFc ý b Y¥j!~iE] ý <fc ý with strength m], ý o´U½
, ýb Uidc%YtjeBBB-jiFc ý b Y¥j!g] ý <fc ý with strength m], ýb oUhN ü  _ b ý .
Let y U³V%, Y [z, bY [z, L [z, L b [\^\^\^%[z, _ [z, _ b ` . Roughly speaking, we interpret each satisfying assignment for 
as the binary representation of a nonnegative integer, and the lexicographic order on satisfying assignments
for  as the usual order “  ” on the corresponding nonnegative integers. The defaults in y serve to add up
the contribution of each bit (that is, each atom among ]ZY\[\^\^\^>[M]@_ ) in a satisfying assignment for  . The
ü _ ý
default , ý (resp., , ý b ) assesses a cost of 0 (resp., N  b ) for the truth value true (resp., false) of ]+ý in a
satisfying assignment for  . More precisely, the rank of every ,4YV%, Y [z, bY ` is given by M  m],aYÊo Uµm],4YÊo ,
while the rank of every , ý cV%, ý [z, ý b ` with 3±cVN7[\^\^\^O[X8 ` is given by M.pm], ý oUm], ý o ö M' m], ý YÊotö²d ,
b
where , ý Y is the unique default among , ý Y and , ý b Y that is falsified by ^`_ Q m9;o (see Appendix B). That
b
b
b
is, the ranks of , ý and , ý b with 3rV.dP[\^\^\^%[X8 ` reflect the restriction of ^`_ Q m9;o to V]ZY[\^\^\^[M] ý ` . The factor
üN in m], ýb o serves to account for the 1’s that are added at each ranking step according to equation (3) (in
total, at most 80õÿd ). Since the strengths of the defaults ,:bY [\^\^\^[z, _ b decrease in a mathematical progression,
minimization of the violation cost has the effect that, if possible, the ] ý ’s are set to true rather than to false,
for 3tUdP[\^\^\^>[X8 .
It can now be shown that ]+_ is true in ^`_ Q m9;o iff Um¸|7[zy"otM. -entails the default ,vUiFc>Y j+BBB-j
iFcÊ_jsi]@_ at strength åU½ (see Appendix B). Theorem 5.10 The problem of computing the default ranking M  for a conditional knowledge base 
ï
with strength assignment  is I ¾+K -hard.
ï
Proof. We give a polynomial transformation from the following I ¾@K -complete problem [58]. Given a
conjunction !U Y j"^\^\^;j0 D of clauses on atoms ] Y [\^\^\^%[M] _ , which is asserted to be satisfiable, compute
^`_ Q m9;o , that is, the lexicographically maximum satisfying truth assignment of  .
We slightly extend the construction in the proof of Theorem 5.9 as follows. We add to y there the
default ,"UiFc>Yj/BBBuj iFcÊ_±j  g with m],7oTU . By a similar line of argumentation, it follows that
(15) holds for all 3pUdP[\^\^\^%[X8 and that M.pm],7oTU$¢ö8 (recall that $ is the integer having the complement
of ^`_ Q m9;o as binary representation). Since ^`_ Q m9;o is easily computed from M.pm],7o , the result follows. Theorem 5.9 Given a conditional knowledge base
whether
-entails at given strength 

m9Þ[z§o¥M.

,

5.3 Maximum Entropy Semantics

MOQN

MON

We now focus on the complexity of deciding - and -entailment. We first determine the precise complexity of -entailment, and start with the lower complexity bound.

MN
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Algorithm K -rank-entailment



m]x[zy"o

Input: -consistent conditional knowledge base
, default
Output: “Yes”, if
-entails
, otherwise “No”.

m]xT[zy!o§M

!

"

M

, and -ranking of

y

.

x hqVOZ` is unsatisfiable then return “Yes”;

k´Y Ujs ; k L  Uji  ;
for each 3  V% [dP[\^\^\^P[X8 ` and vV.dP[QN'` do
if x hV>kR-` has a model  s.t. 3 Ud ö{¨ Zm)VO=m], oP,vy[+ U½,a`phqV.õ±dO`Oo
then 5â 3z[VPé  U true else 5â 3z[V-ét U false;
for each 3  V.dP[QN'` do 5  U½¨0©«ªîVj!-5â 3z[V-éU true ` ;
if 54YT 5 L then return “Yes” else return “No”.

1.
2.
3.

if

4.
5.

Figure 5: Algorithm K -rank-entailment





, which is -consistent and minimal-core, and a literalTheorem 5.11 Given a literal-Horn conditional
Horn default , deciding whether
-entails is
-hard.

,

¦MON

,

Iu¾+K

Iu¾+K
§Y\[\^\^\^%[ @_

Proof. We give a polynomial transformation from the following
-complete problem. Given a set of
WD
:D on atoms ]
M] such that every
is
weighted Horn clauses 3
J
is a nonnegative integer, and some
M
l
,
decide
satisfiable and has weight O hNk , where c
whether
Wm :m for every maximum weight world under 3 , that is, world such that   A@ JonqpJ O
is maximum over all worlds in
.

UWV>k´Y±n lY\[\^\^\^%[k n l ¢`
ýU
ý b¬

s Uk nl

 @

I ¾@K





ký n lý
*ÞV.dP[\^\^\^>[ `

rý

ï I +¾ K
k 
n l

-hardness of this problem follows by a minor adaptation of the proof in [58] that computing the
-complete; the proof in
maximum weight assignment under a set 3 of weighted arbitrary clauses is
[58] implies that deciding whether
m
m holds for a particular clause m
m in every maximum
-complete.
weight assignment under 3 is

  Uµk n~l

Iu¾+K





We now construct a conditional knowledge base
holds for every maximum weight world under 3 iff



,

and a default as requested such that
-entails .

½MON

,

s Uk m n l m

The main idea behind this construction can be informally described as follows. For each Horn clause
R r with weight Nkos , we will introduce a default kost . By additional Horn clauses and literal-Horn
, we then ensure that
and that
defaults in
kost ur N.kvs Moreover,
kost is falsified by a model of some conjunction of atoms iff does not satisfy R
we will ensure that all the other defaults in
are falsified by every model of . It will then follow that the minimal falsifying models of are exactly
the maximum weight assignments under 3 . Hence, it finally just remains to choose an appropriate literal ,
such that the default
is -entailed by
iff m
m holds in all minimal falsifying models of .

k !n l






MON7m],



,





y

U

U

MON



  k n l

Let the set of atomic propositions be ST& UV] Y [\^\^\^%[M] _ `phS¬hfw}hyx , where S}UV%$'ý ad5y*l [
t dO` .
3[zcMP` , wUµV{ ý t =7d|\l [O3HzcMO` , and x½UµV& ý t =7d}y\l [P{3[~c8Tõ¬
Then, Um]xT[zy!o is defined as follows:
x

!



,

¢o U
k n l

þvV%x ý t 7d}y\l [a3P~c8-`phVO ý t = d|l [@3PzcMP`
V%, ý t =4d}zl [@3[~c8-`C[
22

x ý t ,  ý t , and , ý t are defined as follows:
xý t U V {ý t n $ ¶ t [{Bý t n& ¶ t [Z^\^\^[{Bý t n $'ý b Y t [{Bý t n &6ý b Y t `
 ý t U  { ý t ujs& ý t Tn~f if 3 \c8
{ ý t uj"kRn lr if 3´Uac8
, ý t U $ ý t { ý t ^
Finally, let the literal-Horn default ,ÞU¦" be defined as follows:
 U  A A
 U { kVt üu^
It can now be shown (see Appendix B) that (i)  is  -consistent, (ii)  is minimal-core, (iii) the
ý
default ranking MON is given by MON7m], ý >o4UN for all , ý u±y (thus, MPN.m], %o4UNkos for l ), and (iv)  U
t
k m n l m holds in every  with maximum weight  tA@ JonqpJ O ý iff ¦koM sN t -entails , . where

The next result follows from a slight extension of the construction in the proof of Theorem 5.11.

ï I ¾+K

Theorem 5.12 The problem of computing the default ranking
-hard.
Horn conditional knowledge base is

MON



for an -consistent minimal-core literal-




MON 
,
½MON
, Iu¾+K
ý
Proof. Immediate by the proof of Theorem 5.11: The default ranking OM N for  there is m], ý %oTUN for
t
all y\l and 3Pzc . Hence, the problem there is easily reduced to the case where MON is part of the input. We next consider the extension of the maximum entropy approach MON by variable strength defaults to MPQN .
Our goal is to show that M QN -entailment is in I ¾+K , and thus no harder than M N -entailment. For this purpose, we
use the algorithm K+NQ -ranking shown in Figure 6, which computes the default ranking MOQN of an  -consistent
conditional knowledge base  . If, during the computation, it is detected that  is not robust, a special
value nil is returned. This algorithm is essentially a reformulation of a similar algorithm in [13], and thus we
do not analyze its correctness here (note that Step 4 in K@NQ -ranking is a technical trick to ensure that ¨0©ÉªGm], o
in Steps 5 and 6 has the rank of the current minimal falsifying model of , excluding its own contribution).
The next lemma shows that the rank M QN m],7o of each default , computed by this algorithm has an expo, which is -consistent and minimalTheorem 5.13 Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
core, the ranking of
, and a literal-Horn default , deciding whether
-entails is
-hard.

nential upper bound, and thus can be represented by a polynomial number of bits.

{U{m]x[zy"o
8U® y



Lemma 5.14 Let
be an -consistent conditional knowledge base with positive strength asbe the cardinality of and let
. Let
signment . Let

4 ,
 )BVN b
with F
, denote the sequence of default ranks computed in algorithm -ranking. Then
for all
 .
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3tUdP[\^\^\^%[

y

#U½¨ Zm)V%m],7oT-,åy`Oo
M QN

MPQN ]m ,4YÊoB[\^\^\^%[zMPQN ]m , ý Ûo Y
 M QN m], ý o\ #

M QN

By showing that algorithm -ranking can be implemented to run in deterministic polynomial time if an
NP-oracle is available, we prove the following result.



Theorem 5.15 Given an -consistent conditional knowledge base
signment , the problem of computing the default ranking
for
otherwise, is in
.



ï I ¾+K

MPQN
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 ¯Um]xT[zy!o with positive strength as , if  is robust, and returning nil

Algorithm KR  -ranking (essentially [13])



Um]x[zy"o
M QN
vÞ @



Input: -consistent
with positive strength assignment .
Output: Default ranking , if the system of equations given by (6) and (7) for all
and all
has a unique solution ,
such that is positive and
is robust;
otherwise, nil.
and 
to denote
and
,
Notation: We use r
 V  A@
respectively, where
with
as in (7).
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

MPQN 7NQ

MOQN
7NQ m9jsro
NQ m]7o
7NQ m]7o

¨0©«ª m9"po ¨0©«ª m9"ro
7NQ m¸k ouU½¨0©Éª
for each ,v"y do M QN m], op U£ ;
while V%,vy6MOQN m], oU£¤`vU
 | do begin
Q
Take any ,åy with MPN m],7oU£ such that m],7oZö¨0©«ªrm], o
M QN m],7or U½ ;
if ¨0©«ª\m],7o U£ then return nil;
M QN m],7or U½m],7o§ö{¨0©«ªrZm],7o õÿ¨å©«ª\m],7o

end;
if
satisfies (6) for all
then return else return nil.

NQ

MOQN

Wq±y

and

M QN

is positive and

NQ

7NQ

"½y

NQ m9jitpo

is minimal;

is robust

Figure 6: Algorithm KR  -ranking
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#tU¨ m)V%m], oTP,±y`Oo
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MPQN
!½y
NQ m9j±po
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Proof. Let
, let
, and let be the length of the binary representation of .

It is sufficient to show the following properties of algorithm K -ranking: (i) computing r
and
: in Steps 3, 5, and 6 is in
; (ii) deciding in Step 8 whether satisfies (6) for each
is in
; and (iii) deciding whether is positive and is robust in Step 8 is in
. Lemma 5.14 implies
EBN
that for every
, the values
and
are from
. Thus, they
call to an NP-oracle,
can be computed by binary search in deterministic polynomial time with
\O for a given value O is in . This already
since deciding whether some
exists such that
shows that (i) and (ii) are in
and
, respectively. As for (iii), we check whether there are no two
the value
distinct defaults from that have a common minimal falsifying model under . If for every
: , which can be computed in
, is known, this is clearly in - , and thus can be checked with
a call to an NP-oracle. This proves the result. -

¨0©«ª Gm], o
I ¾@K
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M QN -entailment is now easily established.
Theorem 5.16 Given an  -consistent conditional knowledge base  , asserted to be robust, with positive strength assignment  , a default , , and an integer cb , deciding whether m9å[z§opMOQN -entails , at
strength  , is in I ¾+K .
ï
Proof. Let ,U}" . By Theorem 5.15, computing the MOQN -ranking of  is in I ¾+K . Deciding whether
7NQ m9;o!U £ is in HI , and by similar arguments as in the proofï of Theorem 5.15, computing the ranks
NQ m9=jro and NQ m9=jvitro in a binary search using M QN is then in I ¾+K ; testing NQ m9¢j0pop¤ NQ m9±jsitpo is
simple. Overall, deciding whether m9å[z§o§MPQN -entails , is in Iu¾+K . The matching hardness result is inherited from the I ¾+K -hardness of M N -entailment in Theorem 5.11 and
The announced upper bound on

the fact that the minimal-core property implies robustness (Lemma 3.2).





Theorem 5.17 Given an -consistent literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
with positive strength
assignment , where
is asserted to be robust, a literal-Horn default , and an integer 
, deciding





,
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b}

m9å[z§o MOQN -entails ,
åU½ is fixed.

whether
input and 

at strength  , is

Iu¾+K

-hard. This remains true if the ranking

MOQN

is part of the

5.4 Lexicographic Entailment
We now concentrate on the complexity of lexicographic entailment. We remark that the upper complexity
bound stated in Table 3 for lex -entailment follows immediately from Cayrol et al.’s work [22], which
shows that lex -entailment is in
for default knowledge bases
. This result can be easily extended
to conditional knowledge bases
, by turning the formulas in the background knowledge into
 
defaults 4
, and assigning them priority r
, provided is consistent.
This proves the result in Table 3.
-hard for the Horn case. More precisely, we even
We next prove that deciding lex -entailment is
show the stronger result that
-hardness holds for the literal-Horn case.

R
I +¾ K
m]xT[zy!o

R

, U³g³ 

m], 7o´U½¨

m],7oZö½d

x

x

Iu¾+K

R

I ¾@K

m¸|7[zy"o


²Um¸|7[zy!o

, I ¾@K
R
Proof. We give a polynomial transformation from the following I ¾@K -complete problem [58] (cf. Theorem 5.9). Given a conjunction kÞU kY´jÿ^\^\^´jqk)D of clauses k ý on atoms ]ZY[\^\^\^%[M]@_ , which is asserted to
be satisfiable, decide whether ^`_ Q m¸ktoT Ua]@_ where ^`_ Q m¸k o is the lexicographically maximum model of k .
We construct ³U m¸|7[zy"o ,  , and ,Uge  as in the problem statement such that ^`_ Q m¸k o U]+_
iff m9å[z§o lexR -entails , (see Appendix B). Roughly speaking, the main problem in this construction is
to transform the clauses k´Y\[\^\^\^>[k)D into Horn clauses k N Y [\^\^\^[k ND . We tackle this by replacing all positive
literals ] ý in k´Y[\^\^\^[kWD by new negative literals i / ý , and express the relationships ] ý j/ ý n
f and
gn] ý <"/ ý in a suitable way. This is accomplished by introducing appropriate sets of defaults  ý and by
exploiting the lexicographic preference ordering on worlds. We next turn to the complexity of lex-entailment. Since this is a special case of lexR -entailment, we can
solve this problem by using an algorithm for lexR -entailment, to which provide the M -partition of y from
the conditional knowledge base Um]xT[zy!o in the input. As this can be done without too much overhead,
the complexity of lexR -entailment gives us then an upper bound for lex-entailment. On the other hand, the

Theorem 5.18 Given a literal-Horn default knowledge base
with priority assignment , and
a literal-Horn default
, deciding whether
lex -entails is
-hard.

,U}gÿ

m9å[z§o

transformation of general lexicographic default ranking to entrenched lexicographic default ranking from
Theorem 3.3 allows us to infer that this complexity is also a lower bound.





,

Theorem 5.19 a) Given an -consistent conditional knowledge base
and a default , deciding whether
lex-entails is in
. b) Given an -consistent literal-Horn default knowledge base
and a literalHorn default , deciding whether
lex-entails is
-hard.



,

,
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,
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5.5 Conditional Entailment
We finally concentrate on the complexity of Geffner’s conditional entailment.
The following lemma is helpful for checking whether a priority ordering is admissible.

 Um]x[zy"o be a conditional knowledge base. A priority ordering .
,vy is tolerated by y U½yõ{V%, ÷ y6, ÷ .¬,a` under x .

Lemma 5.20 Let
with
iff each



on

y

is admissible

We are now ready to give an upper bound for the complexity of conditional entailment.
Theorem 5.21 Given a conditional knowledge base
whether
conditionally entails is in
.



,

J KL

 U m]x[zy"o
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and a default

,U ¤ 

, deciding

Algorithm not-cond-entailment

m]x[zy"o

 
!
! .

Input: Conditional knowledge base
and a default
Output: “Yes” iff
does not conditionally entail
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

.

m]xT[zy!o
Guess a subset . of yy ;
if . is not irreflexive or . is not transitive then halt; /* . is not a priority ordering */
for each ,v"y do
if i (, is tolerated by yeõV%, ÷ y P, ÷ .,4` under x )
then halt; /* . is not admissible */
Guess åÞZ+ ;
if   U½x h VO` or ! Uc then halt; /* wrong guess */
if some ÿÞ + exists s.t. }. and  U¦x hqVOZ` then halt /*  is not preferred */

else return “Yes”.

Figure 7: Algorithm not-cond-entailment
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does not conditionally entail ,
Proof. We show that the complement problem, that is, deciding whether
is in
. Recall that is not conditionally entailed by
iff there exists a priority ordering . on that
, and a . -preferred model of
such that
. This is checked by the
is admissible with
nondeterministic algorithm not-cond-entailment. In Step 3 there, Lemma 5.20 is applied for checking that
the priority ordering . is admissible. It is easily seen that the (unnegated) queries in Step 3 and the query
in Step 6 can be answered by an NP-oracle. Modulo these queries, each of the Steps 1–6 can be done in
does not conditionally entail is in
.polynomial time. Hence, deciding whether

ß KL
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x{h VOZ`
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We next show that this upper bound is tight, and that this holds even for the literal-Horn case.

Um]x[zy"o

Theorem 5.22 Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
, deciding whether
conditionally entails is
-hard.

,ÞU!



,

JTKL

and a literal-Horn default

J KL
/ Y\[\^\^\^%[X/ ±[ §Y[\^\^\^%[ +_
[X8 b2d
¬U +/ Y^\^\^ +/ ZY^\^\^ +_m¸kY@j @jk Éo

/ Y\[\^\^\^%[X/

Y [\^\^\^>[ _
 hå
k Y j Zjåk
ký
§Y[\^\^\^[ @_
We construct a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base  U m]xT[zy!o and a literal-Horn default ,U
   such that ¡ evaluates to true iff  conditionally entails , (see Appendix B). Roughly speaking,

Proof. We give a polynomial transformation from the following canonical
-complete problem [54].
Given a collection of clauses
, decide
W on the atoms
D M]
M] , where l
8¢ D'£>] £¤]
yBBB ¥ evaluates to true. That
whether the quantified Boolean formula ¡ ~¢
is, is it true that for each truth assignment ¦ to the variables
D , there exists a truth assignment § to
the variables ]
M] such that ¦ § satisfies CBBB ¥ . Without loss of generality, we can assume
M] .
that each clause contains at least one variable from ]

k´Y\[\^\^\^>[k

this construction involves two main problems. First, we must express somehow the validity of a quantified
Boolean formula. This will be done by making use of the preference ordering on worlds. Second, we must
transform the clauses
¥ into Horn clauses
 . This will be done by replacing all positive
¥ by new negative literals and E] , respectively. We will then use to
literals and ]> in
express the relationships
and ]¤ C]
, and the preference ordering on worlds to express
the relationships
and i]¤ f] ; thus, )¨
and ]> ¨ E] . -

/ý

k Y [\^\^\^[k
kY[\^\^\^[k
/ ý j!/ ý÷ 
n f
gn / ý <s/ ý÷ ¦
g n

kN Y [\^\^\^%[kN
it/ ý÷ i ÷
pj ÷ nf
u< ÷
/ ý it/ ý÷
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6 New Tractable Cases
6.1 Overview
As the results in Section 4 show, a number of the more sophisticated semantics for conditional knowledge
bases are intractable for all the classes of default reasoning problems that we have considered. Thus, the
issue of meaningful, tractable classes of problems for these semantics naturally arises. On the other hand, it
would be interesting to know whether the tractability results for the other semantics in the Horn case can be
extended to more expressive classes of problems.
In this section, we tackle these issues and present new tractable cases for default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases. In response to the latter question, we introduce in Section 6.2 the class of q-Horn
conditional knowledge bases. This class generalizes Horn conditional knowledge bases syntactically by
allowing a restricted use of disjunction, and contains instances which cannot be represented in Horn conditional knowledge bases. As we show, the tractability results for Horn conditional knowledge bases in
Tables 2–5 extend to q-Horn conditional knowledge bases, which can be regarded as a positive result regarding the tractability of default reasoning.
Finding meaningful tractable cases for the more sophisticated semantics for conditional knowledge bases
turns out to be more challenging. A natural attempt is to show that a further restriction of the literal-Horn
case leads to tractability. An obvious candidate restriction is bounding the size of the antecedents in the
strict and classical rules to at most one atom. Unfortunately, as we show in Section 6.3, this does not buy
tractability. An analysis of our proof reveals that the interaction of the defaults among each other and with
the classical background knowledge must be controlled such that interferences have a local effect. This
leads us to the class of feedback-free Horn (ff-Horn) default reasoning problems in Section 6.4. As we show,
tractability is gained on this class for most of the intractable semantics in Tables 2–5. The refined hierarchy
of default reasoning problem classes is shown in Figure 8, where the new classes introduced in this section
are emphasized in bold face.

6.2 Q-Horn
6.2.1

Motivating example

Q-Horn conditional knowledge bases generalize Horn conditional knowledge bases by allowing a limited
form of disjunction. The following example illustrates this kind of disjunctive knowledge.
Example 6.1 Assume that John is looking for Mary. Unfortunately, he did not find her at home. So, he is
wondering where she might be. He knows that Mary might be having tea with her friends, that she might be
in the library, or that she might be playing tennis. He also knows that these scenarios are pairwise exclusive
and not exhaustive. Moreover, John knows that “generally, in the afternoon, Mary is having tea with her
friends or she is in the library” and that “generally, on Friday afternoon, Mary is playing tennis”.
:
This knowledge can be expressed by the following conditional knowledge base

Um]xT[zy!o

xU2VOi tea <i library [´i tea <i tennis [ui
yU2V afternoon  tea < library [ Friday j

library

<"i


afternoon

tennis

`[

tennis

`^

Suppose now that it is Friday afternoon and that John is wondering whether he should go to the library
to look for Mary. That is, does
entail Friday afternoon library ?
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Figure 8: Refined hierarchy of syntactic restrictions
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6.2.2

Definitions

We now introduce q-Horn conditional knowledge bases. A clause is a disjunction of literals. A default
is clausal iff is either or a conjunction of literals, and is a conjunction of clauses. A conditional
knowledge base
is clausal iff is a finite set of clauses and is a finite set of clausal defaults.
is clausal iff both
and are clausal.
A default reasoning problem
or a conjunction of
A classical formula is in conjunctive normal form (or CNF) iff is either
clauses. We use the operator  to map each atom to its negation , and each negated atom
to . We
define a mapping ® that associates each clausal default with a classical formula in CNF as follows. If
is of the form ¯c }BBB &c with clauses c
c , then ®
c BBB ec . If is of the form
is defined as the
 }BBB ° D ±c }BBB °c with literals 
 D and clauses c
c , then ®
conjunction of all ° ²BBB 5+oD c with
. We extend the mapping ® to classical formulas
in CNF by defining ®
. We extend ® to finite sets
of classical formulas in CNF and clausal
defaults as follows. Let
denote the set of all
with ®
. If
, then we define ®
as
the conjunction of all ®
with
. Otherwise, ®
is defined as .
A partial assignment ³ is a set of literals such that for every atom
at most one of the literals and
is in ³ . A classical formula in CNF is q-Horn iff there exists a partial assignment ³ such that (i) each
clause in contains at most two literals outside of ³ , and (ii) if a clause in contains exactly two literals
M´ \³ , then neither  nor +´ belongs to ³ . Note that it is not assumed that the partial assignment ³
can be completed to a model of .
The class of q-Horn formulas generalizes the classes of quadratic, Horn, and disguised Horn formulas
is quadratic iff
[11]. Recall that a classical formula in CNF µc |BBB &c over the atoms
each clause c contains at most two literals. It is Horn iff each c is a Horn clause, and disguised Horn iff
there exists a partial assignment ³ such that `³
and that each clause c contains at most one literal not
belonging to ³ . Informally, disguised Horn can be made Horn by “renaming” atoms. For quadratic (resp.,
(resp., ³
) always satisfies (i) and (ii).
Horn) , the partial assignment ³
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Example 6.2 The classical formulas i $TjmX{t<coîjm]$<co , i $TjqmX{¥<viFct<si 7
, o+jm9i´$T<vid{¥<viFct<0, o , and
i $jC{´j mX{´<fco are quadratic, Horn, and disguised Horn, respectively, and thus q-Horn.
The classical formula m9i $±<qid{\oZjÿm9i $±<qiFcoZjÿm9id{ <iFco§j m]$<&{\o§jÿm]$±<c\o¥jÿmX{u<Cc <", o is q-Horn
(as ³ÿUµV%,a` satisfies (i) and (ii)), but neither among Horn, quadratic, and disguised Horn.
The classical formula m9i $±<i¶{t<idc\o§jm]$<{ <Cc\o is not q-Horn.
A finite set  of classical formulas in CNF and clausal defaults is q-Horn iff ®²m]ÿo is q-Horn. A conditional knowledge base }Uµm]xT[zy!o is q-Horn iff  is clausal and x h!y is q-Horn. Clearly, every Horn
conditional knowledge base is q-Horn, but not vice versa. A default reasoning problem m9å[z,7o is q-Horn,
if  is q-Horn and , is a clausal default.
Example 6.3 The conditional knowledge base ¯Um]x[zy"o shown in Example 6.1 is q-Horn. More precisely, the classical formula ®m]x h"y!o associated with  is given as follows:
®m]x h!y"o"Um9i tea <i libraryoZj m9i tea <i tennis oj m9i library <i tennisotj
m9i afternoon < tea < library oZj m9i Friday <i afternoon < tenniso+^
It is now easy to verify that VOi Friday [Bi afternoon ` is a partial assignment that satisfies (i) and (ii) as described above. That is, ®m]x h!y"o is q-Horn. Since  is clearly clausal, it follows that  is q-Horn.
The size of a classical formula in CNF  , denoted ·Ê¶· , is defined as the number of occurrences of
literals in  . We use  t to denote the number of clauses in  . The size of a clausal default ,pUÿ ,
29

,
m]x o
m]xshy"o

Ê ö z

x
U¬m]x[zy"o

x

denoted · )· , is defined as · ¶· ¸· · . The size of a finite set of clauses , denoted · · , is defined as the
. The size of a clausal conditional knowledge base
, denoted · · , is defined as
size of ®
the size of ®
. We use
to denote the cardinality of .
6.2.3

y 

y

Ê

Q-Horn formulas

We now give some preparative results. We first recall that the problem of deciding whether a q-Horn formula
is satisfiable and the problem of recognizing q-Horn formulas are both tractable and can in fact be solved in
linear time. These results go back to Boros et al. [10, 11].
Theorem 6.1 (see [10, 11])
a) Given a q-Horn formula , deciding whether is satisfiable can be done in time j· ¶· .
b) Given a classical formula in CNF , deciding whether is q-Horn can be done in time j·







ã0m Ê Êo
ãåm Ê¶·Êo .



By these results, it is clear that q-Horn conditional knowledge bases can be efficiently recognized.
Proposition 6.2 Given a clausal conditional knowledge base
Horn can be done in time j· · .

ã0m Ê Êo

 U m]xT[zy!o , deciding whether 

is q-

The following lemma states the (immediate) observation that the set of all q-Horn formulas is closed
under conjunction with literals and under decomposition of conjunctions into their components.





Lemma 6.3 a) If is a q-Horn formula and is a conjunction of literals, then
b) If
is a q-Horn formula, then is q-Horn.

js

6.2.4

¹



Þjv

is q-Horn.

-Semantics

We now prove the tractability results shown in Figures 9–10 for ¹ -semantics in the q-Horn case. The
following theorem shows that deciding whether a q-Horn conditional knowledge base is -consistent is
tractable.



U¬m]x[zy"o , deciding whether  is  -conL
ã0mz y  Ê Êo
Proof. A conditional knowledge base ¯Um]x[zy"o is  -consistent iff the M -partition of y exists [49].
That is, iff there exists an ordered partition m]yÞ¶P[\^\^\^>[zyÞüPo of y such that, for 3 U½ [\^\^\^>[5 , each y ý is the set
of all defaults in y õ þ V%y 6"3X` that are tolerated under x by y õ þ V%y 6"3X` . Thus, deciding
L
whether  is  -consistent can be reduced to ã0mz y  o satisfiability tests on sets of classical formulas and
defaults of the form x{h y ÷ hV>k j l´` with y ÷ íy and kÞlå±y ÷ . Clearly, as kÞlå±y ÷ , such sets
x h"y ÷ hqV>k"jsl´` are logically equivalent to x h!y ÷ hqV>k´` .
Assume now that  is q-Horn. Then, by Lemma 6.3, every x h y ÷ hV>k´` is q-Horn. Hence, by
Theorem 6.1 a), each satisfiability test can be done in time ãåmj·Ê·Êo . Thus, in summary, deciding whether
 is  -consistent can be done in time ãåmz y L ·Ê·Êo . The next result shows that deciding  -entailment is tractable in the q-Horn case.
Theorem 6.5 Given a q-Horn default reasoning problem m9å[z,7o , where ³U m]x[zy"o and ,U ,
L
deciding whether ½ -entails , can be done in time ã0mXmj·Ê¶·´ö  o y mj·Ê· öº·,)·ÊoXo .
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, a conditional knowledge base ôUm]x[zy"o -entails a default ,²UW
iff m]x[zy h{VOwit`Oo is  -inconsistent. Hence, by the proof of Theorem 6.4, deciding whether ® L
entails , can be reduced to ã0mz y  o satisfiability tests on sets of classical formulas and defaults of the form
Theorem 6.4 Given a q-Horn conditional knowledge base
sistent can be done in time
· C· .
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x h y ÷ ÷ h¬V»§` with y ÷ ÷ íy h{VO i ` and »±½¼ ±y ÷ ÷ . We can now distinguish the three cases (i)
³it¾{
L y ÷ ÷ , (ii)  ti {y ÷ ÷ and »±½¼ÿU
  i  , and (iii)  it{y ÷ ÷ and »¿¼vU³it .
That is, the satisfiability tests are done on sets of classical formulas and defaults of the form x hqy ÷ he ,
where y ÷ íy and ¤V-V>k´`C[GVO it[k´`C[GVOit[BZ`-` with klvy ÷ .
Suppose now that  is q-Horn and , is clausal. Hence,  is either g or of the form ZY j|BBB4j @ü
with literals  Y [\^\^\^%[B@ü . Moreover,  is of the form  Y jBBB7j  _ with clauses  Y [\^\^\^[X _ . Thus, each
satisfiability test on xshÞy ÷ hvVO³it[k´` can be reduced to ·Ê¶· satisfiability tests on xshÞy ÷ hvVOi ý [k´` ,
dd"3 5 , and   satisfiability tests on x!hy ÷ hvVOit ý [k´` , dd3"8 . Moreover, each satisfiability test on
x h"y ÷ hqVOit[B` can be reduced to   satisfiability tests on xshy ÷ håVOit ý [BZ` , dd3"8 .
By Lemma 6.3, each such x=hy ÷ hÀ with V-V>k`C[GVOi ý [k`C[GVOit ý [k´`C[GVOi  ý [BZ`-` is q-Horn. Hence,
by Theorem 6.1 a), each satisfiability test can be done in time ã0mj·Ê·aöz·,Á·Êo . In summary, this shows that
L
deciding whether ½ -entails , can be done in time ã0mXmj·Ê¶·´ö  o y mj·Ê· öº·,)·ÊoXo . The following theorem shows that also deciding proper  -entailment is tractable in the q-Horn case.
Theorem 6.6 Given a q-Horn default reasoning problem m9å[z,7o , where ³U m]x[zy"o and ,U ,
L
deciding whether  properly  -entails , can be done in time ã0mXmj·Ê¶·ö  o y  mj·ÊC·´öº·,Á·ÊoXo .
Proof. Recall that  properly  -entails  iff ² -entails W and  does not  -entail ³f
(that is, W$ji $ for some $±ST& ). Hence, the result is immediate by Theorem 6.5. 6.2.5

Systems

Â

and

Â ú





We next concentrate on entailment in systems and
. The following result shows that computing the
default ranking
is tractable in the q-Horn case. Since system
is a proper generalization of system ,
this result shows also that computing the default ranking is tractable in the q-Horn case.

M

M



 



 U m]xT[zy!o

Theorem 6.7 Given an -consistent q-Horn conditional knowledge base
with strength ascan be computed in time polynomial in the input size.
signment , the default ranking



M



{Um]x[zy"o
L
ã0mz y  çæ F-è y o
y ÷ íy
klsy ÷
x¯hÿy ÷ h{V>k´`
ã0m Ê Êo



Proof. Given an -consistent conditional knowledge base
with strength assignment , the
can be computed with
satisfiability tests on sets of classical formulas
default ranking
and defaults of the form
, where
and
[49].
Assume now that
is q-Horn. Then, by Lemma 6.3, each such
is q-Horn. Hence,
by Theorem 6.1 a), each satisfiability test can be done in time j· · . Thus, in summary, the default
can be computed in polynomial time. ranking

M



x h"y ÷ hV>k`

M.

M'



We finally show that deciding -entailment is tractable in the q-Horn case. Again, since system
properly generalizes system , this result shows also that deciding -entailment is tractable in the q-Horn
case. Trivially, these tractability results remain true when
and , respectively, are part of the input.



M

M
M
Theorem 6.8 Given a q-Horn default reasoning problem m9å[z, o , where ²Um]xT[zy!o is  -consistent and
has a strength assignment  , deciding whether m9å[z§ouM. -entails ,qUW at a given strength b
can be done in time polynomial in the input size.

m90[z§oM'

,
xh{VOZ`
 m9;o;ö   m9jvi p o
m9å[z§oZM'
,
 m9;oZö "  m9jitro
 
,
x h VO`

+ m9qjrouö 
xh"VOZ`

Proof. Recall that
-entails at strength  iff
is unsatisfiable or
Y
|
(or, equivalently,
). Thus, we first have to check whether
is
unsatisfiable. If this is the case, then
-entails at strength  . Otherwise, we additionally have to
\
.
decide whether
Suppose now that
is q-Horn and is clausal. Then, by Lemma 6.3,
is q-Horn. Hence, by
Theorem 6.1 a), deciding whether
is unsatisfiable can be done in time j· · º· ¶· .

 m9j!itpo
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xh OV Z`
ãåm x ö Ê Êo

M'

M'
ã m]æçF-è y o
0
¬V-VOZ`C[GVO§[Bit`-` y ÷ íy

x¢hy ÷ hVO§[BitT`
 
xhTy ÷ h
¬V-VOZ`C[GVO§[Bit ý -` `
ãåm Ê pö , Êo

By Theorem 6.7, the default ranking
can be computed in polynomial time. Given the ranking ,
and
can be computed with
satisfiability tests on sets of classical
the values
formulas and defaults of the form
and
[49]. Since is of the
' , where 
form 5BBB
with clauses
, each satisfiability test on
can be reduced to
satisfiability tests on all
. By Lemma 6.3, each such
 with 
is q-Horn. Hence, by Theorem 6.1 a), each satisfiability test can be done in time j· C· · )· . This
and
can be computed in polynomial time.
shows that
In summary, deciding whether
-entails at strength  can be done in polynomial time. -

 m9;o

 Y-j

9jTt_

 m90j itpo
x¢hy ÷ h
 Y[\^\^\^[X _
xshÞy ÷ hvVO§[Bit ý `

 m9îo

 m9Þji po

m90[z§o¥M.

,

6.3 Intractability Results for 1-Literal-Horn Case

M N M QN

R

How do we obtain tractability of deciding -, -, lex-, lex -, and conditional entailment? In particular, are
there any syntactic restrictions on default reasoning problems that give tractability? We could, for example,
further restrict literal-Horn defaults by limiting the number of atoms in the antecedent of each default as
follows. A default
is 1-literal-Horn iff is either or an atom, and is a literal. A 1-Horn clause is
, where is either or an atom, and is a literal. A conditional knowledge base
a classical formula
is 1-literal-Horn iff is a finite set of 1-Horn clauses and is a finite set of 1-literal-Horn
defaults. A default reasoning problem
is 1-literal-Horn iff both
and are 1-literal-Horn.
Unfortunately, the following theorem shows that deciding -entailment is still intractable even for this
very restricted kind of default reasoning problems.


n

Um]xT[zy!o
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m9å[z,7o
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, which is -consistent and minimalTheorem 6.9 Given a 1-literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
-entails is co-NP-hard.
core, and a 1-literal-Horn default , deciding whether

,

½MON

,

Informally, intractability is due to the fact that the default knowledge generally does not fix a unique
instantiation of the atoms to truth values, in particular, when defaults “fire back” into the antecedents of
other defaults, and when defaults are logically related through their consequents.
Since -entailment is a proper generalization of -entailment (see Lemma 3.2), it immediately follows
that deciding -entailment is intractable in the 1-literal-Horn case.

OM QN

MON

M QN





Corollary 6.10 Given a 1-literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
, which is -consistent and robust,
a strength assignment on
, a 1-literal-Horn default , and a strength  , deciding whether
-entails at strength  is co-NP-hard.

M QN

,





,

m9å[z§o

R

The following theorem shows that also deciding lex-entailment, lex -entailment, and conditional entailment is intractable in the 1-literal-Horn case.



Theorem 6.11 a) Given an -consistent 1-literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
lex-entails is co-NP-hard.
Horn default , deciding whether

,



,



b) Given a 1-literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
with priority assignment
default , deciding whether
lex -entails is co-NP-hard.

,

m9å[z§o

R

,

c) Given a 1-literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
conditionally entails is co-NP-hard.



,







and a 1-literal-

and a 1-literal-Horn

,

and a 1-literal-Horn default , deciding whether

6.4 Feedback-free Horn

#

# V%MON.[zMOQN [ [ R `

We will see that deciding -entailment, where
lex lex , becomes tractable, if we assume that
the default reasoning problems can be decomposed into smaller problems of size bounded by a constant.
32

6.4.1

Motivating examples

We now give some examples to illustrate the main ideas behind this kind of decomposability. Roughly
, we solve one classical reasoning
speaking, given a default reasoning problem
problem w.r.t. and , and one reduced default reasoning problem
, where
is obtained from
by eliminating irrelevant defaults, and is obtained from by adding literals to its antecedent.
In the sequel, we assume that conditional knowledge bases are implicitly associated with a strength
assignment and a priority assignment , when
and
lex , respectively.

m9å[z, o UmXm]xT[zy!oB[B³po
m9±÷][z, ÷ o
±÷

,÷
,


#U¦M QN #U R
Example 6.4 Consider again the conditional knowledge base ²Um]x[zy"o shown in Example 3.1. Assume
now that we are wondering whether  # -entails the defaults penguin  fly, red j bird  fly, bird  mobile,
penguin  arctic, or penguin  wings, where #uV%M N [zM QN [ lex [ lex R ` . As it turns out, each of these problems
x



can be reduced to one classical reasoning problem and one default reasoning problem.
For instance, deciding whether
-entails red bird fly is reduced to a classical reasoning problem w.r.t.
and red bird, and to a default reasoning problem w.r.t. the conditional knowledge base
bird fly, fly mobile , which is obtained from
by sensibly eliminating irrelevant defaults. More precisely, it is reduced to computing the least model of
red bird (that is, the set of
red bird , which is given by red bird ), and the default
all atoms that are logically entailed by
reasoning problem whether
-entails red bird
penguin
arctic fly (which is true).

x
÷%Um]xT[GV

#

j





j



`Oo



xh¯V

¢÷'#

j

j

ji

`

x¯h V

ji

V



j

[

`

`

The next example considers the classical Nixon diamond.
Example 6.5 The defeasible knowledge “generally, quakers are pacifists” and “generally, republicans are
:
no pacifists” can be expressed by the following conditional knowledge base

xU | [
y U2V quaker 


²Um]xT[zy!o

[

pacifist republican

³i

pacifist

`^

We are now asked whether Nixon, being a quaker and a republican, is also a pacifist. That is, we are
wondering whether
-entails the default quaker republican pacifist, where
lex lex .
We will see that this default reasoning problem can be reduced to one classical reasoning problem w.r.t. the
set of atoms quaker republican and one default reasoning problem w.r.t. the set of atoms pacifist .

®#

V

j

[

#uV%MPN.[zMOQN [ [ R `



`

V

`

The following example shows a taxonomic hierarchy adorned with some default knowledge [3].
Example 6.6 The strict knowledge “all birds and fishes are animals”, “all penguins and sparrows are birds”,
“no bird is a fish”, “no penguin is a sparrow”, and the defeasible knowledge “generally, animals do not
swim”, “generally, fishes swim”, and “generally, penguins swim” can be represented by the following conditional knowledge base
:

{U{m]xT[zy!o
x U V bird n animal [ fish n animal [ penguin n bird [
sparrow n bird [ bird n³i fish [ penguin n i sparrow `[
y U V animal  i swims [ fish  swims [ penguin  swims `^
Do sparrows generally swim? That is, does ¬# -entail sparrow  swims, where #uÞV%MON , MOQN [ lex [ lex R'` ?

This default reasoning problem can be reduced to one classical reasoning problem w.r.t. the set of atoms
animal bird fish, sparrow penguin and one default reasoning problem w.r.t. the set of atoms swims :
We first compute the least model of
sparrow in which sparrow, bird, and animal are true, and then
animal
swims
-entails sparrow bird animal
fish
penguin swims.
decide whether

V

[

[

[

m]xT[GV

³i

`
x ÿ
h V
`Oot#

V

`

j
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6.4.2

Definitions

°U m]xT[zy!o

Suppose that for a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
, there exists a set of atoms
Ã
such that is defined over 8Ã and that all consequents of definite literal-Horn defaults in are
defined over
8Ã . The greatest such 8Ã , which clearly exists then, is called the activation set of .
Intuitively, in any “context” given by and , where is either or a conjunction of atoms from , all
can be safely set to
those atoms in 8Ã that are logically entailed (resp., not logically entailed) by
ÄÆÅÇWÈ (resp., ÉËÊÌZÍ È ) in the preferred models of
.
For 8Ã , there exists a unique partition
of
Ã , where
(and each
is
nonempty), such that (i) if ( , then every
is defined over some Ã
with
,
. A conditional knowledge base
and (ii) is maximal. We call this partition the default partition of
is -feedback-free Horn (or -ff-Horn) iff it is literal-Horn, it has an activation set 8Ã , and it
has a default partition
such that every
with
has cardinality at most .

S& =í S&

x
S& õÿST&

ST&

S&

x

ST&

ST&



g

x hqVOZ`
%V S&Y[\^\^\^%[zST&6_@`
,T±y

8 "

8
Um]xT[zy!o 5



5

V%S&BY[\^\^\^%[zS&)_@`

y

S& ý

ST&

x h VOZ`

ST&TõcS&


80b
S& h ST&6ý

ST& ý
3+V.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 `
S&

3+V.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 `



5

Example 6.7 The two conditional knowledge bases shown in Examples 6.5 and 6.6 are both 1-ff-Horn.
Their activation sets are given by quaker republican and animal bird fish sparrow penguin , respectively. Moreover, their default partitions are given by pacifist and swims , respectively.
The conditional knowledge bases shown in Example 6.4 is 2-ff-Horn. Its activation set and its default
partition are given by penguin bird red and fly mobile
arctic
wings , respectively.

V

V

[

[

[

`

`
V-V

V

`-`

[

V-V

[

[

`-`

[

`

V-V [

C` [ZV
`C[ZV
`-`
Given a literal-Horn default reasoning problem m90[z,7ovU~mXm]xT[zy!oB[Bro , we use x  (resp., y  )
to denote the set of all definite formulas in x (resp., y ). An atom {µST& is active w.r.t.  and , iff
x  h y  hÿS&Gm], o UÎ{ . A classical formula k (resp., default ¼ ) is active w.r.t.  and , iff all atoms
in k (resp., ¼ ) are active w.r.t.  and , . An atom {± S& (resp., classical formula k , default ¼ ) is inactive
w.r.t.  and , iff it is not active w.r.t.  and , . We often denote by y Ï the set of all active defaults in y ,
and omit  and , when they are clear from the context. Intuitively, to decide whether ®# -entails , ,
where # V%MON'[zMOQN [ lex [ lex R'` , it is sufficient to consider all defaults in  that are active w.r.t.  and , .
This intuition is more formally expressed by the following lemma. Roughly speaking, this lemma implies that is true in every preferred model of
w.r.t. iff is true in every preferred model of
w.r.t. the set of all active defaults in .

x¯h VO`
y 
y
Lemma 6.12 Let m9å[z,7oU³mXm]x[zy"oB[BWro be a literal-Horn default reasoning problem, and let  be a
model of x . Then, there exists a model PN of x such that (i) PN7mv»ZoU½+mv»Zo for all active classical formulas » ,
(ii) PN satisfies all inactive defaults in y , and (iii) PN satisfies the same active defaults in y as  .
A default reasoning problem m90[z, oUmXm]x[zy"oB[BWro is 5 -ff-Horn, where 5qb®d , iff (i) it is literalÏ h V%,4`Oo has an activation set SÐ &Ã and a default partition V%S&Y[\^\^\^>[zST&6_a` such that , is
Horn, and (ii) m]xT[y
Ð &Ãrh!S&Ñ with  S&X'Ò5 and  being a literal over S&Ñ , where y Ï is the set of all active
defined over some S
defaults in y w.r.t.  and , . The class 5 -ff-Horn consists of all 5 -ff-Horn default reasoning problems. We
define the class feedback-free Horn (or ff-Horn) by ff-Horn = þ üÓ Y 5 -ff-Horn.
Example 6.8 (Red birds) Consider the literal-Horn default reasoning problem m90[z,7o , where  U
m]x[zy"o as in Examples 3.1 and 6.4, and ,ÞU red j bird  fly. The set y Ï of all active defaults in y w.r.t. 
and , is given as follows:
Ï U2V bird  fly [ bird  wings [ fly  mobile `^
y
Ï hpV%,4`Oo has the activation set SÐ &8ÃUµV penguin [ bird [ red [ arctic ` (recall that x{U
It is easy to verify that m]xT[y"
V penguin n bird ` ) and the default partition V%S&Y[zS& L ` , where S&YîU V fly [ mobile ` and ST& L UV wings ` .
Ð &8Ã h!S&BY with  ST&BYO-UhN . That is, m9å[z,7o is 2-ff-Horn.
Moreover, , is defined over ST
x h VO`
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m]x[zy"o
S&
t±S&

ST&

k
x hV>k`

xphpV>k´`vU

For Horn conditional knowledge bases
with activation set 8Ã , and classical formulas that are
as follows. If
is
either or conjunctions of atoms from , we define the classical formula
satisfiable, then is the conjunction of all {
with
Ô{ and all ¶{ with { 8Ã and
Ô{ .
Otherwise, we define
. Moreover, for satisfiable
, we define the world @ over the activation
ÄÆÅÇWÈ iff
set Ã by @ X{
¸{ , for all { 8Ã . Informally, if
is satisfiable, then
is
Ã that occur in , all atoms {
Ã that are logically entailed by
the conjunction of all atoms {
8Ã that are not logically entailed by
, and all negations of atoms {
.

g

S&

k;N

k N Uÿf

PN m \oU

x h V>k´`

6.4.3

xh V>k´`" U
=ST&õST&
ST&

xphpV>k´` U
xqhV>k´`
¥¢ST&
k

i

kN

t±ST&
N

xÿh >V k`
¢S&
x h V>k´`

kN

Recognizing feedback-free Horn

5

The following result shows that both recognizing -ff-Horn conditional knowledge bases, and computing
their activation set and default partition are tractable.

Um]xT[zy!o
5¤b d
ãåm x @ö y Êo
5
U¬m]x[zy"o
S&
V%S&Y[\^\^\^>[zST&6_a`
ã0m x ´ö y Êo
Proof. Let ST&8Õ be the set of all atoms {¥¢ST& that occur in x , and let ST&MÖ be the set of all atoms {t±S& that
 | , then  does not have any
occur in consequents of definite literal-Horn defaults ,¢y . If S&8ÕU×vST&MÖcU¦
activation set, and thus  is not 5 -ff-Horn. Otherwise, define ST& Ã US& õ{ST& Ö and V%S& Y [\^\^\^>[zST& _ ` as
the greatest partition of S&§õ ST&8Ã such that each ,T±y is defined over some ST&8ÃhvST& ý . If the cardinality of
each ST& ý with 3@ÞV.dP[\^\^\^%[X8 ` is at most 5 , then  is 5 -ff-Horn. Otherwise,  is not 5 -ff-Horn.
Computing the sets ST&8Õ , S&MÖ , and ST&8Ã , computing the partition V%S&Y[\^\^\^>[zST&6_a` (that is, the connected
components of the hypergraph Ø²U®m%Ù[Úo U®m]S&´õÿS&Ã.[GV%ST&\m],7oõ S&ÃÞP,!y`Oo ), and deciding whether
S& Õ × S& Ö U| and whether each S&6ý has a cardinality of at most 5 can obviously be done in linear time
using standard methods and data structures. The results follow from this. The next result shows that also recognizing 5 -ff-Horn default reasoning problems is tractable.
Theorem 6.14 a) Given a literal-Horn default reasoning problem m9Þ[z, o with Um]xT[zy!o , and an integer 5!bd , deciding whether m90[z,7o is 5 -ff-Horn can be done in time linear in the input size.
b) Given a 5 -ff-Horn default reasoning problem m90[z,7o with ¯Um]x[zy"o , computing the set y Ï of active
defaults in y w.r.t.  and , can be done in time linear in the input size.
Proof. Since x  hy  hS&Gm], o is Horn, the set ST&MÛ U²V{t±S&Px  hy  hST&\m],7o Uh{%` can be computed
in linear time. When S&8Û is given, the set y Ï of all defaults that are active w.r.t.  and , can be computed
in linear time. By Theorem 6.13 b), the activation set ST&8Ã and the default partition V%ST&BY[\^\^\^[zS&)_+` of
Ï håV%,a`Oo can be computed in linear time. Clearly, determining 3@ÞV.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 ` such that , is defined over
m]x[ y
S& Ã hST&6ý , and checking whether  ST&6ýzÒ5 can be done in linear time. Theorem 6.13 a) Given a literal-Horn conditional knowledge base
and an integer
,
deciding whether
is -ff-Horn is possible in j· · \· }· time, that is, in time linear in the input size.
, computing the activation set Ã and the
b) Given a -ff-Horn conditional knowledge base
default partition
is possible in j· · º· · time, that is, in time linear in the input size.
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Maximum entropy semantics: R ANKING

{Um]xT[zy!o

ST&
MOQN
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In the sequel, let
be an -consistent -ff-Horn conditional knowledge base with positive
, and let
be the default
strength assignment . Let 8Ã denote the activation set of
partition of
. Let be a ranking that maps each
to a positive integer, and let be defined by %Ü .
, where is
In order to compute the default ranking , we have to compute ranks of the form
either or a conjunction of atoms from Ã , and is either or a conjunction of literals over
Ã .
The following lemma shows that such
coincide with
.

g



M QN



,T¢y

S&
l
NQ ¸m k"jslto

g
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V%S&Y[\^\^\^>[zST&6_a`
7NQ
NQ m¸kÞjlto

NQ m¸k N jsl o

m -o
k
ST&õ¯S&

k be either g or a conjunction of atoms from ST&8Ã . Let l
S&´õ TS &8Ã . Then, NQ m¸k"jsl oU¦ NQ m¸k N jslto .
In the sequel, for each 3@ÞV.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 ` , let y ý be the set of all defaults in y
Let the function 7NQ ý on worlds  over ST& be defined as follows:
t

if  U½x
£

if s U½xh!y ý
NQ t ý m] oU   
 J  MOQN m], o otherwise.
Lemma 6.15 Let
literals over

be either

g

or a conjunction of

that are defined over

S&Ã hpST& ý .

(8)

ST&8Ã h!S& ý , also 7NQ can be decomposed:
Lemma 6.16 Let k be either g or a conjunction of atoms from S&Ã . Let
UclZYtj°BBBPjsl@_ , where each l ý
 l
ý ¥Ý Y _ß NQ ý m¸k N jvl ý o .
is either g or a conjunction of literals over S& ý . Then, NQ m¸k N jslto´U
t`Þ`Þ`Þ t t
The following lemma will be useful to characterize the robustness of 7NQ .
Lemma 6.17 For each 3@ÞV.dP[QN'` , let k§ý be either g or a conjunction of atoms from S& Ã . Let l Y and l L be
conjunctions of literals over some ST&X and S&6ü , respectively, with -[5ÞV.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 ` . Then, xhV>kY%jrlYG` and
xhV>k L j l L ` have a common minimal model w.r.t. 7NQ iff 7NQ m¸kY%jplYBoU¦7NQ m¸kY>jrk L j lZY%jpl L o´U¦7NQ m¸k L j l L o
and both xhV>kY j!k L ` and lYtjsl L are satisfiable.
The following result shows that computing the default ranking M QN is tractable in the 5 -ff-Horn case.
Since MOQN is a proper generalization of MON , this result shows also that computing the default ranking MON is
tractable in the 5 -ff-Horn case.
Theorem 6.18 Let 5q( a fixed integer. Given an  -consistent 5 -ff-Horn conditional knowledge base
Um]xT[zy!o with positive strength assignment  , computing the default ranking M QN for  , if  is
As

y

can be decomposed into the sets of defaults

y ý

over

robust, and returning nil otherwise, can be done in time polynomial in the input size.

Proof. We now show that algorithm KR  -ranking (see Figure 6) can be done in polynomial time. Step 1
. Steps 3–6 are performed
times. In particular, in Step 3, we first
in KR  -ranking runs in
4 , determine the minimum of these values, and
evaluate
expressions of the form
select one default at which this minimum is attained. In Steps 5 and 6, we also evaluate
 . In
Step 8, we have to check that
satisfies (6) for all
, that
is positive, and that
is robust.
For the former, we verify
expressions of the kind :
4 , while for the latter,
, we verify that it is not the
we apply Lemma 6.17 as follows. For every two distinct » ½¼ 8» ½¼
d¼
v» U» d¼ d¼
v» ¶¼ , and (b) both
» U» and
case that (a) v»
d¼ d¼ are satisfiable. Thus, to prove that algorithm KR -ranking can be done in polynomial time, it is
now sufficient to show that the following tasks can be done in polynomial time:

ãåmz y o

i >YîjÞi L

,

ã0mz y  o

m], opö}¨å©«ª m],7o

ãåmz y o

¨0©«ª \m],7o
y
M QN
NQ
ã0mz y  o
¨0©«ª \m], orU²m],7otö¨0©Éª m],7o
Y  Y [ L  L ±y
j i >Y+j0i L o!U NQ m L j0i L o
x h{V +Yîj L `
¬
NQ m +Yîj0i >YBosU NQ m @Yîj L 0
NQ

¨0©«ªr;m], oU¦ NQ mv»0jC¼Po for ,ÞU*»±½¼ ±y ,
(ii) computing ¨0©«ª\m],7o U¦7NQ mv»åjid¼Po for ,ÞU*»u¼ ¢y ,
(iii) computing 7NQ mv»+Yîj5» L j0id¼>Y+j0i¶¼ L o for distinct »@Yîu¼>Y[8» L ½¼ L y ,
(iv) deciding whether x hqV»+Yîj5» L ` and id¼>YîjÞid¼ L are satisfiable for distinct »+Y+u¼>Y\[8» L ¿¼ L y .
Clearly, (iv) can be done in polynomial time, since deciding whether x¤h¬V»@YîjU» L ` and id¼>Y+j0id¼ L
(i) computing

are
satisfiable can be done in linear time. To prove that (i)–(iii) can be done in polynomial time, it is now
36

7NQ m¸kÿj lYpj l L o

k

g

S&

sufficient to show that every
, where is either or a conjunction of atoms from Ã ,
and are either or conjunctions of literals from X and 8 , respectively, with  + , can be
and
computed in polynomial time. If
is unsatisfiable, which can be checked in linear time as
is Horn, then
. Otherwise, by Lemmata 6.15 and 6.16, it follows:

lY

lL

g

x h V>k!j!lYtjsl L `

ST&

xhV>ksj0lZY§jål L `
NQ m¸kjvlYtjsl L oU£

S&

=U 

NQ t m¸k N jvlYÊo§ö NQ t  m¸k N jsl L oö  ý W Ý Y `t Þ`Þ`Þ t _ß b Ý t  ß NQ t ý m¸k N o+^
Since xhV>k´` is Horn, kN can be computed in linear time. Moreover, since  ST& ý Òq5 for all 3+V.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 ` ,
also 7NQ m¸kNrjsl Y o , 7NQ  m¸k;Njsl L o , and every NQ ý m¸kNPo with 3@0V.dP[\^\^\^%[X8 `õVj-[)` can be computed in polyt
t
t
nomial time by simple exhaustive search: For 3¢U (resp., 3±U¿ ), we generate all worlds  over the set
of atoms S&ÃhST& ý with ¬ Uwk;N and compute the minimum of 7NQ ý m]7o subject to all such worlds  with
s Uk N jlY (resp., s U¦k N jl L ). Moreover, for every 3@ÞV.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 `¥t õVj-[)` , we generate all worlds  over
the set of atoms ST&8Ãrh"S& ý with q UkN and compute the minimum of NQ ý m]7o subject to all such worlds  .
t
Thus, NQ m¸k"jsl Y jsl L o can be computed in polynomial time. NQ m¸k"jslYtj!l L oU

6.4.5

Maximum entropy semantics: E NTAILMENT and R ANK -E NTAILMENT

m90[z, o4U¬mXm]xT[zy!oB[B³po
5


,
S&
m]xT[ y½hvV%,a`Oo
MOQN [7NQ
OM QN
QN
,U" ¤y
vÞ @

if q U½x
£
 
if ! U½x h y Ï
Ï Q N m] o2U  
)à  M Q N m],7o otherwise.



be a -ff-Horn default reasoning problem with -consistent
In the sequel, let
and robust
. Let be a positive strength assignment on
. Let Ï be the set of all defaults in that
and , let Ð Ã be the activation set of :Ï
, and let
be the
are active w.r.t.
Ï
default partition of
. Let
, where is positive, be the unique solution of (6) and (7) for
all
and
. Let the function Ï on worlds over
be defined as follows:



´NQ


y
m]xT[ y½hsV%,4`Oo


V%S&BY[\^\^\^[zST&6_+`

y

S&

(9)

´NQ

The following lemma shows that
coincides with Ï on all active classical formulas. That is, when
we compute the rank of an active classical formula, we can restrict our attention to all active defaults in .

y

´NQ mv»ZoU ÏNQ vm »o .
Ð &Ãh"S& ý , and
For every 3@ÞV.dP[\^\^\^>[X8 ` , let y Ï ý denote the set of all defaults in y Ï that are defined over S
let Ï ý be the restriction of  to y Ï ý . Let ÏMTQ N ý be a default ranking that maps each default in y Ï ý to a positive
t
integer, and let the function Ï Q N ý on worlds  over S& be defined as follows:
t

£
if  U¦x
 
if s U¦x háy Ï ý
(10)
Ï Q N t ý m] oU  
  à J  ÏM Q N t ý m],7o otherwise.
Lemma 6.19 Let » be a classical formula that is active w.r.t.

m90[z§oMOQN

,



,

and . Then,

MOQN m Po

"

 y

Ï ,
To decide whether
-entails at given strength ( , we will need all X¼ with ¼
such that ¼ is defined over Ð 8Ã
where 
X . The following lemma shows that the restriction
Ï coincides with the default ranking for :Ï under strength assignment Ï¤ .
of to 

M QN

TÞV.dP[\^\^\^%[X8 `
y

ST& uhåST&
m]x[ y >o
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MTQ N m],7o4U MZQ N
QN t
M Q Nt [ Ï
Ï Q N t mv»0j"i¶¼Oo U Ïr.mv»i¼PoZö

m], o for all , yÏ , and let ÏNQ t be defined by (10) for all Tr + (with 3´U\ ).
Q N t is the unique solution to the following system of equations:
Ï Q N t mv»åjC¼Po for all »¢½¼ +yÏ , and (10) for all r + (with 3tU\ ) . (11)
We finally show that deciding MPQN -entailment is tractable in the 5 -ff-Horn case. Again, since MOQN properly
generalizes M N , this result shows also that deciding M N -entailment is tractable in the 5 -ff-Horn case. Trivially,
these tractability results remain true when MOQN and MON , respectively, are part of the input.
Theorem 6.21 Let 5q( be fixed. Given a 5 -ff-Horn default reasoning problem m9Þ[z, o4U¬mXm]x[zy"oB[BWro ,
where  is  -consistent and robust, and a positive strength assignment  on  , deciding whether
m90[z§o§MOQN -entails , at given strength ( can be done in time polynomial in the input size.
Proof. Recall that m90[z§o MPQN -entails , at strength  iff 7NQ m9;oÞU £ or NQ m9"jpouöhaW NQ m9"jÿitpo .
That is, iff either (i) x hÿVOZ[Bi ` is unsatisfiable, or (ii) both x h VO§[XT` and x hÿVO§[Bit` are satisfiable,
and 7NQ m9ÞjvroZö
NQ m9Þjitpo ( ¤£ ).
Since both xshvVO§[X` and xshvVO§[BitT` are Horn, their satisfiability can be tested in linear time. Hence,
it is now sufficient to show that NQ m9Þjspo§öC
NQ m9ji po can be verified in polynomial time.
The classical formulas !j and "jÿit are of the form k j lZY and kÿj l L , respectively, where k
Ð &Ã , and both lZY and l L are conjunctions of literals over some
is either g or a conjunction of atoms from S
S&Ñ with TV.dP[\^\^\^O[X8 ` . Clearly, the default  is active. Thus, also kj!lZY and kj"l L are active. By
Lemmata 6.15, 6.16, and 6.19, it thus follows for t V.dP[QN'` :
NQ m¸k!j!l¡oU ÏNQ m¸k"jslÛo
U Ï Q N m¸k N jsl]o
U Ï Q N t m¸k N j!l¡oZö Ý  Ý Ï Q N t ý m¸k N o+[
ý Y t`Þ`Þ`Þ t _ß b ß
Lemma 6.20 Let Ï
t
is robust, and Ï
Then, Ï

Q N is defined by (10) for all r @ , with 3U* and ÏM Q N m],7o4U M Q N m],7o for all ,TyÏ . This shows that
7NQ m9Þjvrt oZö¤7NQ m9Þjitro is equivalent to ÏNQ t m94NpjsroZöt C ÏNQ t m9 Npjitpo .
Since xrh VOZ` is Horn, 4N can be computed in linear time. By Lemma 6.20, the default ranking ÏMTQ N can be
t
Ï Oo under strength assignment Ïr .
computed by running KR  -ranking on the conditional knowledge base m]x[ y
By Lemma 6.15, this can be done in polynomial time. Moreover, since  ST&X'Òq5 , both Ï Q N m9 N jqro and
t
ÏNQ t m94Npjitro can be computed in polynomial time by simple exhaustive search. Example 6.9 (Red birds continued) Let the 2-ff-Horn default reasoning problem m9å[z, o be given by
U m]xT[zy!o of Examples 3.1 and 6.4, and ,U red j bird  fly. Let mX¼PoqU d for all ¼ ±y . ReÏ UV bird  fly [ bird  wings [ fly  mobile ` ,
call from Examples 3.1 and 6.8 that xsU¯V penguin n bird ` , y¦
SÐ &Ã UV penguin [ bird [ red [ arctic ` , ST&BYîUV fly [ mobile ` , and S& L U V wings ` .
The default , is MOQN -entailed by m90[z§o at strength  iff either (i) xh"V red j bird [Bi fly ` is unsatisfiable,
or (ii) both xhqV red j bird [ fly ` and x h V red j bird [Bi fly ` are satisfiable, and
NQ m red j bird j flyoö¸ NQ m red j bird ji flyo+^
where Ï

Here, (ii) applies, and by Lemmata 6.15, 6.16, and 6.19, the latter inequality is equivalent to

Ï Q N t Y mXm red j

bird

oN j

fly

oZö¸ Ï Q N t Y mXm red j

bird
38

o N ji fly+o [

which is equivalent to

Ï NQ t Y m9i penguin j bird j red ji arctic j fly oöâ ÏNQ t Y m9i penguin j bird j red ji arctic j"i fly o+[
Ï YGo´Um]xT[GV bird  fly [ fly  mobile `Oo under ÏY U½u  à ó .
where Ï NQ Y is given through the ranking ÏMTQ N Y for m]x[ ys
t
t
Ï Y , that both x h V red j bird [ fly ` and x hqV red j
It is now easy to verify that ÏMTQ N Y m],aYÊo4U{d for all ,4Y§ ys
t
bird [îi fly ` are satisfiable, that Ï Q N Y m9i penguin j bird j red j i arctic j fly o4U , and that Ï Q N Y m9i penguin j
t
t
bird j red ji arctic j"i fly o4U{d . This shows that m90[z§o¥MOQN -entails red j bird  fly at strength 1.
6.4.6

Lexicographic entailment

m9Þ[z, 4o U¬mXm]xT[zy!oB[B³po

y

5

We now focus on lexicographic entailment. In what follows, let
be a -ff-Horn
default reasoning problem. Let be a priority assignment on
. Let Ï be the set of all defaults in that
are active w.r.t.
and , and let Ð 8Ã (resp.,
) be the activation set (resp., default partition)
Ï
Ï that is consistent with on (that is,
. Let Ï be the unique priority assignment on
of
X¼ , for all ¼ Q¼ Ï ).
Ï X¼ Ï X¼ iff X¼
To decide whether
lex -entails , we must check whether every -preferred model of
satisfies . The following lemma shows that we can equivalently check whether every Ï -preferred model of
satisfies . That is, we can restrict our attention to all active defaults in .



,



S&

V%S&BY[\^\^\^%[zS&)_@`
m]x[ y"o

y

]m xT[ yhvV%,4`Oo

 
m Poî m ÷ o m Ooîqm ÷ o
[ ÷  y
m9å[z§o R
,

x!hvVOZ`


xshsVO`

y
Lemma 6.22 Let » be a classical formula that is active w.r.t.  and , . Then,
a) For every Ï -preferred model  of xshåVO` , there is a  -preferred model PN of xvhåVOZ` with -N'mv»oU½îmv»o .
b) Every  -preferred model of xhqVOZ` is also a Ï -preferred model of xhqVOZ` .
The next lemma shows that every Ï -preferred model of x!hvVOZ` satisfies  iff every Ï -preferred model
of xÿh VO N ` satisfies  . That is, we can assume that every atom in ST
is logically entailed (resp., not
ÄÆÅÇ¥È (resp.,Ð &8ÉVÃ Êthat
logically entailed) by x h VO` is assigned the truth value
ÌZÍ È ).
Lemma 6.23 a) For every Ï -preferred model  of xqhVOZ` , there exists a Ï -preferred model of x hVO N `
such that  + @oä U½; @ +åä .
bRã
bRã
b) Every Ï -preferred model of xhqVO N ` is also a Ï -preferred model of x h VO` .
Ð &8ÃOhST& ý .
In the sequel, for every 3@0V.dP[\^\^\^%[X8 ` , let y Ï ý be the set of all defaults in y Ï that are defined over ST
Ï ýºo that is consistent with Ï on  (that is, Ï@ý mX¼Poî Ï@ý mX¼ ÷ o
Let Ïaý be the unique priority assignment on m]x[ y
Ð &Ãph!ST&X .
iff ÏmX¼Poî ÏmX¼ ÷ o , for all ¼[Q¼ ÷  y Ï ý ). Let TV.dP[\^\^\^O[X8 ` be such that , is defined over S
The following lemma shows that every Ï -preferred model of xhVO4NC` satisfies  iff every Ï -preferred
Ï .
model of xhVO N ` satisfies  . That is, we can restrict our attention to all defaults in the cluster y
Lemma 6.24 a) For every Ïr -preferred model  of x±hVO N-` , there exists a Ï -preferred model of x±hVO4N-`
such that  + U¦. @ .
s
s
b) Every Ï -preferred model of xhqVO4NC` is a Ïr -preferred model of x hqVO4NC` .
The following result shows that deciding lexR -entailment is tractable in the 5 -ff-Horn case. Moreover,
since computing the M -partition for  -consistent conditional knowledge bases  is tractable in the Horn
case [49], this result shows also that deciding lex-entailment is tractable in the 5 -ff-Horn case.
Theorem 6.25 Let 5q( be fixed. Given a 5 -ff-Horn default reasoning problem m9Þ[z, o4U¬mXm]x[zy"oB[BWro
and a priority assignment  on  , deciding whether m90[z§o lexR -entails , can be done in time linear in
the input size.
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m9Þ[z§o R
x{h VO `

,

x"hsVOZ`



Proof. By Lemmata 6.22–6.24,
lex -entails iff either
is unsatisfiable, or all Ïr -preferred
satisfy . Since
is Horn, deciding whether
is unsatisfiable can be
models of
done in linear time. If
is satisfiable, then we have to compute , which can be done in linear time.
X such that
Moreover, as is fixed, computing all worlds over the set of atoms Ð 8Ã
can also be
done in linear time. Finally, computing all such Ïr -preferred worlds and verifying whether they all satisfy
can be done in linear time. -

x¯h VO N `
5


xh"VO`



4N
ST& îhST&





xh VOZ`

! U} N

m90[z,7o

Example 6.10 (Red birds continued) Let the 2-ff-Horn default reasoning problem
be given by
of Examples 3.1 and 6.4, and
red bird fly. Let map the defaults in bird fly,
bird wings fly mobile and penguin
fly penguin arctic to 0 and 1, respectively.
By Lemmata 6.22–6.24,
lex -entails red bird fly iff either
red bird is unsatisfiable,
or all Ï -preferred models of
red bird
penguin bird red arctic satisfy fly, where Ï
is the priority assignment on :Ï
bird fly fly mobile that maps each element of Ï to .
It is now easy to verify that this is indeed the case. That is,
lex -entails red bird fly.
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Thus, we have established that # -entailment, where # V%MON.[zMOQN [ lex [ lexR7` , is tractable in the ff-Horn

case. The question is now whether a similar result also holds for Geffner’s conditional entailment, which is
the remaining intractable notion of entailment in the 1-literal Horn case. It appears that the technique that we
have successfully applied for the other approaches is not applicable to establish tractability for conditional
entailment. There, the world rankings with respect to the full set of defaults are equivalent to the sums
Ï . In case of conditional entailment, however,
of the world rankings with respect to the clusters Ï
a similar equivalence does not hold for preference orderings on worlds, since they are, in general, not total
orderings. This requires the development of more complex techniques, which we leave for future work.

y Y [\^\^\^>[ y _

y

7 Related Work
In this section, we consider some work on complexity issues for related subjects.

7.1 Conditional Modal Logics
A stream of semantics for conditional knowledge bases, which we have not considered in this paper, is
inherited from conditional modal logics, cf. [26, 27, 14, 15, 59, 36]. Roughly speaking, in these approaches
is true at a world O in a set of possible worlds æ , if is true in a set ZO
a conditional statement
of selected worlds in which is true. The worlds ZO
may be the least exceptional, most normal, etc
worlds from the view of O . To capture these notions, the possible worlds are related by a Lewis-style
accessibility relation, which in general depends on the world O from which it is considered. An important
note is that some conditional modal logics treat
as a first class connective, and thus allow, in particular,
nested use of , as well as Boolean combinations of defaults, which is not possible in our conditional
knowledge bases. Thus, our complexity results for default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases
have to be compared to complexity results for “flat” fragments of conditional modal logics, in which no
nesting of is allowed, and no connective occurs inside the scope of another connective.
The work of Boutilier gives a deep study of modal conditional logics of normality [14, 16, 15], which
goes beyond Delgrande’s early work on formalizing default reasoning through this approach [26]. Boutilier
presented in [14] a conditional logic CT4D, which is equivalent to the modal logic S4.3 and whose flat fragment corresponds to a slight extension of rational consequence in [61]. In his later work [16], he introduced
conditional logics CT4O and CO and showed that, in our terminology, entailment of a default
from
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a default knowledge base
under Lehmann’s preferential entailment (resp., rational entailment) [61] is
from
under logic CT4O (resp., CO). Thus, for default reasoning in
equivalent to provability of
our setting, these two give the same semantics. Furthermore, Boutilier showed that -entailment of a default
from an -consistent default knowledge base
is equivalent to provability of
from
in logic CT4O. This and further observations on correspondences between different notions of consistency
led Boutilier to suggest CT4O and CO as natural extensions of -semantics to the case of knowledge bases
which contain nestings and Boolean combinations of defaults. Complexity results in [14, 15] show that
from a knowledge base
, given by
under CT4D and CT4O semantics, entailment of a default
formulas from the flat fragment of CT4D and CT4O, respectively, is co-NP-complete. The same complexity
applies to our more restrictive conditional knowledge bases.
An extensive analysis of the complexity of Lewis-style conditional modal logics has been carried out by
Friedman and Halpern [36]. In their paper, they have analyzed the effect of semantic restrictions given by
conditions on the set of worlds æ°ç which is considered possible at a world O such as Normality ( æ°ç
),
Reflexivity (O èæ ç ), and Centering (O is a minimal element in æ ç with respect to O ’s accessibility
relation éç ). Halpern and Friedman gave axiomatizations of these conditions, and they determined the
complexity of the logics emerging from (combinations of) these conditions, where they paid special attention to syntactical fragments of the full language. In particular, their results on bounded nestings of the
from a conditional knowledge
conditional connective imply that entailment of a default statement
in the flat fragment (i.e., no nesting of
is allowed) of the
base, which is given by a set of formulas
language, is co-NP-complete for a wide range of conditional modal logics.
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7.2 Belief Revision
In belief revision, one is concerned with the problem of incorporating a new belief, given through a sentence,
into a current state of belief, given by a set of sentences. The new belief might contradict the current state
of belief, though, and it is not immediately clear how this should be handled. Alchourrón, Gärdenfors, and
Makinson (AGM) presented in the famous paper [2] several equivalent models for revision, which remove
beliefs from the current state in order to reconcile it with the new piece of information, in a way such
that a set of meaningful postulates is satisfied. As a salient feature, these postulates respect minimality of
change. Since then, a number of different methods and operators for belief revision have been proposed,
see e.g. [55, 39, 73]. Intuitively, default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases and belief revision are
somehow related, since the derivation of plausible conclusions involves the retraction of statements which
would lead to contradiction. The relationship has been considered more in detail in [16, 49]. Boutilier
argues that default reasoning can be viewed as a special case of belief revision, and claims that “. . . default
reasoning can be thought of as the revision of a theory of expectations in order to incorporate what is
known” [16, p. 67]. In the same line, Goldszmidt and Pearl [16, 49] have shown that implementation and
characterization issues in belief revision can be realized through default knowledge. We refer to [16, 49] for
more details.
On the complexity side, a number of different revision approaches have been characterized, see e.g.
[71, 76, 72, 64, 73]. In particular, the following reasoning problem has been considered there: Given a
knowledge base, consisting of a set x of classical formulas, and classical formulas and , is it the case
that is true in x after revision by ? This is also known as the Ramsey Test for conditional statements
of the form “ if were true, then would be true.” It appeared that the computational complexity of this
problem covers a whole range of complexity classes at the low end of the polynomial hierarchy up to its third
level. In particular, it is
-complete for a vast number of approaches, and thus has the same complexity as
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Geffner’s conditional entailment. This implies that polynomial time translations between the Ramsey Test
in these approaches and Geffner’s conditional entailment exist, which means that semantic relationships in
terms of efficient (polynomial-time computable) embeddings among the formalisms (see [52] for various
notions of embeddings) may exist.
Analogous complexity correspondences can be noted between other revision methods and the semantics
for conditional knowledge bases that we have studied in this paper. The comprehensive survey [73] lists sev-complete (in particular, linear revision and lexicographic revision)
eral revision approaches which are
or
-complete (in particular, Dalal’s operator [24], cardinality maximal revision, and cut revision). Many
of these correspondences seem to be more of a computational nature, as no immediate semantic relationship
is apparent. However, for lexicographic revision, the Ramsey Test for , on a classical knowledge base x
amounts just to lex -entailment of
from a naturally corresponding default knowledge base; the proof
in [73], showing
-hardness of the Ramsey Test for the Horn case, thus establishes that the problem
E NTAILMENT is
-hard in the Horn case. A slight adaptation sharpens this to a proof for the literal-Horn
case different from ours. However, this proof requests a Horn default of form
where both and are
atoms, while ours has
(cf. Theorem 5.18). Furthermore, by a suitable extension of the reduction in
the proof of Theorem 6.11 b), which adds some more defaults (we do not carry this out here), we can show
-hardness holds also for the 1-literal Horn case. A similar result can not be concluded from [73].
that
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7.3 Nonmonotonic Logics
Another area related to conditional knowledge bases—which is also related to belief revision—are nonmonotonic logics. A number of nonmonotonic logics and formalisms have been proposed in the past decades
for capturing common sense reasoning, including major formalisms such as circumscription [67, 65], default
logic [82], Doyle and McDermott’s nonmonotonic logics [69, 68], and Moore’s autoepistemic logic [70];
see [66]. The computational complexity of nonmonotonic logics has been studied in many papers, e.g.,
[56, 87, 50, 74, 33, 21, 77] to mention a few comprehensive studies, and is quite well-understood. As in the
case of belief revision, the complexity of most of these logics resides at the second level of the polynomial
hierarchy. More precisely, the problem of deciding whether a given classical formula is a consequence of
a given knowledge base x under so called cautious reasoning, is a
-complete problem. Entailment of a
conditional
from a conditional knowledge base
can be viewed as deciding logical consequence
of from x
, where x is a theory in the underlying logic that is augmented by .
The most famous and influential among the nonmonotonic formalisms is perhaps
logic
@ ê Reiter’s
p ì t`Þ`Þ`Þ t ê pë default
which read
[82], in which a set of classical formulas is augmented by default rules of the form
“if is provable and each of
can be consistently assumed (i.e., does not lead to contradiction),
then conclude that » is provable.” Many variants and refinements of@ this
ê p approach have been developed,
has been defined, by imposing
see e.g. [66]. In [56, 87], a rich taxonomy of classes of default rules ì
syntactic conditions on their constituents , , and » and on the structure of the set of defaults. Syntactically,
our class of literal-Horn defaults corresponds to the class of Horn defaults in [56], and our class of 1literal Horn defaults corresponds to the class of normal unary and prerequisite-free normal unary defaults in
[56, 87]. However, our class of ff-Horn defaults has no corresponding class in [56, 87].
Semantically, Reiter’s default rules and our conditional rules are quite different. For example, from the
conditional rules ½{ and
½{ we can conclude that ½{ (that is, { ) is true under all the semantics
Ã ê²í
for conditional
knowledge
bases
considered in this paper, while from the corresponding
defaults í ,
²
ê
í


²
ê
í
î Ã í neither { nor d{ can be concluded. Furthermore, as argued in [43], a rule Ã í may be seen as
a soft constraint for believing { when is known, while a conditional rule ¿{ can be viewed as a hard
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constraint to believe { in a limited context defined by and possibly some background knowledge; see [43]
for further discussion. Thus, because of these apparent differences, a comparison of complexity results for
the syntactically corresponding classes of default knowledge bases and default theories as in [56, 87] is not
much meaningful in general.
Furthermore, the results in [56, 87] are quite different from ours. As shown in [56], deciding whether
is a consequence of a default theory x
, where the classical knowledge in x is Horn and both
and are atoms, is - -complete in the case of Horn defaults in x , while it is polynomial in the case
of normal unary defaults (with or without prerequisites) in x . On the other hand, for every semantics for
conditional knowledge bases that we have considered in this paper, the corresponding entailment problem
is either tractable or intractable ( - -hard) in both cases (see Figure 9 and Section 6.3).
In [43], Geffner’s approach to conditional entailment has been considered outside the conditional camp
as closest to prioritized circumscription [65], which is a refinement of circumscription by introducing groups
for the different predicates
that should be minimized.
of priorities
ïBBB
Informally, circumscription selects “preferred” models of a set of classical formulas x , which are those
having a smallest extension possible on the predicates in ; a more sophisticated notion of circumscription
allows for floating extensions of some of the remaining predicates, which is needed for deriving new positive
conclusions. As noted in [43], in the propositional case, the difference between prioritized circumscription
and conditional entailment is that in the latter approach the priorities are entrenched in the theory, while
in the former, they are explicitly assigned. Furthermore, in conditional entailment strict and defeasible
knowledge is separated, while there is no such distinction in circumscription; this can be accomplished by
the use of appropriate abnormality predicates, though. For further discussion, we refer to [41, 43]. To our
knowledge, no thorough formal study of the semantical relationship between conditional entailment and
circumscription has been carried out so far.
Our results on the complexity of conditional entailment give some useful insights into this relationship.
from a conditional knowledge base and circumIn fact, both Geffner’s conditional entailment of
scriptive inference (with or without prioritization) 3 4253 vx
are
-complete problems (cf.
[33]). Thus, polynomial time mappings between these inference problems exist, which means that efficient
(polynomial-time computable) semantical embeddings among the two formalisms might exist. On the other
hand, the
-hardness of conditional entailment also applies to the Horn case, for which circumscriptive in(see [21]; for the case with priorities, this easily follows from [21]
ference has complexity lowered to and results in [18]). Thus, no polynomial time translation of conditional entailment into circumscription is
feasible in this case (unless the polynomial time hierarchy collapses), and thus also no efficient embedding
is possible. Even in the case of 1-literal Horn theories, which corresponds to Horn-Krom theories considered in [21], conditional entailment is intractable, while circumscription without priorities is tractable if no
propositional atoms are fixed or vary [21]. Thus, polynomial time translations from conditional entailment
to circumscription on this fragment must use fixed as well as varying atoms.
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8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have established a comprehensive picture of the complexity of major approaches to default
reasoning from conditional knowledge bases, namely ð -semantics [1, 80], systems ñ and ñóò [81, 47, 49],
maximum entropy semantics [45, 13], lexicographic entailment [62, 6], and conditional entailment [41, 43].
For most of these approaches, merely bounds for the complexity were known, but the precise complexity
was unclear.
43

Our work contributes on two important issues. Firstly, it provides a complete and sharp characterization
of the complexities of these approaches. As we have shown, they range from the first level (ôõ - ö'÷ ) up to the
second level (ø'ùú ) of the polynomial hierarchy, and populate several well-known complexity classes in between. Our analysis also covers the restriction of conditional knowledge bases to the Horn and literal-Horn
case, which are important from a knowledge representation perspective. Our results may help in choosing
for a particular application the “suitable” semantics, given the computational cost it has attached, if computational cost is an issue. Furthermore, the results give an answer to the issue of possible efficient translations
of default reasoning in the approaches to other approaches. Moreover, they unveil the computational nature
of the single problems and give as a clue about the feasibility of certain algorithms. This may be important for developing implementations of the various semantics for conditional knowledge bases, which are
lacking to date. To our knowledge, only prototype implementations handling small examples have been
developed so far, see [12]. Notice that in related areas such as nonmonotonic reasoning, knowledge about
complexity results proved extremely useful for developing efficient implementations of reasoning systems
such as DeReS [23], smodels [75], and DLV [78].
Secondly, our work contributes on a refinement of the tractability/intractability frontier of default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases, by establishing new tractable cases. In particular, we have introduced
û -Horn (resp., ff-Horn) conditional knowledge bases, which are meaningful extensions (resp., restrictions)
of Horn conditional knowledge bases. We have shown that previous tractability results can be extended to
the û -Horn case, and that, on the other hand, intractable approaches become tractable for the ff-Horn case.
Our results supply polynomial algorithms for these cases, or can be easily turned into such.
Several issues remains for further work. One issue is a more fine-grained picture of the complexity of the
approaches. In the present paper, we did not pay attention to possible preprocessing or fixing parameters in
the input. In the literature, two important approaches have been proposed in this respect. One approach is to
measure the compilability of a knowledge representation formalism, according to the frameworks proposed
in [19, 44], which roughly addresses the issue whether theories in one formalism can be mapped off-line to
theories in another formalism such that on-line reasoning for varying queries becomes more efficient. The
other approach is the concept of fixed-parameter tractability, which deals with the effect of fixing parameters
in the problem input [28, 51]. Studying the amenability of the various semantics for conditional knowledge
bases to these two approaches is an intriguing issue.
Another issue is to identify further tractable cases for the various approaches. For this purpose, it would
be worthwhile to investigate new classes of conditional knowledge bases; some of them may be defined
in the spirit of classes for nonmonotonic formalisms as in [87, 21]. Finally, further approaches to default
reasoning (for example, the recent belief function approach by Benferhat et al. [9]) may be analyzed from a
complexity point of view.
Acknowledgments. We are very grateful to the anonymous referees for carefully reading through the
manuscript and for many useful comments and suggestions, which helped to improve this paper.
This work has been partially supported by the Austrian Science Fund under Project N Z29-INF and by
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Appendix: Proofs for Section 3

, equation (6) reduces to
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since üÀý is minimal-core and þ¶ÿ for all 
equation (4). That is, the system of equations given by (6) and (7) for all  and all  has a
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unique solution 
 !  with positive   , which is given by the rankings " !  for üÀý .
We now show that  is robust. Suppose it were not. Then, there would exist distinct $#  ú % that
have a common minimal falsifying model  . By equation (5), it then follows ¤ÿ&'¤ÿ(#)+* ¤ÿ ú  .
By equation (4), we get   ÿ ú ,&- . Since ü'ý is minimal-core, there exists a world /. that satisfies
021
ÿ43657(#78 and that falsifies (# . Hence,
¤ÿ . 9:¤ÿ$#)<;
¤ÿ$#)=*6¤ÿ ú ?>
¤ÿ@ . But then  is
0
not a minimal falsifying model of # under , which is a contradiction. It follows that  is robust. A
1

1HGI1

Proof of Theorem 3.3 (continued). Let BDC . EBFC
B
G
BIK57JMLON PRQ/ST U >WVX>ZY¶ÿ!8 and
K5[C\LON PRQ]SH
VRH5 U@gfgfgf Y¶ÿ!8 , let LON P contain the following defaults:
JMLgN P(h`ib

if

JMLgN PkmlnCoLgN P

if

JMLgN PkpJMLON Prq # 

JLON PCoLgN Psq #

$U

be the set of atoms for ü'ý . , where
¶ÿ@!8 . For each _a`2cbde and

57J$8

>6VX;^Y

¶ÿ
VR;6Y¶ÿ

(12)

if

VjY

VRt

U

(13)

.

(14)

Informally, the default (12) corresponds to the default `^ub from . By the auxiliary defaults (13) and
(14), it is pulled to the level Y¶ÿ@ in the  -partition of the augmented set of defaults. The defaults (14) imply
that verifying the default JLON Pvh2`K b for the  -partition (which requests that has a verifying world)
violates all defaults (13), which reside at levels U@  gfgfgf Vv3W .
0
Define now ü'ý . ¸ÿ .  .  , where
0
.


.z

wZ5x`SyeljJ<Q\`,
w

57LON P{Qo

0
8

¶ÿ!8]8

 VRi5 U@gfgfgf7 Y

f

0

0

The atom J serves in . to mask the background knowledge for the ranking process.
It is easy to see that üÀý . is | -consistent, and that the  -partition ÿ.} gfgfgf[ .~  of . is given by .P 
U@gfgfgf7! . Hence, each default J LON ML! h`b with 
w
57LON P+Q^Y¶ÿ>V8 , for all Vj
`b
is assigned the value Y¶ÿ@ under the default ranking  for üÀý . .
As for entailment of defaults, let now . be defined by
.

/ÿ

J?h

 f

" ]
0

1SG

Satisfaction of J unmasks the background knowledge , and satisfaction of B
implies that all defaults
(13) are false while all defaults (14) are true. Furthermore, each model of . satisfies the default J LON ML! h`
b in (12) iff it satisfies `b .
Thus, it is easily seen that for any formula over BFC , a world _  is a  -preferred model of he .
w.r.t. üÀý . iff the restriction of  to BFC is a Y -preferred model of w.r.t. üÀý . This implies that for any
default  over BFC , it holds that ÿ%üÀý  Y= lex -entails S iff üÀý . lex-entails he .  . A

Proof of Lemma 3.4. Assume first that üÀý,\ÿ   is | -consistent. By Lemma 5.1, there
exists an ordered
~
0
partition ÿ } gfgfgfx ~  of such that each default in P is tolerated under by w  P  . Let  be any
total order on such that D P , . ?  , and W . implies VR>¡ . Clearly,  is irreflexive and transitive,
0
and thus a priority ordering on . Moreover, each D¢ is tolerated under by £3Z57¤.]Qo¤.¥(8 .
Thus, by Lemma 5.20,  is admissible with ü'ý . That is, üÀý is conditionally consistent.
0
Conversely, assume that üÀýKèÿ   is conditionally consistent. That is, there exists a priority ordering  on that is admissible with ü'ý . Hence, there exists some D¢ that is minimal w.r.t.  . Moreover, as  restricted to ÿ¦3657(8F§\ÿ¦3657(8 is a priority ordering on 43^57(8 that is admissible with
0
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ÿ0

, the conditional knowledge base ÿ  Z357$8 is conditionally consistent. Thus, we can define
and that each P is a minimal element
a sequence of defaults (#  ú gfgfgf[ /¨ such that 57$#  ú gfgfgf[ ¤¨{8
0

g

g
f
g
f
x
f

 57 P  Pª© # gfgfgf[ ¤¨{8 . It follows that
in 57 P Pª© #
/¨8 w.r.t. to a priority ordering  P admissible with ÿ
0
each P is tolerated under by 57 P  P© # gfgfgf7 /¨8 . Hence, by Lemma 5.1, üÀý is | -consistent. A
 Z357$8

0

B Appendix: Proofs for Section 5
Proof of Theorem 5.2 (continued). b) We give a log-space reduction from the P-complete problem of deciding whether a given set «aa5#¬®# gfgfgf , {¨¬j¨$8 of definite Horn clauses logically implies a given
denote the set of literal-Horn defaults 5#®# gfgfgf7 {¨9j¨ ¯ °ljB8 .
atom B (see e.g. [25]). Let
We now show that « logically entails B iff the literal-Horn default knowledge base ÿ²±   is | -inconsistent.
Assume first that ÿ²±   is | -consistent. Hence, by Lemma 5.1,
contains at least one default that is
tolerated by . Thus, there exists an interpretation  that verifies and that satisfies . Hence,  is a model
1
does not logically entail B . Conversely, assume that « does not logically entail
of «
5ljB¢8 . That is, «
ú Fuÿ³5 ¯ °ljB8  5#®1 # gfgfgf[ {¨9j¨{8 of . Then,
B . Let us consider the ordered partition ÿ# 
1
ú , since there exists model of « 5ljB¢8 . Moreover, each default
the default ¯ °ljB is tolerated by #
ú , since the interpretation  that maps each ground atom to the truth value true
d6 ú is tolerated by
always verifies each  ú . That is, by Lemma 5.1, ÿ²±  S is | -consistent. A
Proof of Theorem 5.3. We give a log-space reduction from the P-complete problem of deciding whether a
given set «5 # ¬' # gfgfgf , ¨ ¬ ¨ 8 of definite Horn clauses logically implies a given atom B (see, for
example, [25]). Let be the set of literal-Horn defaults 5#®# gfgfgf7 {¨X'n¨8 . By Theorem 3.1 and the
proof of Theorem 5.2 b), « logically entails B iff the literal-Horn default knowledge base ÿ²±  ´| -entails
the literal-Horn default ¯ B . A

Proof of Theorem 5.4 (continued). a) We show µ ù -hardness by a polynomial transformation from the
µÀù -complete problem SAT-UNSAT [79]: Given two propositional formulas ` and b , decide whether ` is
satisfiable and b is unsatisfiable. Without loss of generality, we can assume that ` and b are defined over
disjoint sets of atoms. We now show that ` is satisfiable and b is unsatisfiable iff the default knowledge base
ÿ²±  ±/ properly | -entails `ipljb . Assume first that ` is satisfiable and b is unsatisfiable. By Lemma 5.1, it
follows that ÿ²±  5x`b´8 is | -inconsistent and that ÿ²±  5x`% ¯ 8 is | -consistent. Hence, by Theorem 3.1,
the default knowledge base ÿ²±  ±/ properly | -entails ` lnb . Conversely, assume that ÿ²±  ±/ properly | entails `ipljb . Thus, by Theorem 3.1, it follows that ÿ²±  5x`_b´8 is | -inconsistent and that ÿ²±  5x`_ ¯ 8
is | -consistent. Hence, by Lemma 5.1, it is immediate that ` is satisfiable. Moreover, since ` and b are
defined over disjoint basic propositions, it also follows that b is unsatisfiable.
b) We give a log-space reduction from the following P-complete problem (see, e.g., [25]): Given a set
entails B .
«%%5#¬®# gfgfgf , $¨9¬j¨{8 of definite Horn clauses and an atom B , decide whether «
Let ¦5#®# gfgfgf[ {¨j¨$8 . We now show that « logically entails B iff the literal-Horn default
knowledge base ÿ²±   properly | -entails the literal-Horn default ¯ cB . By Theorem 3.1 and the proof of
1
¯ 8 is | -consistent. By Lemma 5.1, this is indeed
5 ¯
Theorem 5.3, it is sufficient to show that ÿ²± 
1
¯ 8 . A
the case, as the world  that maps each ground atom to true always verifies each D
5 ¯ ¬

Proof of Lemma 5.5. Let ¶· ÿ } gfgfgf7 ~  be the  -partition of
and let ¶. ÿ.} gfgfgf[ .¸  be
an ordered partition of
that is admissible with üÀý and that has the least weight ¹ . We now show by
induction on V that P  P. for all V´ U@gfgfgf7! .
1
}
Basis: Let V U . Let us first assume that there is some 
3^ }. . Hence, ¶ . . ÿ } .
57(8 ,
.# 3
57$8 gfgfgfx .¸ 3
57(8 is an ordered partition of
that is admissible with ü'ý and that has a weight
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smaller than ¹ . But this contradicts the assumption that ¶ . has the least weight. Let us next assume that
0
there is some .} 3 } . Hence, is tolerated under by and not contained in } . But this contradicts
the assumption that ¶ is the  -partition of . Hence, it holds }  }. .
Induction: Let V+t U . By the induction hypothesis, we get  Z  . for all ¡ U@gfgfgfx Vk3% . Let us first
1
assume that there is some  P 3 P. . Thus, ¶ . . ¸ÿ }. gfgfgf7 Pr. q #  P . 57$8  P. © # 3i57(8 , fgfgf7 ¸. 357$8
is an ordered partition of
that is admissible with üÀý and that has a weight smaller than ¹ . But this
the least weight. Let us next assume that there is some e P. 3 P .
contradicts the assumption that ¶. has
~
0




Hence, is tolerated under by w
and not contained in P . But this contradicts the assumption that
P
¶
is the  -partition of . Hence, it holds P  .P .
U@gfgfgf7! and thus also  
That is, we get P 
º . A
P . for all V´
Proof of Theorem 5.6 (continued). a) It remains to show ÷+» ¼ ù -hardness. We give a polynomial transformation from the following ÷R» ¼ ù -complete problem [90]. Given the propositional formulas in CNF `´# gfgfgf[ `=½ ,
we are asked whether the number of tautologies among `# gfgfgf7 `=½ is even. Without loss of generality, we
can assume that `# gfgfgfx `½ are defined on pairwise disjoint sets of variables, that `# and ` ú are tautologies,
that `=½ is not a tautology, that ¾ is odd, and that ` Pª© # is not a tautology iff ` P is not a tautology, cf. [90]. Let
¿7#RpljÀx# 

(#u
P


¿ P c¿ Prq #nhÀ Prq #nhl´À P 

for Vj

Á gfgfgf7 ¾



and let ¦I57(# gfgfgf[ /½8 . Informally, verifying the default P , VRt  , for determining its rank requests that
the default Prq # is falsified, which means that Psq # must have been already ranked.
It is thus easy to see that the default ranking  for the default knowledge base ÿ²±   is given by óÿ P ´
Vv3 for all Vj: gfgfgfx ¾ . Let
and  be defined as

ÿ²`






ÿ²¿ ú

#

+ÿ²`

¬p¿ # hTÂgÂgÂ]h

½

¬c¿ ½

khSÀ #

+ÿ²¿ÄRhl¿Å[yÂgÂgÂy/ÿ²¿½

hl¿Ã[y

hHÂgÂgÂ"hSÀ ½



q #nhl¿!½< 

respectively. We now show that the number of tautologies among ` # gfgfgf7 ` ½ is even iff ÿ²±  S® -entails
S . Let  be any interpretation that satisfies
and that satisfies ¿ P iff ` P is a tautology. Hence, the number
of tautologies among `# gfgfgfx `½ is even iff  satisfies  . Moreover, for any interpretation  . that satisfies
and that satisfies some ¿ P with ` P not being a tautology, it holds {Æ ÿD; {Æ ÿ/.Ç . Let us now first assume
Æ ÿÈh XX;
Æ ÿÈhljX ; thus, ÿ²±   -entails
that Q Z . Hence, Q ¿ ú P hSl´¿ ú Pª© # , and we get Æ ÿ@
Æ ÿÈhln9X;
Æ ÿÈh?9 ;
S . Let us next assume that TQ ÉZ . Hence, Q 
Dhln , and we get Æ ÿ+

thus, ÿ²±  does not  -entail S .
b) We give a log-space reduction from the P-complete problem of deciding whether a given set «Ê
5#¬®# gfgfgf , $¨9¬j¨$8 of definite Horn clauses logically implies a given atom B
(see e.g. [25]). Let
denote the set of literal-Horn defaults 5k#k®# gfgfgfx {¨9j¨{8 . We now show that « logically entails
B
iff the literal-Horn default knowledge base ÿ²±  S® -entails the literal-Horn default ¯ ËB . Since the
interpretation  that maps each ground atom to the truth value true always verifies each 6^ , it holds
U for all 2 . Moreover, since  also satisfies B , we get Æ ÿB??
U . Let us now first assume
óÿ?
1
5l´B8 . That is, there exists a model
that « does not logically entail B . Thus, there exists a model of «
1
U and thus ÿ²±   does not  -entail ¯
of
5ljB¢8 . Hence, we get Æ ÿÈljB<D
ÌB . Let us next assume
that « logically entails B . Thus, all models of ljB falsify at least one default from H . Hence, we get
Æ ÿÈl´B<K and thus ÿ²±  Sv -entails ¯
B . A
Proof of Theorem 5.7 (continued). a) It remains to show ÍF÷ » ¼ ù -hardness. We give a polynomial transformation from the following problem, which is easily seen to be ÍE÷ » ¼ ù -complete. Given propositional
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CNF formulas `´# gfgfgf7 `=½ on disjoint sets of variables,
that J P  true iff ` P is satisfiable. Let

P



¯


À P c` P ySÀ 

¾-&Î

, compute the truth values

J$# gfgfgf7 JM½

such

pl´À 

for all V´:

gfgfgf7 ¾



and define 'a57  (# gfgfgfx /½¢8 . Consider the default ranking  for the default knowledge base ÿ²±   . We
now show that óÿ P  U iff ` P is satisfiable. Assume first that óÿ P ? U . Hence, P is tolerated by .
That is, there exists an interpretation  that verifies P and that satisfies . Hence,  satisfies ` P and thus ` P
is satisfiable. Assume next that óÿ P Xt U . Suppose that ` P is satisfiable. Then there exists an interpretation

 that satisfies À P h` P h_ljÀ and all ljÀ
with ¡TZ
É
V . Thus,  verifies P and satisfies
. That is, P is tolerated
by . But this contradicts the assumption óÿ P _t U . Hence, ` P must be unsatisfiable. This proves the
ÍF÷ » ¼ ù -hardness part.
We remark that it is unknown whether the  -ranking is computable with ÏÿÐ õ]ÑRÒv many calls to an NPoracle, where Ò is the input size. In fact, since ÍF÷ » ùjÓ ÏÿÐ õ]ÑRÒvÕÔ=ÖWÍF÷ » ¼ ù holds and the inclusion is believed
to be strict [53], the ÍF÷ » ¼ ù -hardness results suggests that computing the  -ranking is not in ÍF÷ » ùnÓ ÏÿÐ õ]Ñ+ÒvÕÔ .
b) We give a log-space reduction from the following problem.
Lemma B.1 Given a set «E×5# ¬ R# gfgfgfx {½£¬ n½8 of definite Horn clauses on the atoms
5[Ø# gfgfgf7 Ø{¨8 , computing Ù2a57B:BFCQ"«ÎQ 
B¢8 is FP-complete.

BFC

Proof (sketch). Obviously, the problem is in FP. Hardness for ÍF÷ follows e.g. from the proof of ÷ -hardness
of deciding whether «zQ B holds for a given set « of definite Horn clauses and atom B in [25]. The logspace reduction there encodes the computation of a generic polynomial-time deterministic Turing machine
Ú
into this problem, such that Ù¦m57BÌQ®«·Q B¢8 contains (among others) atoms reflecting the tape
Ú
Ú
contents of
when it halts. From Ù , the output of
is easily extracted in log-space. Û
Let
be the set of literal-Horn defaults 5#Ü®# gfgfgf7 {½'n½  Àx#¦lnØ# gfgfgfx À¨¦lnØ¨(8 , where
Àx# gfgfgf[ À)¨ are pairwise distinct new variables. We now show that Ø P is logically entailed by «
iff the default
ranking  for the literal-Horn default knowledge base ÿ²±  S assigns À P ¦ljØ P the value 1. Let the world
true and RÿÀ P  false for all V¢× gfgfgfx Ò . It is easy to see that  satisfies
 be defined by ÿrØ P 
and verifies all P  P with VR gfgfgf7 Ò . Hence,  maps all P  P with VX¥ gfgfgfx Ò to the value U . To
determine the value of the other defaults under  , let us now first assume that Ø P is not logically entailed
1
5ljØ P 8 . This model can be extended to a model  of
by « . That is, there is a model of «
that verifies
true and ÿÀ  D false for all VD° gfgfgf7 Ò with VI
À P ¦lnØ P by defining ÿÀ P D
É
¡ . Hence, À P ¦ljØ P is
tolerated by and thus assigned the value 0 under  . Assume next that Ø P is logically entailed by « . That
1
is, there is no model of «
5lnØ P 8 . Hence, À P ¦lnØ P is not tolerated by
. Let the world  be defined by
false and RÿÀ P 9 true for all V®' gfgfgfx Ò . It is now easy to see that  verifies all À  ¦lnØ  with
ÿrØ P 9
¡: gfgfgf7 Ò . Thus, all À P ¦lnØ P such that Ø P is logically entailed by «
are assigned 1 under  . A
Proof of Theorem 5.8. a) The result follows from the proof of Theorem 5.6 a). In detail, the reduction given
in Theorem 5.6 a) also applies to the case where  is given in advance, as the ranking  for the constructed
default knowledge base ÿ²±  S is actually given in advance by óÿ P ´ZVn3W for all VjK gfgfgf7 ¾ .
b) Similar to a), referring to the proof of Theorem 5.6 b) in place of Theorem 5.6 a). A
Proof of Theorem 5.9 (continued). Let J denote the integer that has the complement of OÝßÞ  ÿÈ as binary
Ã
#
representation. For example, J ¥ U IÁ *WÁ for OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜ® U  U  . We first show that the default ranking
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©

is given as follows. For all Vn:

ÿ
©



ÿ
©



~
©

P
P

´
q

Á

´

rÿ
ÂrÿJRà{áâXÁ

© ¨ q$Pª© #
~

:

¨ q$Pª© #

Â JRà{áâXÁ

© ¨ q$Pª© #

Á

gfgfgfx Ò

k*,Vv36

¨ q$Pª© #

~

k*,Vv36+*Á

© ¨ q$P

(15)

.

That is, the binary representation of  ÿ P  has the first VÜ3 bits of OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜ , padded with 0’s to Ò bits, and
©
 trailing bits added that account for cumulative extra costs V´3^ . The binary representation of 
ÿ Pq  is
similar, but has the bit for Ø P (V -th from left) set to 1.
©
q
©
©
Let us thus assume that  ÿ P  and  ÿ P  for all V´: gfgfgf7 Ò are given by (15). For each world  , let
©
ÿ@ be defined by (3). To show that (15) actually defines the solutions, we must show that (2) holds for
all defaults  <  .
Let V{&2 and let  be an interpretation that satisfies ljÀx#´hÂgÂgÂ+hHl´À Prq #+hÀ P hH and that coincides on
©
q
©
the variables Ø=# gfgfgfx Ø Prq # with OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜ . Hence,  verifies P and P . Moreover,  satisfies all defaults 
q
©
q
and  with ¡StWV . Finally, for all ¡ã gfgfgfx Vv3^ , exactly one default among  and  is falsified by  .
©
q
More precisely, if Q Ø  , then  is falsified by  . Otherwise,  is falsified by  . That is, the rank of the
©
q
falsified default  among  and  is given as follows:
©

©

ä

ÿ
©





~
~

m



© ¨ q

Á



© #

© ¨ q

Á

© #

4ÿ
Â4ÿJRà$áªâ9Á
Â JRà$áªâ9Á



¨ q

© #



¨ q

© #

k*2¡¢3W
~

© ¨ q

k*2¡¢3W®*Á

if SQ ZØ
if TQ ÉZØ





.

For all ¡: gfgfgf7 V3d , we have SQ  Ø  iff OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜQ ZØ  . The latter is equivalent to J ’s bit for Ø
bit from left), denoted J Ó ¡"Ô , being U . Hence, we obtain the following:
ä

ÿ
©
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Á

m



Á



© ¨ q

© #

4ÿ
Â4ÿJRà$áªâ9Á
Â JRà$áªâ9Á

rÿ


© ¨ q

© #

¨ q

Â J®à$áâÁ



¨ q
¨ q



© #
© #

~
k*2¡¢3W®*dJ Ó ¡]Ô/ÂÁ

©

Hence, for every
©
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P h
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P H
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© ¨ q
© ¨ q



if OÝßÞ
if OÝßÞ

(the ¡ -th

ÿ

 ÈDQ ZØ 

ÿ

 È?Q ÉZØ 

f

*i¡3

P

~

k*2¡¢3W®*dJ Ó ¡]Ô/ÂÁ

ÿ   is maximal for ¡ZVv3W , we get:
ÿ@HuR* L "åèéOæêxç ìë L  © ÿ@H·R*  /í å # Nßîßæîßî Nç Prq

©
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~
Á

~



© ¨ q



#oï

ÿ
©





~
HmÁ

© ¨ q$Pª© #

4ÿ

Â J®à$áâÁ

¨ q$Pª© #

k*,Vv3W

.

, we get:

ÿ³øv%>
©

ÿ-Á
~

© ¨ q$Pª© #

4ÿ

Â JRà$áªâ9Á

¨ q$Pª© #

*,V=3W
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Let /. be any other interpretation that satisfies ljÀx#XhÂgÂgÂDh,ljÀ Prq #9h, . Thus, for all ¡6m gfgfgf7 V93a ,
©
q
exactly one default among  and  is falsified by  . . Assume that  . does not coincide on the variables

is true in  but false in  . ,
Ø # gfgfgfx Ø Prq # with OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜ . Hence, there must be some ¡2>ãV3 such that Ø
©
q
©
q
 while /.Q 
 and /.´Q É
 . Hence, we get:
which means eQ É  and Q 
©

ÿ/.Çù&

~
Á

© ¨ q



rÿ

© #

Â J®à$áâ9Á

¨ q



© #

~
*i¡ú*Á

© ¨ q



.

Moreover, as ¡;V , we get:
~
Á

© ¨ q



© #

rÿ

Â J®à$áâÁ

¨ q



© #

~
d&-Á

© ¨ q$Pª© #

4ÿ

Â JRà$áªâ9Á
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¨ q$Pª© #


.

Since V=3WD3e¡
~
Á

© ¨ q



© #

That is, we get
©

ÿÈ

~
;WÒ>^Á

rÿ

Â J®à$áâÁ

P h

P H



¨ q

ÿX;
©

~

, it holds ¡<*Á

ÿ
©

~

© #

*i¡<*Á
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© ¨ q
© ¨ q

tWV=3W
~

tûÁ

. Hence, it follows:

© ¨ q$Pª© #

for any other such  . . For all
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ñ Oòó/å_
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©


k*,V=3W

P

q

, it thus follows:
8

.

But this shows that (2) holds for all  <'^e . Thus, (15) describes the actual  -ranking of ÿ²±  S .
Let  be an interpretation that satisfies ljÀx#¤hÂgÂgÂ¤h?ljÀ)¨nh? and that coincides on the variables Ø# gfgfgf7 Ø¨
with OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜ . Let  . be any other interpretation that satisfies ljÀx#ÜhÂgÂgÂÜhljÀ)¨h and that does not coincide
on the variables Ø=# gfgfgf7 Ø{¨ with OÝßÞ  ÿÈÜ . By a line of argumentation similar to the one just pursued, it is
©
easy to see that
ÿ@X; © ÿ .  .
Let us now assume that Ø{¨ is true in OÝßÞ  ÿÈ . It then follows that
©

ÿÈljÀx#nhHÂgÂgÂnhljÀ)¨?hhØ{¨(d;
©

That is,

ÿ%üÀý  =þ v
©

-entails
©

That is,

ÿ%üÀý  =þ 

at strength 0. Let us next assume that Ø¨ is false in OÝßÞ

ÿÈljÀx#vhHÂgÂgÂjhl´À¨?hhlnØ¨X;

does not 

ÿÈl´À7#nhÂgÂgÂnhljÀ)¨<hehelnØ{¨
©

©

-entail

at strength 0.

©

ÿ

f

 ÈÜ

ÿÈl´À7#nhÂgÂgÂnhljÀ)¨<hehSØ{¨@

. It then follows:

f

A

Proof of Theorem 5.11 (continued). (i) We first show that üÀý is | -consistent. Let the ordered partition
ÿ } gfgfgf7 ~  of be defined by  ¥å_æçÁÿÀx# gfgfgfx À½? and P 457 PrN  Q$ PsN  ,8 for all V° gfgfgf7! .
Consider any default PrN  6 P . Let  PrN  be a world such that  PsN  Q 4`  ¬üb  ,  PrN  Q ¦J ¸ N  , for all º?>KV ,



¸ 




 PrN
Q :¿ PsN ,  PrN
Q IC N , for all ºR>
Vj36 , and  PrN does not satisfy all remaining atoms JMP  N  , ¿P  N  , and CoP  N  .
~
0d1
¸
Clearly such a world  PrN  exists. It is now easy ~ to see that  PsN  verifies PrN  and that  PrN  Q 
w ¸ P
.
0

¸
¸

Hence, the default PsN is tolerated under by w
. Thus, by Lemma 5.1, üÀý is | -consistent.
P
(ii) It is easy to see that ü'ý is minimal-core. Indeed, the world  such that Q J PsN  and HQ ÉB for any
01
other atomic proposition B , falsifies the default PrN  while it satisfies
ÿ3d57 PrN  8 .
P
(iii) We now show by induction on Vj U@gfgfgf7! that the default ranking   is given by   ÿ PrN   Á for
Ç
ý
þ
all PrN   . Hence, in particular, "¤ÿ¤ýÇþ N  ´Á for all ¡K gfgfgf7 ¾ .
Basis: Let Vj U . Since ÿ } gfgfgf7 ~  is a partition of that is admissible with üÀý , we get   ÿ PrN  :
for all PrN   } . Induction:
Let V{t U . Let us consider any PrN   P . Recall that the world  PrN  described
~
01


¸
PrN ; furthermore,  PrN falsifies every ¸ N  such that º>
and, moreover, verifies
above satisfies
w ¸ P
¸
¸
Psq #
P
¸ 
V3% . By the induction hypothesis, ¤ÿ N Á
for every º´>dVÜ3 , and thus ¤ÿ PrN   ÿ ¸  } Á Á 3 .
P
Hence, it follows   ÿ PsN  X>^Á . On the other hand, every default ¸ N  where ºj;WV is falsified in every world
0
P
 that satisfies
and verifies PrN  . Hence, it follows rÿ PrN  Á , which concludes the induction.
(iv) We finally show that ,Q 4`¬b holds in every  with maximum weight ÿ ê ì  ö[ö ¹ P iff ü'ý
  -entails . We need some preparation as follows.
0d1
Let  be any world such that: (a) 6Q 
, and (c)
58 , (b)  is a maximum weight world under



HQ :¿)ýÇþ N iff TQ :`
¬mb . Let ¤. be any world such that (a) holds but either (b) or (c) does not hold. We

now show that ¤ÿ¢;
and
¤ÿ .  . It is easy to see that both  and  . falsify all defaults PrN , for ¡i>I¾





VD>
À
3^ . Let /. . result from ¤. by redefining ¿)ýÇþ N to /. .Q :¿)ýÇþ N iff /.Q :`
¬mb , for all ¡>
¾ . Then,
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0

, and no default PrN  that is satisfied by  . . is violated by PrN  . Hence, it follows
Furthermore,  and /. . satisfy MýÇþ N  iff they satisfy `  ¬b  , for all ¡>¾ . Hence, we get:
 ..

Q

ÿ

ÿ

 @-
ÿ

L "è

  ´3


ÿ

L "è

 ´3

ÿ

L "è
ÿ

L "è

>


¤ÿ
ÿ
¤ÿ´3
ÿ
  ÿ ´3%ÿ

ÿ



ÿ

rÿ

¤ÿ

  . . >

  . 

.

ÿ

ì
N ê
L   

L ]è

 þ 
 þ
ì 

þ 

ýÇþ

ì
 ]í
# Nßîßîßî N ½Xï N ê

Á

 ]í
# Nßîßîßî N ½Xï N ê

þ Á

ýÇþ

ÿ

ì
N ê   L   

L ]è

 /. .Ç

It follows ¤ÿ>
rÿ . . >
¤ÿ .  . Moreover, since (b) and (c) hold for  , while either (b) or (c) does not
hold for /. , either  ÿ;
 ÿ¤. .Ç or  ÿ/. .ªX;
 ÿ/.Ç , and thus  ÿX;
 ÿ/.Ç .
Let us now first assume that Q ` ¬b holds for every maximum weight world  under . Consider
any such  . Hence, there exists a world ¤. such that /.RQ ãØ P iff iQ KØ P , /.RQ ¥¿ýsþ N  iff iQ Î`  ¬b  , and
0S1
01
 . Q
5<h8 . Moreover, there is no maximum weight world  . . under
such that  . . Q 
5?hlnD8
and  . . Q ¿ ýÇþ N  iff  . . Q  `  ¬b  . It follows ¤ÿÈh9X;
4ÿÈhelnX , and thus üÀý
 -entails .
Let us next assume that ,Q Éã` ¬b for some maximum weight world under . Hence, there exists
0i1
a world  . such that  . Q :Ø P iff iQ Ø P ,  . Q ã¿ ýÇþ N  iff iQ K`  ¬-b  , and  . Q 
5 hHlnD8 . It follows
does not   -entail . A
 ÿÈh9X&
 ÿÈhlnX , and thus üÀý
Proof of Theorem 5.12. We give a polynomial transformation from a suitable variant of the problem used
in the reduction in the proof of Theorem 5.11, which is ÍF÷ » ù -complete: Given a set of weighted Horn
clauses K¥5x`#F¬mbk# gfgfgf7 `=½¬mb$½¢8 on Ò variables Ø# gfgfgf7 Ø¨ , where each ` P ¬mb P is satisfiable and
ý ö
has weight ¹ P ÎÁ , where À P & U is a nonnegative integer, compute the weight ¹ of a maximum weight
world  under , that is, ¹  å_æç êOOòó/ô ÿ ê ì  ö[ö ¹ P . ÍF÷ » ù -hardness of this problem can be established
by a suitable adaptation of proofs in [58].
We slightly extend ü'ý in the proof of Theorem 5.11 as follows. We introduce new atoms J  and ¿  ,
0
and the following set of literal-Horn clauses  and the literal-Horn default " :
0



5x¿ 


J 




¬cJ PrN
c¿ 



Q)>%¡

U

>¾

>VR>WÀ


8

1

5x¿ 

¬C PrN



Q)>¡>¾

{U

>WVR;WÀ


8

f

By a line of argumentation similar to the one in the proof of Theorem 5.11, it is easy to see that the
01e0
1
extended conditional knowledge base ÿ
 
57]/8 is | -consistent and minimal-core. Moreover, its
ýÇþ
½
P
P

ranking   assigns all defaults PrN the value Á and the default  the value ÿ ) # ÿ P  } Á 3W¹ . Conse½
ýÇþ
quently, the weight ¹ of a maximum weight world under is given by ¹¥ãÁÂ ÿ ) # Á
3%¾z3,¤ÿ"" ,
which can be easily computed from   . This proves the result. A
Proof of Lemma 5.14. The claim is proved by induction on VjK gfgfgf7 º as follows.
Basis: For Vd , we get " ÿ(#)(+þ¶ÿ$#)> . Induction: Let V{t . By the induction hypothesis, it holds
q #
that Q   ÿ  gQ@> DÂ7Á
for all ¡: gfgfgf7 Vn3W . Hence, we get:

ÿ

zþ¶ÿ

Q     P gQ@>

P k*

)ÿ

ÿ

Q å_áªðMâ  P n32å_áªð

P gQ(>

®*

 Prq
)
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#

#

ÂÁ

q #

X*DÂ4ÿ²Á


Psq #

ÂxÁ

367+

Prq #
f
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Proof of Theorem 5.18 (continued). Define BDC+a57J


P

57JØ P 




P 

¿9



À+hSØ P pl

P 

Ø P h



1

 P,Ø P,

P Q@?>VR>WÒj8

5

P ®¯



P 8

for

and

>WVR>Ò

f

It is now easy to verify that RÿrØ P 9:RÿÈl P  holds for every world  that satisfies J¢he¿+heÀ and a maximal


number of defaults in P . That is, we can use P to express the relationships Ø P h P ¬ and ¯ ¬Ø P y P .
Let `  be the Horn clause that is obtained from `  by replacing each positive literal Ø P by the new
¨ © ú
P , where the
P are as follows:
negative literal l P . Define ' w P  }



P


5 úØ{¨ q$P 8

¨



5x`  # gfgfgfx ` ½

¨ © #
¨ ©



ú

5



w
5 ¯



¯

U@gfgfgf7 Ò3W

8

P Q³V´: gfgfgf7 j
Ò 8
J ¯

The priority assignment Y on
:

for all Vj

c¿ ¯

cÀ ¯

j8
f

is given by Y¶ÿ@ZV for all V´

U@gfgfgf7 Ò¢*Á

and



P

. Finally, we define

Ø{¨ f

Observe that ü'ý:¸ÿ²±   and are literal-Horn.
We now show that OÝßÞ  ÿ²`jQ ZØ¨ iff ÿ%ü'ý  Y= lex -entails . It is sufficient to show that, for any preferred
world  , its restriction to  °5[Ø# gfgfgfx Ø{¨$8 , denoted by Q  , coincides with OÝßÞ  , and that, on the other
hand, OÝßÞ  ÿ²`n can be extended to such an  .
Assume first that  is a preferred world. Hence, SQ ¨ © ú . Furthermore,  satisfies a maximal number
of defaults in ¨ © # ; this implies that ÿrØ P  ÿÈl P  , for all Vjã gfgfgf7 Ò . Since ` is satisfiable, preferredness of  then implies that Q ¨ and Q ûQ I` . The sets of defaults } gfgfgfx ¨ q # then ensure that Q 
indeed coincides with OÝßÞ  ÿ²`j .
Conversely, let /. be the world such that ¤.ÑÿrØ P KOÝßÞ  ÿrØ P  , and /.%ÿ P DK/.XÿÈlnØ P  for all V' gfgfgf7 Ò ,
and  . ÿ  true, for any other atom . It is now easy to see that  . is a preferred world. A

Proof of Theorem 5.19. a) By Theorem 5.7 a), computing the default ranking  for ü'ý is in ÍF÷ » ¼ ù . Recall
now that ü'ý lex-entails iff ÿ%üÀý   lex -entails . As deciding the latter is in ÷+» ù (see the discussion at
the beginning of Section 5.4), deciding whether ü'ý lex-entails is also in ÷ » ù .
b) We show that the ÷R» ù -hard problem in Theorem 5.18, which is more general, is reducible to this
problem. From the proof of Theorem 5.18, we may assume that every default T of üÀý:âÿ²±   there
has a verifying world. Thus, by Theorem 3.3 and Observation 3.1, we obtain such a reduction. A




Proof of Lemma 5.20. Assume first that  is admissible with üÀý , and consider H2 . Admissibility of
0
0
 implies that L is under
not in conflict with ; that is, is tolerated under by L .
0
Conversely, assume that every  is tolerated under by L . Suppose that  is not admissible with
üÀý . That is, some .9Öã is under 0 in conflict with0 some ,W , and . contains
no default /. with
0
. a . Hence,
. ÖIL . Since L tolerates
under , also . tolerates under . But this contradicts
0
the fact that . is under in conflict with . Hence,  is admissible with ü'ý . A
The rest of the proof of Theorem 5.22 will make use of the following lemma shown by Geffner [41].

Lemma B.2 (Geffner [41]) Let üÀýÌ ÿ   be a conditional knowledge base. A default Î  is
061
conditionally entailed by üÀý iff  is satisfied in every  -preferred model of
5k8 of every minimal
priority ordering  admissible with ü'ý .
0

52

Here, minimality is in terms of set inclusion, where  is viewed as set of pairs 5rÿ  øvDQ" øj8 .
We are now ready to complete the proof that conditional entailment is ø ùú -hard for the literal-Horn case.
1

1

B#"
57J$8 , where B!:57J P ,
Proof of Theorem 5.22 (continued). Let BDC®IB!
0






B!"57À ,
,  , $ , Ø , Ø . Q>¡>Òj8 . We define üÀý:¸ÿ   as follows:
0
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10
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# N P
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w


where the sets of Horn clauses
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are defined as follows:
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Q¡ !

gfgfgfx ` ¸



by replacing the positive literals

 P and Ø


by the negative



+


: gfgfgf7 Òj8

h



Ø . 
À

$




f
8

is defined by
¨

/ÿ   ÿJ



# NP

yl´J$8 

$

Ø .

S

+ÿ )  ÿÀ 

P hS¿ P h

J?h

P

&% (' and the default sets

 Á  

, V´:

yeljJSQ[¡ gfgfgf Òj8 

½



,



where `k # gfgfgf[ `k¸ is obtained from ` #
literals lP . and lnØ . , respectively; and
# N P

Q{>^V>6¾8

yl´JSQxV´: gfgfgf7 ¾8 

yelnØ{ .



,  P , MP.
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ú N
#

¿ P

#

h



,
h





#

f

The set of all defaults that are conditionally entailed by üÀý is defined with respect to all priority orderings
on
that are admissible with üÀý . By Lemma B.2, we can restrict our attention to all minimal priority
orderings on that are admissible with ü'ý .
We note that every priority ordering  on admissible with üÀý contains the following pairs:

À
À



$
$









À
À





hS

+
h



Ø

 

Ø  . 

(16)
for all ¡:

gfgfgfx Ò

f
0

(17)

This is immediate from the observation that each set 57À  $  8 tolerates under neither À  h  Ø  nor


À
h+
Ø  . .
Let   be the priority ordering on that is given by exactly all pairs in (16) and (17). It is easy to see
0
that each e2 is tolerated under by 4357 . icQ . ®¢(8 ; thus, by Lemma 5.20, ® is admissible
with ü'ý . This means that ® is the least (that is, unique minimal) priority ordering on admissible with
üÀý . Applying Lemma B.2, 0
the default 2 W  is conditionally entailed by üÀý iff  is satisfied in
1
every ® -preferred model of
58 .
We are now ready to show that . evaluates to true iff üÀý conditionally entails .
53

( / ) Let us first assume that . evaluates to false. Hence, there exists a mapping $e$50@# gfgfgfx ]½?8<m51 ¯ 8
such that the formula `6¿ÿ²`#´hÂgÂgÂ+hH` ¸  Ó @#324$dÿ@#! gfgfgfx ]½524$dÿ]½<ÕÔ is unsatisfiable. Let  be the world
such that (i) ÿ P <ãRÿÈl P . ú true iff $dÿ P < ¯ , for all VD£ gfgfgf7 ¾ ; (ii) ÿrØ  úÎÿrØ  . < false, for
all ¡' gfgfgfx Ò ; and (iii) ÿ D76984:<; for any other atom . Since each ` P contains at least one negative
0
0
ú 10 Ã , and also Q  0 Ä , Q I ,
literal from lnØ=# gfgfgfx lnØ{¨  ln Ø . # gfgfgfx lnØ .¨ , we have SQ 
# .  Clearly, Q 
0i1
01
and TQ :ln . Hence, TQ 
5  lnD8 . Suppose that ø6Q 
58 such that ø® . We now show that
0%1
0
ú and
5k8 . Since ø is a model of
no such ø exists, which proves that  is a   -preferred model of
g

g
f
g
f
7
f

, it follows that ø cannot satisfy both  P and  P. , for V9°
¾ . As ® does not define any preference
between the defaults in # N P , for Vn: gfgfgf7 ¾ , it follows that ø cannot falsify any default in # N P that is not
falsified by  . Hence, ø and  falsify exactly the same defaults in # N P , for V9¦ gfgfgf7 ¾ . That is, ø must
coincide on  P and  P . with  , for VF£ gfgfgf7 ¾ . Further, since  and ø are different, ø must either satisfy
0
some Ø  or Ø{ . , or falsify some $  . The clauses in Ä then have in the former case the effect that øZQ ¥l$ 
for all ¡: gfgfgfx Ò . Since in the latter case the default À  $  from ú N  is violated by ø but not by  , the
Ø{ . , which are both violated by  , must be
fact that ø6   implies that either À  he  Ø  or À  h= 
0

satisfied by ø . Thus, either ø6Q aØ or øWQ aØ  . holds. The clauses in Ã imply that only one can hold, and
0
thus, øPÿrØ  ®ãøPÿÈlnØ{ .  holds, for all ¡_Î gfgfgfx Ò . Clearly, ø is a model of `  # h fgfgf h` ¸ , as it satisfies #
and . Since øPÿ P ø¶ÿÈl) P. ´ true iff $dÿ P ´ ¯ , for all V´: gfgfgf7 ¾ , it thus follows that ø restricted to
5[Ø # gfgfgf7 Ø ¨ 8 is a model of ` . That is, ` is satisfiable, which is a contradiction. Thus, ø does not exist, and
01
 is a   -preferred model of
58 . This shows that üÀý
does not conditionally entail .

( ¬ ) Conversely, let us assume that ü'ý does not conditionally entail . That is, there exists a ® -preferred
01
0

model  of
5k8 such that HQ É
 , which means SQ >$ # . The clauses in Ä imply that ÿrØ
RÿrØ  . 


$  will be
false, for all ¡2ù gfgfgf7 Ò ; preferredness of  implies that ÿ?$  true (as the default À
satisfied), for all ¡¦ gfgfgfx Ò . Let the mapping $ú50@# gfgfgf7 ]½8_Ë51 ¯ 8 be defined by $dÿ P F ¯ iff
¸
Q J P  P . We now show that `2èÿ²`´#´hHÂgÂgÂjhe`  Ó @#324$dÿ@# gfgfgfx ]½524$dÿ]½<ÕÔ is unsatisfiable. Towards
a contradiction, suppose there exists a truth assignment  . to Ø# gfgfgf[ Ø¨ that satisfies ` . Let  . . be the
world that coincides on all  P  MP. with  , sets /. .%ÿrØ  D:/. .%ÿÈlnØ{ . :/.%ÿrØ   , and sets /. .%ÿ?$   false, for all
0,1
¡e£ gfgfgf7 Ò , and sets  . . ÿ <@6981:A; for every other atom . Then  . . Q 
58 . The worlds  . . and 

falsify exactly the same defaults
in # N P , for all VD° gfgfgfx ¾  . Moreover,  satisfies À  B$  and falsifies


Ø
Ø{ . , while ¤. . falsifies À
$  and satisfies either À  hi  01 Ø  or
both À  h 
and À  hC 



À
hD
Ø . , for all ¡K gfgfgf7 Ò . This shows  . . ®ú . Hence,  is not a X -preferred model of
58 ,
which is a contradiction. It follows that ` is unsatisfiable, and thus . evaluates to false. A

C

Appendix: Proofs for Section 6

Proof of Theorem 6.9. We give a polynomial transformation from the complement of the NP-complete onein-three 3sat problem for positive literals [40]: Given a set of variables K%5[Ø=# gfgfgf[ Ø ~ 8 and a set of
clauses Ø=# N #{yØ# N ú yØ# N Ã gfgfgf7 Ø{¨ N #yØ{¨ N ú yØ{¨ N Ã such that Ø PrN  E for all V5¤ gfgfgf7 Òj8 and ¡D5¤  Á &% 8 ,
decide whether there exists a truth assignment GF(H I over  that satisfies exactly one variable in each clause.

We construct üÀý and as in the statement of the theorem such that üÀý does not  -entail iff such a
1
truth assignment GF(H I exists. Let the set of atoms be defined as BFC+a57J  ¿  Ø=# gfgfgf7 Ø ~ 8 57J PrN  Q³V{_5¤ gfgfgf7 Òj8 ,
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('

¡F5¤ gfgfgf7
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8]8
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5[Ø PrN

Ëm57J PrN
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be defined by:

('
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8]8
8]8

8  ¡;

 8
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1



ËJp¿ f

It is easy to verify that üÀý is | -consistent and minimal-core. Furthermore, it is easy to see that the
is given by ÿS . Hence, it follows ¤ÿK for all D¢ .
 -partition of
021
57J$8 falsifies exactly % Ò defaults in
We next show that every   -preferred model  of
. For every
0
V{5¤ gfgfgf Òj8 , the atoms Ø PsN #  Ø PsN ú  Ø PsN Ã  ¿ are mutually exclusive under
. Hence,  falsifies at least three
defaults among J PsN # Ø PrN #  J PrN ú Ø PrN ú  J PsN Ã 'Ø PrN Ã  J PrN Ä 4¿ , and thus at least % Ò defaults in . Moreover, a
021
57J$8 that falsifies exactly % Ò defaults in
model ø of
is always given by øPÿrØÜKJMLONP0; for all ØQ ,

øPÿJ@+R6984:<; , øPÿ²¿O+R6984:<; , and øPÿJ PrN S6981:A; for all V{5¤ gfgfgf7 Òj8 and ¡5¤ gfgfgfx(' 8 .
We finally show that ü'ý does not   -entail iff there exists a truth assignment GF(H I over  that satisfies
exactly one variable in each clause from . Assume first that such a truth assignment GF(H I exists. Hence, the
world  that is defined by Q T  GF(H I , RÿJ@+R6984:<; , Rÿ²¿g+RJULVNWP9; , and ÿJ PsN  ´R6984:<; for all V{5¤ gfgfgf Òj8
0i1
and ¡F5¤ gfgfgf7(' 8 is a model of
57J{8 that falsifies exactly % Ò defaults in
. That is,  is a  -preferred
01
model of
57J$8 with ÿ²¿g97JULVNWP9; . Moreover, the world ø , as defined above, is a  -preferred model of
0H1
57J$8 with ÿ²¿gR681:A; . This shows that ü'ý
does not   -entail .
0_1
Conversely, assume that ü'ý does not  -entail . That is, there exists a  -preferred model  of
57J{8
%
g

g
f
g
f
x
f

Òj8 ,
such that Rÿ²¿gSJULVNWP9; . Hence,  falsifies exactly Ò defaults in . More precisely, for every V5¤
it falsifies exactly two defaults among J PrN #Ø PsN #  J PrN ú Ø PrN ú  J PrN ÃØ PsN Ã . This shows that ÜQ T is a truth
assignment over  that satisfies exactly one variable in each clause from . A
Proof of Theorem 6.11. The claims follow immediately from the proof of Theorem 6.9. Consider ü'ý and
constructed in its proof. For the proof of b), let the priority assignment Y on ü'ý be defined by Y¶ÿXÎ
for all F¢ . For the proof of c), note that ± is the least priority ordering on admissible with üÀý . It now
follows that üÀý does not lex-entail (resp., ÿ%üÀý  Y= does not lex -entail , and ü'ý does not conditionally
entail ) iff there is a truth assignment GF(H I over  that satisfies exactly one variable in each clause from . A

Proof of Lemma 6.12. Let the world " be defined by "¤ÿ²¿g¢¦ÿ²¿g for all active atoms ¿S^BDC and by
"¤ÿ²¿gRJMLONP0; for all inactive atoms ¿<BFC .
0
0
We first show that   is a model of . Suppose not. That is, there exists some Horn clause `¬'bW
such that "Q É `¬b . That is, ]4ÿ²`j+S6981:A; and ]4ÿrbjSJULVNWP9; . Hence, ÿ²`jR6984:<; . Since Q `¬b ,
we get RÿrbnXX681:A; . Thus, all atoms in ` are active, and b is an atom that is inactive. Since b is an atom,
0 ©
0
it holds that `¬b%
. But this contradicts b being inactive. This shows that ] is a model of .
Clearly, as ] coincides with  on all active atoms ¿úBDC , it follows "rÿWYkÿWYk for all active classical
formulas Y , and   Q Z iff SQ Z for all active defaults Z . This shows (i) and (iii).
We finally show (ii). Towards a contradiction, suppose that " falsifies some inactive literal-Horn default
`bd . That is,   ÿ²`j<@6981:A; and   ÿrbn<[JULONP0; . Thus, all atoms in ` are active. Since `b is
©
inactive, the literal b is inactive. Since "¤ÿrbn®\JULONP0; , it follows that b is an atom, and thus `'bdH .
But this contradicts b being inactive. Hence,   satisfies all inactive defaults in . A
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01

01

Proof of Lemma 6.15. As
5x`8 (resp.,
5x`k/8 ) and b are defined over disjoint sets of atoms, it follows
01
0S1
01
5x`hb´8 is satisfiable, iff both
5x`´8 and b are satisfiable, iff both
5x`  8 and b are satisfiable,
that
01
iff
iff  ÿ²`Ü9hbjX] .
5x`Ühb´8 is satisfiable. This shows that  ÿ²`hbn]
021
Suppose now that
is
satisfiable.
Since
each
model
5x`Hhb8
 of `ÜDhb is also a model of `Hhb ,
0H1
5x`hb´8 w.r.t.  . Let the world ø be
we get  ÿ²`hbnX>
 ÿ²`  hbn . Let  be any minimal model of
1
defined as "  Q  q {_^ . Clearly, ø is a model of `k®h_b . Since ÿ²¿gSJMLONP0; implies øPÿ²¿gSJULVNWP9; , for all
0e1
¿nBFCa` , it follows 57D¢KQoHQ É
(8cb57F¢KQ!ø6Q É
(8 . As ø is a model of
5x`Sh_b8 , and  is a minimal
0H1
5x`hb8 w.r.t.  , we get 57DKQoQ Éi(8<a57F¢KQ!ø6Q É
(8 . Hence, we get  ÿ@
model of
 ÿ³øv .
It thus follows  ÿ²`Shbj
 ÿ²`kXhbn . A
Proof of Lemma 6.16. Obviously,
Now, let

ÿ

 ²` 

`

1

5x` 

BDC P

P =í # Nßîßîßî N ¨]ï
ÿ

ÿ

 N P ²` 

ÿ

iff

 
ÿ

ÿ

P ví # Nßîßîßî N ¨]ï

ÿ

# gfgfgf[ b ¨

ÿ

 N P ²` 

ÿ

P =í # Nßîßîßî N ¨]ï

ÿ

 N P ²` 

hb P 

ÿ

 N P 

for all worlds  over BFC , we get:
(18)

hSbn f

 N P
1

. Since each P is defined over
O¨kQ { ë . Thus, it follows:

ÿ

(19)

 N P ²`Ü9hSbn f

are defined over the pairwise disjoint sets of atoms BFC

hbj

X] .

 N P ²`Ü9hb P +

P ví # Nßîßîßî N ¨]ï
ÿ

, let  P be a minimal model of `khib w.r.t.
1
1
#Q ed
ÂgÂgÂ
, we can define a model  of `  hb by    

 ²`k9hbne

Since b

be satisfiable. As

hb´8

hbni&

>]

V5¤ gfgfgf7 Òj8

For each
BFC

0H1

ÿ

 ²`k9hbn

for all V{5¤

The claim now follows from (19) and (20).

gfgfgf Òj8

# gfgfgfx BDC ¨

, it follows:
(20)

.

A

5x`#khbk#g8 and
5x` ú hb ú 8 have a common minimal model
Proof of Lemma 6.17. Assume first that
01
 w.r.t.  . Hence, both
5x`#{h` ú 8 and bk#hb ú are satisfiable. Moreover, it always holds  ÿ²`#hbk#)®>
0?1
 ÿ²` # hF` ú h9b # hb ú  and  ÿ²` ú hb ú X>
 ÿ²` # hF` ú h9b # h9b ú  . Since  is a model of
5x` # hD` ú h9b # h9b ú 8 ,
ú
ú
ú
ú
ú




hSbk#nhb
 and  ÿ²`
hb
´
hbk#nhSb ú  .
it thus follows  ÿ²`´#nhbk#)+
 ÿ²`#nh`
 ÿ²`´#nh`
0_1
0_1
5x`´#@h` ú 8 and bk#(hb ú are satisfiable, also
5x`´#@h` ú h?b#h?b ú 8 is satisfiable.
Conversely, as both
061
Let  be any minimal model of
5x`´#Fh%` ú hbk#hb ú 8 w.r.t.  . Clearly,  is a common model of
01
0S1
5x`´#Ühbk#g8 and
5x` ú hb ú 8 . Moreover,  ÿ²`#Ühbk#)´
 ÿ²`#h_` ú hbk#hb ú ´
 ÿ²` ú hb ú  implies
01
01
ú
ú

that  is even a common minimal model of
5x`´#nhSbk#g8 and
5x`
hSb
8 w.r.t.  . A
01

01

Proof of Lemma 6.19. Clearly,   ÿWYkX] iff
5fY=8 is unsatisfiable iff g   ÿWYX] .
01
Assume now that
5fYv8 is satisfiable. Since   ÿ@X&hg   ÿ for all worlds  , it follows   ÿWYX&hg   ÿWYk .
0%1
0
5fY=8 such that g   ÿWY?ig   ÿ@ . By Lemma 6.12, there exists a model   of
Let  be any model of
such that ]rÿWYk<ãRÿWYk<@6984:<; , and ] satisfies ¦3 g and the same defaults in g as  . Hence, we get
  ÿ  X&
  ÿWY and   ÿ  ´
g   ÿ@ . It thus follows g   ÿWYkX&   ÿWY . Hence,   ÿWYjg   ÿWYk . A
01

Proof of Lemma 6.20. We first show that g   N   g   N  is a solution of (11). Consider any default Y¢kZ® g  .
The classical formulas YhlZ and Yh_lZ are of the form `hbk# and `hb ú , respectively, where ` is either ¯
m C ` , and both b# and b ú are conjunctions of literals over BDC  . As YkZ is
or a conjunction of atoms from BF
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active, also `ShSbk# and `hb

ÿ

ú

are active. By Lemmata 6.15, 6.16, and 6.19, it thus follows for ºni5¤

  ²`hb ¸ 



ng

  ²` 



ng

  N  ²` 

ng

  N  ²`hb ¸ *



:

ÿ

ng

  ²`ShSb ¸ 

 ÁM8

ÿ

ÿ

hb
hSb

¸


¸

*

ÿ

g

ÿ

P /í # Nßîßîßî N ¨/ï q í ï
ÿ

P /í # Nßîßîßî N ¨/ï q í ï

g

ÿ

(21)

  N P ²`  

ÿ

  N P ²`j f


Hence,  ÿWYhlZú¸þ¶ÿWY,BZ"n*
 ÿWYh Z" iff g   N  ÿWYShHlZ"FKg þ
ÿWY,oZ(*Sg   N  ÿWYh Z" . This shows


that g   N  g   N is a solution of (11). Its uniqueness follows from the robustness of g   N  , which we prove next.
Suppose that g   N  is not robust. Then, by Lemma 6.17, there are two distinct Y{#pZx#  Y ú pZ ú  g  such
01
that g   N  ÿWY{#hl-Zx#)FKg   N  ÿWY#hqY ú h_l-Zx#{h lZ ú FKg   N  ÿWY ú hlZ ú  , and both
5fY{#hrY ú 8 and lZx#h_lZ ú

m Cs` , it holds that
are satisfiable. We next show that for all atoms Àj BF
iff
5fY # 8iQ °À
5fY ú 8iQ °À .
m C ` such that
Suppose the contrary. Without loss of generality, assume that Y ú contains some atom À BD
021
021
021
ú
ú
5fY # 8eQ É:À . Let  be a minimal model of
5fY # hrY
h_lZ # hlZ 8 , and thus also of
5fY # hlZ # 8 .
1
0i1
Q  qu
/

.
f
5
{
Y

#
h

l
x
Z
g
#
8
.
Then,
is
a
model
of
,
it
satisfies all
Let the world ¤. be defined by /.vã ì  d
t ^

g

0,1

the defaults in

ÿ

\g

  N   . ;

ÿ

g



  N  

0,1

that are satisfied by  , and it satisfies Y ú kZ ú , which is falsified by  . It thus follows
0%1
. But this contradicts  being a minimal model of
5fY{#ÜhlZx#g8 . This shows that for

5fY{#g8Q £À iff
5fY ú 8Q £À . Hence, we can assume that {
Y #h_l-xZ # ,
m ` , it holds that
Y{#hqY ú h_lZx#h_lZ ú , and Y ú h_lZ ú are of the form `Thbk# , `hbk#´hb ú , and `ThSb ú , respectively, where `
m Cs` , and both b # and b ú are conjunctions of literals over BFC  .
is either ¯ or a conjunction of atoms from BD
Y #h lxZ #¢  ÿW{Y #hvY ú h_lxZ #hlZ ú   ÿWY ú hlZ ú  . But, by Lemma 6.17,
By (21), it then follows  ÿW{
this contradicts  being robust. It thus follows that g   N  is robust. A
021
g . Suppose
5k8 satisfies ¦3
Proof of Lemma 6.22. We first show that every Y -preferred model of
021
g .
the contrary. That is, there exists a Y -preferred model  of
58 such that iQ Éa for some 3
0
Clearly, is active. Thus, by Lemma 6.12, there exists a model ] of such that "¤ÿÈÜúKRÿÈúw6981:A; ,
0d1
58 that
and   satisfies £3 g and the same defaults in g as  . This shows that   is a model of

all atoms

ÀT

BDC

0d1

0d1

0%1

is Y -preferable to  . But this contradicts  being a Y -preferred model of
58 . This shows that every
0H1
g
Y -preferred model of
58 satisfies 3
.
01
a) Let  be a gY -preferred model of
5k8 . Clearly,
is active. Thus, by Lemma 6.12, there exists a
0
model   of such that   ÿÈÜ RÿÈ+R6984:<; ,   ÿWYkÿWYk , and   satisfies 3 g and the same defaults
0%1
in g as  . We now prove that " is a Y -preferred model of
5k8 . Suppose the contrary. That is, there
01
exists a Y -preferred model ø of
58 that is Y -preferable to ] . By the argumentation above, ø satisfies
g . But then ø is gY -preferable to  , which contradicts  being a gY -preferred model of 01 58 . This
¦3
01
shows that ] is a Y -preferred model of
58 .
0i1
g . Suppose
58 . By the argumentation above, ø satisfies '3
b) Let ø be a Y -preferred model of
01
0i1
that ø is not a gY -preferred model of
5k8 . That is, there is a model  of
58 that is gY -preferable to
0
is active. Thus, by Lemma 6.12, there exists a model " of such that ]rÿÈ+ ÿÈÜ+S6981:A; ,
ø . Clearly,
and   satisfies W3 g and the same defaults in g as  . But then   is Y -preferable to ø , which contradicts ø
0i1
0H1
being a Y -preferred model of
58 . This shows that ø is a gY -preferred model of
5k8 . A
0%1

Proof of Lemma 6.23. a) Let  be a gY -preferred model of
01
Q  qu
5  8 such that øRQ { qu
t  ^ . Clearly, ø is a model of
t ^
57

. Let the world
¥Q  qV{
t  ^ . Since

58

be defined as "x 
ÜQ {
t  ^ is a superset of
ø

1

cbi57F:Q!ø6QÉ(8 . Since ø is a model of

0H1

, and  is a gY -preferred
model of
58 , we get 57F¢KQoQ ÉÎ(8n,57FKQ!ø:Q ÉÎ(8 . Suppose now that there exists a model ø .
01
01
of
5(/8 that is gY -preferable to ø . Hence, ø . is a model of
58 that is gY -preferable to  . But this
0H1
0H1
58 . Thus, ø is a gY -preferred model of
5  8 f
contradicts  being a gY -preferred model of
01
01
5  8 . In particular,  is a model of
58 . Suppose now that 
b) Let  be a gY -preferred model of
0i1
0i1
is not a gY -preferred model of
58 . That is, there exists a model  . of
58 that is gY -preferable to  .
1
0i1
Let the world ø be defined as "x 
 . Q  q {
5(/8 . Moreover, since  . Q 
t y^ . Clearly, ø is a model of
t  ^ is
01
.
,
it
follows
7
5
F

KQ
o

Q
É
¥

(8
+
ã
b
7
5
F

KQ
!

ø
Q
É
¥

(8
.
Thus,
ø
is
a
model
of

5
@
/
8
that
a superset of ø+Q 
t ^
021
is gY -preferable to  . But this contradicts  being an gY -preferred model of
5(/8 . This shows that  is a
0H1
gY -preferred model of
58 . A
57FKQoTQ É
t ^ , it follows
01

øRQ {

$8

58

01

Proof of Lemma 6.24. a) For each V5¤ gfgfgf7 Òj8 with VÉ ¡ , let  P be a gY P -preferred model of
5@/8 .
1
1
1
01

x
ë
ÂgÂgÂ
O¨kQ { . Clearly, ø is a model of
5  8 with øRQ { þ_Î Q  þ .
Define the world ø as   #xQ ed
01
0%1
Assume now that ø is not a gY -preferred model of
5(/8 . That is, there exists a model ø . of
5(¤8
that is gY -preferable to ø . Thus, there is some V{_5¤ gfgfgf7 Òj8 such that øÜ. is gY P -preferable to ø . That is, øk. is
0S1
to  P . But this contradicts  P being a gY P -preferred model of
gY P -preferable
5(/8 . Thus, ø is a gY -preferred
01
5  8 .
model of
0^1

b) Let  be a gY -preferred model of
5(/8 . Suppose now that  is not a g Y -preferred model of
0e1
0T1

5  8 . That is, there exists a model /. of
5  8 that is gY -preferable to  . Let the world ø be defined
1
1
021
as ]x 
.
Clearly,
is
a
model
of
 . Q { þ
Q  qk_
ø
5@/8 . Moreover, ø is gY -preferable to  . But
t y^O¤{ þ 
0H1
0H1

5  8 . Thus,  is a g Y -preferred model of
5  8 . A
this contradicts  being a gY -preferred model of
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